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A bTUDY OF METHODS
OF OBTAINING BASIC RECORDS
USED IN HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELING

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

?rinciples of Guidance

For the pest thirty yuare guidance and individual counseling
hare been developing in our public schools at an amazing rate.

So

rapid has the development been, and so rapid have attitudes toward
guidance changed, that it is aiL,ost impossisle to obtain up-to-date
infuriation regarding many of the .west important aspects.

Boats

relating to specific methods, techniques, and tools are out of date
by toe time they are published.

Especially is this true of boo:s

about occupations, ou wzu.ch the counselor is prone to depend for aid

in helpiug students make the Lost important single decision of their
lives:

the choice of a life occupation.

There is no bet and final

way of aoing anything relating to guidance, there aru only suggested
modes of action.

Basic principles 'wore been established, but even

these rest upon a pragmatic background and are subject to change
without notice.

Experimentalism is the recognized procedure.

No writer of

repute has yet dared to list what specifically must be Lone in any

eingle echool syetee.

Consequently, when a guidance program is set

up in a school system, it 16 (lone with the realization teat what

looks good may prove uneatiefactory, and that now ideas will lead to

nee experiments, and that new experiments will lea to new methods
anci, perchance, new principles.

Nearly every city of fifty thousand or more has some sort of
guidance program, but no two programs are exactly alias.

Differ-

anct,:e of methods, equipment, techniques, pereoneel, and principles

inevitably effect changes in progruee.

There le one principle upon

which guidance workers and writers agree:

each school syetee must

work out its own program to fit its OWE needs.

This is not the job

for one person, nor can it be done by a few experiments; it cannot be
oopied or transferred, nor can it be merely thought out.

Lau work-

ers, many minds with hopeful ideas, many trials and party errors go

into the building of a worth-while systee of guidance; anh when that
SysteL is built up and the workers think they have finished, conditions are apt to change and mace obsolete thJ major part of the
system.

The need for reconstruction and reorganization is constant.

problems are ever present, and counselors are seriously concerned
with their solution.
Boots five and six hundred pages ih length have been -written

about the principles of guidance.
still room for argument:

Noteithetending this, there is

the broau versus the limited viewpoint,

the trained specialist versus the ordinary teacnsr, the progreseive
versus the conservative philosophy.

All that can be done here is to
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bet forth a few eointe of view upheld by various guidance experts.
These eoints of view, when held almost universally for some time,
become principles.

The list of erinciples expressed in a bulletin

of the Department of Educetion of the State of Washington see ,5 to
be a goed one.

each (school) must build its on program, utilizing its
own offerings to meet its own particular needs.
:Lt. (the guidance program) must be a graeual outgrowth
rather than a sudden development.
It must represent the conscious, organized effort of the
entire faeuity.
The various eembers (of the faculty) wili mama contributions in their own specialized fields.
There must then be integration of all these guidance
services.
The studento themselves must have some part in the actual
building and administratioe of this work.
it must be, from first to last, a dynamic, moving
influence.
Guidance is something we are trying to do with our students; not something we are trying to do fur er to thee.

It is an INDIVIDUAL not a MAW service.
It is a :'iCIOCE as wall as an ART.
Bookkeeping is neceteary as a means to an end, but a
school may have an elaborate se stew of bookkeeping aed
still have little or no real guidance. (4e$1)

Lefever, Terrell, and Weitzel divide the principles of guidance
into three groups:

(1) principles relating to basic assumptions;

(2) principles related to outcomes projected for the student; and
(3) principles relating to the implementing of guidance.

In the

first group are, according to section headings:
I.
2.

3.
4.

Geieence is a lifelong procese.
The guidance service should be exteeded to
not simply to the obviously maladjusted.
"Guiding" in the absence of data is queckery.
Special training is needed to do guidance work.

(3301-36)

Certain practices in many of our schools do not compare
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favorably with the principles so simply stated above.

Guidance atoeu

when the pupil leaves school, anu no otaer agency is prepared to
All the time of counselors is taken up by a relatively

carry on.

smali group of poerly reared and poorly adjusted youngster:;.

Few

schools have records complete enough to escape the implication of the
third principle; and certainly, there are so few trained workers and
so many pupils to be guided that principle four must be violated at
almost every turn.
In the second group, principles relating to outcomes, are the
following:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Guidance seeks to assist the individual in becoming
progressively more able to guide aismelf.
Provision must be made for all interrelated aspects
of guidance.
Any aspect of guidance may serve as an avenue of
approach, or means of developing rapport.
Each student should have some one individual in the
school who is responsible for his guleance.
A code of ethics ahould be rigorously observed by
the guidance worker.
(e):37-44)

The principles relating perticulerly to the izilleweal.ing of

guidance are:
1.

2.

3.

Guivance activities are of two kinee: group anu
inaividual--not all workers are equally competent
in both fields.
When two or more individuals are engaged in guidance, some one should nheed up" the hark.
Guidance workers ahouiu be assigned to students
on s.).,b, uefinite basis.

4.
5.

Acquaintanze with all available guioance agencies
or servecee is essential to We counselor.
Lines of promotion should be from teacher to guiaance worker to the higher and higheat auminiatrative
positions.
(3.):43-51)

These principles are liaely to require revision, because "the
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schools themaelvee will sot sa

an imeor-

ixx ab teey ere

teat motivating force for tiie progress of guieance is tee principle

that Iguieance work should form an important link in the chain of
prumotion.1"

Ce3:53)

Still another liat, called Nia5iC concepts" (24:16) by the
authors, 60046 to deny the necessity of seecial training of all
guieence workers by including the statement that "Ali teachers zest
be gueeance workers."

(24:17)

lo exeheeize tea point it is etaLd

latar In the book:

"The teacher can and should be the chief guid-

ance functionary."

(24;19)

Reasons are advanced for the latter

contention, among wnich appears, "As teachers becowe treined profesionelly (in guldaace), they must faSUMG the reseoresebilities of
such training, which means increasing concern ee:. reeerd for tile

individual pupil rather than for the subject-aeteor to be taught."
(24:19)

Se the differencea of opinion are not real differences;

they are different only in the tine element invelveu:

one eente to

have trine guleance personnel to start, while the other is willing
to wit for the teacnere to get the traieie, wheal both thine is
newobeary for wise irate guleence.

There ie really little in the way of funeamentel differencee in
any of the recent booes dealing with the erincieles of guleance.

One 1934 text aays, "The guidance movewent in the United etetee is

at a very critical stoke in it development.

Tie clearly see that

the work cannot be confined to help given in connection with vocetimes.

Guidance is in and through all euucetion.

Every part of the
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school system is and must be definitely concerned in it.

There is

real danger that the moveuent wile becoie so broad as to be practically meaningless tala dissipaee itself Into the teen air of general

education or of general instruction

Safety for the future

lies in clear recognition of the complexity of guieance as a problem, and then taking such measures as we can to eork out a proper
sclutian." (2e:438)

A 1'041 text seys, in the preface, "Guidance

today a-tends at the croseroede

Guieance Lay permeate the

entire ducational structure and effect a teerea,hgoing reorganization; or it may becowe 6.4.-p4 the greatest euucational fad of the
century, and go the eay of U.11 faun

Orderly concepts

must replace the uncritical acceptance of anything and everything
as guidance."

Later, on the seas page, "This apparent paradox of

threatened existence at a tiee of greatest need is due to two factore:

(1) The broadening concept of guidance tends to place

specialized functions in the henes of the untraiuea, which alweye
dissipates the pointed applications which e specialist can eeee; and
(2) gu Lance, like ale other eoveeente, contains within itself the
eeeds of its own destruction." (3322)

Not only do the writers agree

even when they appear to disagree, but one begins a book on principi-- and techniques at the point whore another left off.

Values of Guidance

If all gueeence work ere in the scheel, whether they be trained

counselors or classroom teachers eithout guidance training, were to

adhere strictly to the princieles laic. down in textbooks, eeverai

definite outcoeee could be expected.

In tee first place, to

teach-

ers would get the neceeeary treineeg ene experience, and the treenee
coueselore would become through actual practice on the job more
practically efficient taan traIning alone could make them.

Theer

efforts to help the pupils would be directed toward several objectives:

the pupils would be aided in leurneng of the educational

opeortueities of their school and of wore advanced schools; they
would be helped in their adjustments to their present eeucateonal
situation; they would be led to leern as much as passible about theLselve6; tee e would be induced to consiuer vocational opportunities

and relate tree to interests and abilities; they would be assisted
toward a better biCitti life; and tnee would be helped to an unaer-

stending of what life in a democracy holds out to a person equipeee
and fit.
If to

pupils were helped in teese ways by understanding coun-

selors, several valuable outcomes could be expected.
would drop out of school.

Feeer pupils

echolarseie would tuee an upward turn:

failures would be reduced, ena the aceieveeent of the brighter students would be mere nearly in eeepiug with their abilities.

The

entire student body would respond by a greater realization of their
individual and collective parts in the school world in which they
now live.

Pupils who have had no place in the echeee of things would

cease to be misfits either in educational or In social affairs.

Neils would becoue more an more able to guide tteeseivee.

There
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would be fewer failure: in colleges because of the more sensible
selection of studies, and there woulu be fewer good mechanics turned
into poor lawyers.

Ail tale would be possible if the erincielee were strictly

adhered to; but the adherence to these princi les imelies e perfect
set -u?:

first -class equipment, ellen as rooms for special work, flies

for records, secretarial assistance, time for guidance duties, and,

above ail, whole-hearted cooperation and even enthusiasm shown by
every member of the school staff.

The only sensible course to take

is to make the best use of what is available, always keeping watch
for n w methods of making what we have serve to better advantage,
and always working toward that ideal of first-class personnel,
properties, and practices.

etetement of the erublem

ehether guidance is coneidered from the standpo..nt dk7 aumani-

terianism, with its regard for the welfare of mankind; religion,
with its etreee on the good life through character education; mental

hygiene, with its amphaais on mental and emotional maturity; UOCiaa

ki220, with its new demands caused by mass education; or individualam, with its insistence on the worth of the individuals

there is

one function recognizes by all--the eaking anu the use of records.
The most important of the records, almost the culmination of the
entire record-eceping efforts, is the cumulative record card.

This

card is the and result of the pooling of all available information

about tne individual.

Objective test results, school graces, hoaeth

records, rating scales, family and social history records, in- school

and out-of-school ectiity reeerde,
cumulative record card.

°there, all contrebute to the

koet authorities agree on to general types

of informatien to be obtained, but they differ as to the methods to
be used, for the methods of obtaining information suet vary from
school to school because of differences in administrative support,
financial backing, treining of personnel, and physical equipment.
Such school cystem, perhaps each school, will have to determine its
on methode in accord with its individual characteristice aria needs.
This thesis has grown out of a felt need for a practical,

usable eystem of collecting all necessary inforaation about students.
The 'miter has been a couneclor of boys et the Lincoln High School,

Portland, Oregon, since the beginning of the eeedanco prograe three
yeare ago.

For three yeure he hes follower: with e great deal of

intereet the school erogress of neat ly two hunared boys until they

weeo gradueted in the winter and spring of 1941; and for three years

he h

become increasingly effective in helping them solve their

problems.

His affectivenese hac been limited by lack of continuous

recorded information about his coup

lees.

No plan for obtaining

information has yet been devised which will fit the time scheduled
for guidance at Lincoln Ltgh School; consequently, 4 choice had to be

made betweun ewe counseling without adequate recoreo or adequete
records with no counseling.
to do both.

None of toe counselors smeeed to be able

They have all been eager to do a goon job, avid they have
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succeeded as well as limitations in time, equipment, and training
would allow.

It is with full knowledge of these limitations and

with little hope of changes in that reopect that this problem is
However, more time for counseling and more and

being worked out.

bitter -,,,quipm,:nt will be welcome, and provision for training both

counselors and teachers in guidance will but add to the workability
of the plan.

The problem is to study guidance as it is at Lincoln High School,
with special attention to the recorde used for counseling, to see in
what respects the accomplishments have fallen short of the desires of
the directing heads of the guidance program, and to assign a system
by which the school can, without appreciable changes in time allowed
for counseling, and without a great deal of additional expense, build
up a fund of knowledge about each student iihich wili make possible
effective guidance.

';clue of the Study

June,

marked the era of a five-year study of educetional

guloance care on by the Wucatioaal Hocorde Hu eau and financed oy
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.

The purpose

of the study was main/y to remonstrates the functioning of measurement

and record keeping in the guidance programe of the secondary schools.
In the foreword of their report, Arthur Trailer list
firmatory indications of great practical importance

"certain con(oo;viii) which

have emerged, some of *114.ch are applicable to the present problem.

He states that °the continuing effective functioning of the guidance
pregram depends ueon the maintenance in conveniently usable form of
cumulative records of comperable teat measuree and of uutu on the

personal development, selfdiscipline, and social adjustment of in
dividual aupils.N (56: ix)

In relation to the curriculum, nee

experience of this eroject confirme the already widely- accepted VieW

that the trauitional acedeeic curriculum es too nerroe to care for
the educational needs of all tee pupils now in tee secondary echo le.

The concern and loyalty of teachers must be transferred
from 'the curriculum' end from ruse 'eta:adze:AV to ene eeliare of the
individual pupil in the world in which t

must live.

It ilL,E bee0V4

inereaeleely clear to those associated in this eroject that neither
curricula nor stenderda are easily defensible exceet in teree of
their approprietenese to the abilities, intereete, and neede of the
evpile as

indivieuele.

In order to

tato school oxeerience more

approeriate to the individual vupil, we must learn wore about the
dui:11 than we have in the past.

The chief eureoee of the cumulative

record of comparable measures and peraonal data ie to enable the
school to make its offerings pregreseively more aperopriate to the
reel nee de of the pupilu es growing individuals." (58:ix)

Later,

referring to the planning of a guieunoe program, he states:
Many schosle, when planning e eeidance erograe,
begin by giving detailed attention to the One of
This is
euieance organizetion toot sould be edeeted.
of considerable importance, but it is not a m,tier of
first importance. Tee first duty of those charged with
the development of a guidunee progress:: ie te build a

plan that will erable the ochool to knew ita ;dells.
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This is "the major strategy of guidance." A.thout
it, no type of guidance organization can have a
very important effect ueon the lives of the pupils.
7;ith it, a school can achieve considerable success
with almost any kind of guidance set-up. (5o:xiii)
Had Lincoln Hieh School in Portland been one of the schools
contributing to the project mentioned above, the outcomes would
probably have been the same.

The value of proper records is acknowl-

edged; therefore, a method devised to obtain tnes.:: records will nave

value proportional to the extent to which it is need.

This study,

then, will have value if it provides better means of obtaining basic
data for records end if the results of tee study are actually used.
Otherwise, their value will be limited to certain. benefits to the
author and Improvements in 11::.s counseling.

Limitations of the Study

It will be shown in Chapter I:, "Development of a Guidance
Program at Lincoln High School," that each school of the Portland

eysteu is expected to develop its on eeteede ano elans for guidanee.

It is required only that the plau in each school reealn in

harmony with the generel plan.

Suggeeteone :.ere eiven as to the

principles and the main objectivue as seen by the Director of Guidance of the aystee, but there was no compulsion from above.

It

follows, then, that the progress of the echoele eas not uniform,

and that the outcomee have been unlike in any reepecte.

Therefore,

to expece such a study as this to apply equally well to al- the
ocnoele, or even to apply at all to all of thee, would be to

expect the impoaelble.

Use of the results of this etudy in any other

school than Lincoln can be hoped for but hardi

counted upon,

;eon-

sideration of other schools will be given enli as there is some

relation to the Lincoln set-um; study of methods advocated by authorities will be made only to see if it is poss ible or practicable to

use them at Lincoln.

This is not a study of the cumnietive record care except as a
study of the card is neceneary in the study of methods of obtaining
information to go on the card.

It i2 aetumed that a euitable record

card is to form the background for the rest of the eork, and that the
forme, such as questionnairee, ratinie scales, and so on, must be

developed to fit.
The use to which the cumulative record it i.eit t not the concern

of this study,

eueatIons as to training of teachers to uee recerde,

peeve tests, or conduct newt: rooms *ill be left for others.

Inaceuch

es it will ee necessary to depend a great deal on sow: sort of group
enivance in order to obtain the required information, some attention

it be given to the techniques of group euidance, but onl1 as they
relate to the assembling and recording of aata pertinent to the
cumulative recordt of the ieupila.

in ehert, this is a study of the metaeds which may be used to
gather the informatlon needed to complete Lhe cue uletive records of

pupils at Lincoln High School, kart' end, ereeen.
selection of the best methods

IL involves the

anti tools, judged from the standpoint

of the couneelor, and governed by tho material and personnel
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facilities of the school.

sources of dsterial

Four main sources were urea to collect material for this study&
(1) books on counseling and guidance, (2) personal, interviews with
individuals whose ;:nov:ledge of and practical experience in guidance

is well advances, (3) forma used to gather information about students
at Lincoln High School, and (14) a chec:c list sent out to a jury com-

posed both of those persons who were Interviewed and of soule perona
who were not.

In additim, all issues of the Occupations na6azine

fags December, 1 X37, to December, 1940, were examined for material

pertinent to the problem.

The articles selected ai%, in some cases,

only vaguely relevant, which is characteristic of nearly all the
textboOL material.

Tilru, sources that clearly apply were aiscovered. Fist is A
boport of the ?ublic School Demonstration ?roject in Educational
guidance, listed as number 56 in the bibliography; second is Personal
Analysis and Vocational ?roblems, number 49 in the bibliography; and
third is Guidance Working Wateriala of the Roosevelt JUnior and
Senior High Schoola in 6eattle, number 14 in the bibliography.

Of

the three, the first was the most valuable, because it built up an
adequate pictura of local conditions, a picture that was lacking in
the others.

The scar c.: ty of material concerned explicitly

ith

methods of obtaining inforation and not with the reasons for ne,Ading
it, or the use that ahouid be made of it, and so un, is surprising.
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True, in every text there are general directions on how to get information, such as, "tie should try to make use of the rego4,r agencies of
the school in so far as they are aaequate f,a. our purpose."

2'):1-0

Such statements really do not ada to our certainty aa to what to do
when we are forced to stop talking and to act.

The difficulty of

selecting a Srik.ifi of tests will be considereu in Gnater V.
in order to develop constructively the systeliA proposed in the

final chapter, the writer organized a group of people to help hi0.
Tili6 group, referred to later as the jury, way; selected oh the basis

of anow'edge of ano interest in guidance, aoa understanding of the
policiee and problems of guiaance at Lincoln High School.

two persons were selected.

Thirty-

They are:

Edwards, Assistant Superintendent of Schools,
Portland, in cnarge of Guidance
Norwn C. Thorne, iuu.red Assistant Superintendent of
schools, Portland, in enarge of Curriculum and Vocational Lducation
Henry t. Gunn, now Aseletant Superintendent of Schools,
Portland, but for the Last seven years Principal of
Lincoln High School, Portland
H. A. Barr, Director of Research of the Portland Schools
Lewis C. iartin, School ?aychologiat and Director of
the Guidance Clinic, Portland
Harold A. Tore, now Principal of Lincoln High School,
Portland, but for the last year and a half VicePrincipal of Lincoln High School, Portiasd
F. B. Albin, Counselor and Teacher, Lincoln High School,
Portland
0. N. Bittner, Dean, Benson Polytechnic gi6h School,
Portland
A. D. Bosaeraan, Vice-Orincipal, Jefferson High School,
Portland
Frank Breen, Counselor and Teacher, Sabin High Cchooi,
Portland
J.

A. A. Burnett, Vic,.o-iirincipal, High School of Commerce,
Portland
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Mrs. Neils W. Demee, Dean, High School of Commerce,
Portiene
Dorothy Flegel, Dean, Jefferson hieh School, Portland
Richard Garber, Counselor and Teacher, Roosevelt High
School, Portland
H. H. Hargreaves, Vice-Principal, Benson Polytechnic
High School, Portland
Elizebeth ecGaw, Leen, Grant High School, Portland
Hazel e. °heart, Dean, 4aseington High School,
Portland
leargaret M. Osburn, Dean, Girls Polytechnic High School,
portiand
Gladys Philpott, Counselor and Teacher, Juno
Audame High School, Portlanu
T. R. Rohwer, Counselor axle Teacner, Lincoln high
School, Portlane
C. E. Scott, ViceePrincieal, Grant High school, Portland
Mildred Whitcomb, Lean, Roosevelt High School, Portland
Ere. Golda Wickham, Dean, Lincoln High School, Portland
ere. Lila L. Wilson, Dean, Franklin High School,
portiere/

L. V. Winduaele, Vioe-erincieal, Washington High School,
Portland

V. D. Bain, State Department of Education, who edited
the guidance paephlet, Personal and Business Relatioea
O. Re Chambers, Profeseor of Psychology, in cearge of
Departeent, ereeon .;tats College
R. J. Clinton, Professor of Education, Oregon State
College
G. 11. Odgers, Dean, lelitnoeah College

Kari W. Onthank, Dean of ken, Unlveraley of Oregon
FranK W. Parr, Professor of Secondary Education,
Director of 'Supervised Teaching, Oregon State College
Carl W. Saiser, Assistant Dean of the School of Lduoateon, Professor of Lducation, Head of Placeeent, Oregon
&tate Col eege

Hugh B. Wood, Professor of Education at Columbia
University, University. of Oregon Sumeer 'School
Tne first twenty-four mewbera of the panel are all active or
retired employees of the Portland Public Schools.

One meober,

Dr. V. L. Bain, is indirectly connected through the State Departeent
of Education.

The last seven, college wen identified with the
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Portland schools in advisory and consultint capacities, ur
instructors of irtiaiLAe courbet 1.:1; t,..aohars, ure all inowii to be

interested iu guidance anu per,onuel our.
These people v,*re asked L) chec

questionnaire.

u list instead of answer a

The purpose was to get ag Law ideas as possible

regarding the metnous being studied, and to seo whether or not there

enough agrent on some of tie main issues to irti,cate a trend.
It wah:: felt to be a -,,,aste of buw t1AO &na Im_arej to qa,stion a large

number of persons whose acquaintance -with Linc,An high School or

even with the 2ortlah.i schools could nut be greut enouga to valte
their ansoers.

:aitter rasulLs were expected fro. the selected 2anel

than could possibly be obtaimod from such a group as the principals
and superintendents of
with the findings.

U. Oregon schools.

The alee

Chapters V

Vi deal

11.6t, together with the instructions

and alas in checking, is reproduced in Apieudix A.

CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPL1RT

GUIDANCE PROGRAM AT

LINCOL:W HIGH SCHOOL

The idea of a definite program in guidance in the Portlene
Public 6chools wee by no meens spontaneous.

It uid not bloom over-

night nor become an integral part of the curriculum as the 'NUM or
the nbreiachildn of any one group or individual.

As is always true

of large-ocele developmeuts welch are destined to influence the lives

of a great eany people, guidance nee been growing slowly and quite
steadily from a very humble beginning.

No one person can be pointed

out as the instigator of the prograel fur it did not spring from the
mind of any individuel.

Bather, it sprang from the very source from

which it should logically hay,, come--from the teaching staff itself.
Teachers el....

the city had felt that there was a very definite

need for aeze sort of guidence to help tneir students along the rocky

rued to a fuller understendieg of life as it should be lived; to an
understanding of the naemoaratic way of Iife,n so these teachers, as
indiviauele, hed been doing whatever guidance seemed to them to be
neceezary.

%Elbe teachere, hoeever, did not form any sort of a pressure
group in order to put over their ideas to tae administration.

Th,?4

went along, doing their work in the usual way, perhaps not oven real-

ising tat whet they were aoing was guidance or orientation, but

1;

realizing quite definitely that they ware getting better results than
The: acbJinistration care to real ze shortly that

they had previously.

guidanco wars a necessary part of education and that it certainly
should be ,riven recognition.

Schools in other cities were proving

that their programs of guidance were actually saving money in spite

of the fact that such programs were using teacher hours which had
formerly bean devotcd to classroom instruction.

The rapie decrees::

in the ,JA-centage of failures alohe led to the saving of a consider-

able sum of money, while the indirect benefits received by the
students in other ways were incalculable.
made of five years of guidance

School will lliustrat

An e:um.vle from the survey

the ?lainfield, Ns

Jersey, High

this point adequately. C30141)
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For the first time the students began to feel that someone web taking
a personal interest in their well-being.

.y..:meone was helping them to

2u

lay out a four-year program, to form better stuuy habits, to come to
a better underatanding of the whys ani waereforet of this business of
getting an education, and was, moreover, actually making an attehpt
to help the

find jobs.

Aeports from other cities, then, testified

to the fact that the prograa had dafinito merits.

With this evidence

on nand, the adAnistrators of the ?ortlAnd systea began to ma'ize plans

for the organisation of a similar set-up.
The official beginning of the gulaaoca prograo 45 cacti RAW be

said to have taken place in the fall of 1937 when the vice-principals

and the deans were relieved of teaching duties In order to tare over
the orientation olataes for high school freshmen.

This was aerely an

opening wedge, followed shortly by the release of six clattrooa
teachers for one period a day in order to WilbUM6 counseling duties.
field,

In this particular action, Lincoln

followed by Grant High School aoa taun by the other SCL.0014 in the
eyeteL4

In order to take up the load taus dropped by the six teachers

who had gone into tna new work, the teachers of Englisa and Hist,xy
were asked to forego the pleasure of having a free porioa in order to
take study hails.

This they did willingly, with the result that

there was very little disturbance of the regular routine of school
life.
Fro , the very beginning

3.

L

dwards, Asei0.aut Superintend-

ent in charge of high scaoois, was the official hi,5ad of the guidance

program fur the city.

Dr. Eugenie Leonard

bruught frog an Iran -

deco to serve under him as Director of Guidance.

tlith her leacership
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the new system got under way aria iptekIM to come Into some seablance

of unity.

,eguter meetingb of the counseling staffs froL tine various

schools were neia, akin nn outline of deairubie ails, objectives, and

techniquen was presented.

Title outline is reproduced below.*

ijaiiiaULAJLQTIVnS
I. To mane available to youths such informution
as will best ussist their hum, and successful adjuetzent to life.
S.I. To aid youths to a fuller and more accurate
knowledge of tneir Interests, capacitiee, ana
aptitudes for occupational life.
III. To mane avaiinble to youth comprenennive and
specific information regarding occupational
opportunities and requirementa, profeseional
and industrial trends, und new expansions in
occupational life.
TheliNIQU66

I. In the High School
A. Personnel Supervision (counselore)
1. Making available such information and
knowledge of techniquos and point of
vic4o us are required thraugh
a. hi-monthly meetings
b. institutes
(1) Correlation of high school and
college (October, 1938)
(2) Correiation with occupational
life (November;
(3) Correlation with elementary
school (December, or January,

193)
c. Developing professional library
a. !)oreonal conferences

e. Developing return
B. Guidance of studenta by counselors
1. Fresnmun orientation °leases una

advisesnt
2. Sophomore and Junior auviaement
3. Seniors - college aria occupational

.1- Page one of instruction shet frog. the Director of Guidance.
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advieeeent.
C. Teaching short unit claeeee with eleue,
movies, Lee lecturer
1. Indus trice

2. Job enalysee
3. 'bore aeelicatione

D. Developing high school libreriee on
1. Occueational opportunities
2. Werk akelleation
3. Job anelyeas
4. Elementary economics
Cooperating with bervice and Civic clubs
in tee extension of the guidance of youths
to actual working eituatIone.
This is the only official docueent which tne counselors received
which W6.6 concerned directly with tue instruction ef the counselors
in

their

duties.

The other printed matter which eau& Lute their Lands

dealt wore seeeifecally with oocueations.

eecend sheet W46

set

forth wn&t was expected in the way of guldence in four years. p&An
the best way to present thee euteriel is to quote eirectly.e
IS FOUR ,U4_:Ne

Zi TIE HIGH SCROO!..e

1. The counseling personnel should hove haw
experience in counseling in each of the four
high school grades. It is reeeonable tu expact that they wouiu have acquired considereble
knowledge ebeut young eeoele sale the tecnnique:
of effective counseling as a result.
2. The high school stuaente ehoula ehow e better
adjuetsent to life in:
a. L clearer and more ceepr..heneive uneerstameng of themselves ana their contribution to the American wee of life.
b. A broader and more accurate knowledge of
oceueetional life elle their phi ce in it.
c. Fewer fueling geedee anu fewer nrepeatere.,,
d. Fewer aLtenaance erobleme.

eeege two

of

instruction sheet from tee Directur of Guidence.
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3.

e.
f.

Fewer serioue discipline probleme.
Better understanding of &nu cooperation .itn tne schools on the part of
tne students an parents.

g.

Soee CtielateS and expansion of the

curriculum to meet the neene of the
students.
The continuity of the studentet education will
be furthered through
a. ilfectivo contacts betwe.n alga ecnoel
counselors and elementary school prine.
cipals and eighth grade teachers.
b.
A program of pre-col iege orientateon for
the students going on to college and conferences between high school counselors
and college counselors.
c.
Ana a prograe of personal contact with
occupational life for each student going
directly into wage earning.
d. Adequate high school libraries on occupational ilia ante elementary economics.

When Dr. Leonard prepared this program, she had in mind, apparently, that by tne end of the l';,41-1J42 year all of these aims should

be accomplished facts.

The best that can be said, however, is tnat

the counseling staff at Lincoln feels that by the end of the fouryear period it may be well started toward the realization of these
aies.

Some of the aims and objectives set forth in the first quota -

teon above are rapidly being realized.

Chungee in the administrative

set-up which have taken place during the time which has elapsed since

the guidance program was first established have added to rather than
reduced the value of any previous work.

Each director has iaade very

definite efforts to increase the information concerning vocational
opportunities in Portland and to see that this information was seat
on to the counselors and hence to the students interested.

Monograpns

covering a large number of Portland industries nave been prepared and

eleced in the hands of the counselors as well as on the eeeivez of
the sceoel libraries, and tee directors have generously taken time
from their other duties to go to the various schools to udareee
classes upon the vocational picture.

Thus it may be seen that in

due course of time Portland high school students ehuuid have a broad
and accurate knowledge of occupational life in their own community
and ehouee have 4 far better conception of their own place in it than
teed have ever had before.

The work dope by the adelnistrators has

been cumulative and has resulted in a reasonably coapiete elctere of
the local situation.
In the present set-up of the couneeeleg program the individual

principals of the various schools are given free rein as to the
actual carrying out of the plan, with the result that the system is
not entirely urifore throughout the city.

While the skeleton idea

is the saves, tuere are eoee variations between schools as to the time

allotted to counselors, the duties which thee are to perform, and the
system of forms and record cards.

It was mentioned above that coun-

seling time was given to the staff through the willingness of the
English and History teachers to assume study nail duty, but it has
not yet been pointed out that at about the time when this plan was
getting started the school poeulation began a very steady decline
throughout the city, with the single exception of Lincoln high
;school, where the population continued to increase fur the first
year, malting it neceeeary not only for the &Igleeh and History teach-

ers to assume a heavier load but also for other teachers throughout
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the building to accept from three to five more etudeute per class
than they had previously had.

Thies was asking a lot, but they all

cooperated admirably.

The attitude of the administration toward gueuence is very
favorable.

superiutendents wife to feel that guidance is a val-

uable part of education and that it should be fostered just ae raeidly
as it can be and still allow for normal development.

They :now that

it will have to move slowly but are convinced that it is proving itself to be wurtil while.

If it desonstrates its value aufficientiy,

and there eeeee to be but little uoubt of thet, thee additeonel
financial aid Lay be fortheoeing.

Principals, vice-principale, dens, end teachers all asew to
nave quite definite ideas about the guidance progrez.

They say that

it Is a veluable ante necessary school function, ,a141 that it should be

continued

provided it can be aone witheut using funde which Should go

toward the restoration of ablaries.

The teaching staff ea Portland

is still receiving seven and one --half oer cent less thee wee paid

before the depression slashes were eade and does not weloome anything,

no matter how vitall which will hinder the final restoration to normal
pay:

The attitude at Lincoln Eigh School concerning the guidance
program is as healthy one.

The ehtire staff has been willing to

as: uee heavier loads, in one way or another, to make way for the system.

since oounseling was eueh a new Lieaa to moot of the teachers,

they did not realize, at first, just whet was being attempted, and

the general feelinE seemed to be that a panacea for all their worries
had at last been devised.

When any kind of a problem arose between

the teacher and a pupil, tne pull was beet to his or her counselor
and pronq'tly forgotten by the sender.

The counselors, in other

words, were wade to do all of the guidance work and were canoe u.en
fax too often to attend to discipline problems which should never
have entered into the counselor-couneelee picture at all.

The teach-

ers did not avail themselves of the counselors, eerviees in the
proper way for the first year or so, but are now becoming
with what is being attempted arw are realizing that tne moat effective guidance, after all, ie that which is given in the elat:wool.

It is a hopeful sign that at the present time nearly all the teachers
avail themselves of the services of the counselors at some time or
another Burin

the year.

A real start will have been made along the

right road when tnet becomes true throughout tele entire estea.,

eithough numerous mietaea have been made during the three years
of guidance at Lincoln High school, the outlook as a whole is very
satisfactory.

Three years ago the members of the counseling staff

were so inexperienced anu untrained that they had no baele on which
to evaluate their work.

Three years' experience anu etuuy, however,

have given the writer confidence in the ability of his fellow counselors to make that evaluation in to fairly accurate manner.

The first point in the list of goals to be attained by the
fourth year was that the counseling personnel ehoula reasonably be
expected to have matured and gained in experience during that time.
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Ulf; ill certainly true of the staff of Linceln High Sehool.

At the

beginning not only were the counaeiora untrained and inexperienced,
even suspected the Gargantuan size of the task which

but feu of the
ley ahead.

Free that humble beginning the counselors at Lincoln Figh

School have assiduously applied themaelvee to the tack at hand and
have only just begun to coee to a full apereciation of the fact that
no more than a gooe start hats been mace.

They have read and studied,

they havd wet together ane seriouely diacuesed tee problem, and
they have worked toward a better iihysImiii set-up than has been availbefore.

At first very few members of the staff knew enough

about cumulative records, filing cabenete, 4nd vara other narapnernalie to realise that these tIL2.ngb are eeeentiai.

They are

seeing now that the equipment at hunn le pitifully inedequute, that
tee tine allotted in far too little, and that there are hours and
hours of reeearch and sincere apelleation to duty ahead if the job is
to be well done.

Thin new attitude Le a very healthy sign and is

proof teat the ceuneelors of Lincoln High School have matured and
guinea in experience over the three years just comeieteu.
In Lincoln High School, the vi ce-erincieal el.141 the d;

counselors of first-year boys anu giria reapectevely.

-A are

They also con-

duct fresheee orientation classee in which all first -tern students
are enrollee.

et the beginning of the eophowore year the pupils are

turned over to one of the el>: counselors, no keeps thew tnrougeout
the three reaainieg years of their high school lita.

einee the Coun-

seling program at Lincoln High 6cnevel nes now been in effect for

three full years, ail counselors have had the opportunity of taking
one group tnroegh graduation.

In doing so they have met ale of the

basic requireeente ae set up by the administration.

They nave

checked with each student once a year to be certain that he %as provided with a plan for the remainder of his high school career; they
have worked with tee "Dutch. Unclean; they have peened the Ieggards

through the last trying weeks before graduation; ell, with the exception of one class, they have arranged with eeeh student for a day to
be spent in the esychometric Laboratory.

The eetbers of this class

were the victims of circumstance.*
No conscientious counselor could have taken these young leecvle

through teeee various phases eithout having gaired a vest amount of
experience sine knowledge ebout young eeople.

The value of this ex-

parlance lies, however, in the realisation of the fact that the next
group to be taken through will not follow the pattern of the firet in

Law respects.

Ideas have changen, tne program has Cevelopea, anu

the new group will have different experiences.

hereen lies the

PiAt the time 'nen the Peychometric Laboratory was established,
the rule was arbitrarily made that all members of the eeghth-term
graduating claim should be given an opportunity to co through tne
series of tests offered there. soon it becaee evident, however,
theta by the time the reaulta of the tests could be scored, unelysed,
anu sent to the counselor, the students had graduated, thus destroylug any good results which might haven been obtained by conference
anu discussion between counselor and counselee. As a result, the
rule was changed so that ambers of the fifth -tore claabos weight
taeo the tests. Thus there was one class, the graduating class of
1e40-41, which was skipped. It is an unfortunate coincidence that
this is the particular class which tne author was counseling.

advantage of working in e field which ib nee 411u wi.:ICh is exeanuing

only just beginuing to feel its strength.

A definite change in attitude on the Bert of the students is also
becoming noticeable, even to those who are in no way connected with
the counseling prograe.

The second point in the list of eoela to be

reached in four years le, "The high school stueente should show a
better adjustment to life. a

This Is true at Lincoln Hi ;h School.

When the ceuneeline system first began, there we not even a semblance
of a record card, and the counselors spent considerable time with
their vice-principal in the formulation of one which would fiil their
need temporarily.

As soon as thin ras completed and put into the

Lends of the stuff, the counselors began serioualy to attemet to get
the informetion which was needed.

For want of a better means, the

students were called in for private coeferencez end were asked questions coursing the various items on tea cumulative record.

In a

short time it becevo evident to some of the counselors thet the

attitude of the students to and the interviews eas not ali that
could be desired.

The students did not know why they were being

queetLoned and Lane of them had the feeling, whether they expressed
it or not, that the counselors were becoming far too inquisitive.

ehy should eny counselor went to know how eeny brothers and sisters
they bud living at hoee, or bow much teeir father earned?
This is in accord with the feeling of many membere of the
general teaching staff who, daring that sae e period of time, felt
trust the counselors eere going to mate fine disciplinarians.

The

studente did not seem to resent so much the reprimande of the coun-

selorethese new officers were just one more hurdle for them to leap
.n their minor escapauee.

They more or lees expected to be ceught

now and then when they skipped or sneaked down to the neighborhood

store fora books, the only difference being that ineteed of being
hailed into the vice-principalte office they were now sent to their
counselor.

Thus it may be seen that the picture was ali wrone.

Gr4iciuti11)4 however, out of t. et chaotic beginning, the counee-

lore have been able to improve the ettituae of both the teachers end
their couneeleee.

Iti has been aleobt an evangelistic effort.

Faculty meetings have Won devoted to explanations and discussions
of the aies and principles of the guidance program, and every °oweselor has taken edvantage of every opportunity to explain, individually, to as many of hie counseleee

poseible just what the whole

thing is attempting to do.
It is an unfortunute reflection upon the guidance situation as

it now is that there hee been no opportunity provided for group guieenue.

There neve been a few attempts cc in regular sohool &assem-

blies to explain what ias being done, grid some of the counselors eave

gong to great trouble to meat with their groups during class meetings
or at simtlar gatherings.

This eituation is far from setiefectory

from the counselilie point of vice aed her distinctly heedieeepeti the
work.

For the first ;year or so tee attitude of a atuueet celled by his

counselor for d conference wes,

met have

now ?"

Vett

attitude is becowing less and less evident, and Bowe of the students
are actually seeking the aid end advice of their couneelors when
personal probleze arise.

En another year the old defieet attitude

should be the exceetion retaxr thaw the rule.

Counselors have gone

out of their way upon nueerous occasions to act as attorneys for the

defense then their counselors were called in to the office for infractions of the rulee, and graaea) y a feeling of confiaence tik,a

eupelanted the previous seseicien.

Couneelore have been instrueental

in obtaining positions for their counselees, but in fez eases couie
the cuaulative record cards, becauee of their incompleteness, be ased
86 a beets for choice.

Thus, couuselom have begun to bee that it is

essential to have an accurate card, Kept up-to- date.

In early 0c144:5,

the students also have realized its passible affect upon their futeree.

They see that they cannot be expected to hold poeltIone of

treat if their school reeerdee reveal that they have forged excueee,

skieeed chases, or stolen wouey free taoie ecuooleetee.
The teachere *tell sees to be sexier:het in doubt as to just chat

is expected of thee.

They have shown over and over again that they

are willing, aad even eager, to cooperate, but they do net have the
grasp of the situation which the counselors heve gained t'erough exeerieece.

Too eany of thee still do not seen: to realize that, in order

to build en adegeate aeeedotal rcera, the counselor euet be &Q..-

quainted with the aamirable 46 well as the not-ee-adeireble traits
of his counselees.

Tee teachere are welleue to fill out the ?roper

for and eend it to the counselor when e child Lee come souuthing to
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errant correction, but wren life is goiag along eeoothle they never
send a fore coma ending a student.

Perhaws, as teee gel on anU te

teechere theoseives bocouo more certain of the abelity of the CQUAa,:aors to do what they have. set Jet to uo, these wall deteels will

ectowaticully take care of theeseLves.
Because of the guidance esteup et Lincoln High School, there

:eve been soee chaneae and exeaneioa of the curriculum to meet ee
needs of the students, lust atil it wee orieluelle hoped there mient be.

The outstanding change eas the addition of the orientetloa cleeeee for
fresheen, Out that is by no weans the only one.

The olAsetio ie eco-

nomics and sociology have added to their regular offering a unit
dealing with the ?roper LI:u.Los of apeleing for jobe, the felling out

of apelication blanks, and t46 art of intervieuing.

Another of the

was the addition of the "Dutch Uncle* erograw, unique in t.Le *eoetland

school eystee and great4 publicized 'when ao article weitten by Frank
J. Taylor, entitled "eortaaed/s 60,.: Dutch Uncles," was publeshed

the June, 194e, Forum an

in

condensed in the Jaly, 1,4C, U444414-06 J.?..400t

Through this program high school atudente have been able to 1324 direct contacts with bueinese een vile &re actively engaged le a business
which interest:: the young people are_ who are e'illini

like "Ditch Uncles" about their futuree.

to tele to them

This is in no wail iateaded

to be an employment service, but only e meent of getting inflreution
to the students.

It is interesting, hoeever, to note that Leine young

people have been given emaloyacnt as a direct result of their interviews with a "Dutch Uncle."

Results of the interviews are dent to the
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counselor and are later discussed Kitt, the student in question.

Because Lincoln High School is located so near the center of the
city, it may be sarmisec that a greater percentage of these etadente will have had tone sort of occupational experience before
grads atien than is normally true.

This i& rather verified by the

fact that 54 per cent of the boys in the JUne, 1941, graaaatang

cars

had work excuses for one or more perioda a day.

'Some of those

jobs Lay have been very teaporary, but tno contact was mac

The experience at Lincoln Higb School has been suan as to deny
tno strict interpretation of one of the principles of gni. .z .:a q-i,oted

in Chapter It

"iGuldingt ia tae absence of data is quackery.* (33135)

It has been pointed cut that sufficient data is lacking; it can be
assumed that a better job of counselang can be done with adequate
recede; out it ean not be concluded that guidance at, Lincoln High
School has been nquackery.#

4dacery infers deceit, and there IlL.s

boon no attempt at deceit at any tiro.:.

Counselor:: are aware of

their weaknesees and they do not impose on the gullibility or trust
of studenta, ,,aronta, or superiors.

In thas awarcaoss lies the hope

of gaidance at Lincoln High School.

In Caapter 1 the necessity of adequate records of the individual
oas we

Lincoln

apparent.

:n Chapter II the inadequacy of the records at

.iohool has been contrastod to tho excellent attitudes

and efforts of the counseling staff ia other rseActs.
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The two objective& for Gnaiter III are;

(1) tile deterLination

of tat) original sourced of materna. for records at Lincoln High
School, ann.

(

)

th, use made of te.s material

th.: achcol.

CHAPTER III

BASIC KMCORDS USED AT LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL

Tne persons responsible for gathering the first iter

of informa-

tion about Lincoln High School pupils are the vice-principal and the
dean.

Contact is made with the contributing elementary schools in tue

following manner.

A letter to each elementary school principal re-

minus him that it is now forecasting tine anl suggests that either the

dean or the vice-principal or both cell upon the 8B pupils for the
purpose of diecuseing problems relative to entering the high school.
In the letter attention iu called to certain special courses, to the
Course of Study bulletin, and to the restrictions in number of crenits
allowed.

The letter ends with, "We will be more than glad to meet

you, your teachers, and your 8B students to discuss all probIame that
arlsi in connection with preparing for entrance into high school.
be glad, in this connection, to descri-e our guidance and counseling program and our student body activities to your boys and girls.
Nine following items are unclosed for your use:
(1) Several Courses of Study
One sample of our self-programing sheet
(3) Several sheets showing the subjects with
their abbreviates signs which are open to
freshmen
(4) Several forecast curds, which are to be
filled out by each student who plans to
enter Lincoln and returned to us after careful study and consideration of materials and
instructions. Great care should be taken in
fillang out these for cast cards for it is
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from en:m that we ma:e out the prograLe."*
After studying the Course of Study bulletin and the lest of
after conferring with teacher, principal, or

freshman offerings, in

parent, the pupil maas out hie forecast card.
of the elementary school indicates 1u

Only if the principal

desire fur help from the high

school dues the vice-principal or the dean visit the school.

Such

tactful considerations have maintained cordial relations between the

elementaly school and thu high school without any hint of either
coLieulsion or coadeacension.

Tee forecast card, a simple three-by-five filing card, mimeographed on both sidee, i6 reproduced beluw.

LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL

(Continued)

FORECAST CARL
Grade School

You may check one of these Le.ifcredit subjects if you checked
only four above:

Name

Band... orchestra,. Gen. Art...

Home Adureee

Cartooning... Com. Art... Drees

?hone
Chec

K'e,tal Art... hIechanical
3:

Lath... Gen

jig... Gen. Eng... P.

Lath...

& h...

(honor students may
Check 1:
aneca 2 if principal or teacher approves.)

Gen. Sci... Hist... Latin...

Draw... Glee Club... ketal Shop..
i4anuai Tr... Domestic Sal...

Teacher or
?rincipal
?oxents
Signature

French... German... Spanieh...

AFrom a form letter in the files of the vice-,rincipai
High School.

Lincoln
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DiaCIA56i0i4 of the self-oc-rograming sheet mentioned above wile be

reserved until later, becauue it is not used hy 'students until their
eecond term.

When the time for entering the high school txriven, the new
first -term students meet in the auditerium, where they are welcomed

and given a few instructions.

hegiatrateen rooms are absignad to

bier::, whereupon they leave the auditorium, to be duly registered by

the teacher of the room aesigned.
ing for

in the registration room the foliew-

are given to theIL:

(1) Enrollment form

Thin fors Lb made out at once and sent to the office
the hay of registration.

It is inteaded to give only the

wet essential data, such as name, adurese, telephone,
birth date, echool /eat attended, and parents' names.
-,u.ogree. card

All boye acid girls, regaruleua of term in school,

fill out one of thane for the office files and one for
the counselors' files.

Girib only fill out a third

card for the flee of the dean of girls.

One bide of

flue card duplicetes tho knformation given on the enrollment form plus a few other item& of eemilar nature.
The counselorle name is written on tzar:, card.

The

other (due is a study progrem bleeic, with specee for

every period of the school week.

The new pupil is given

the prograe which has been made out for him by the echool
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office staff, and the program card is made out from

Ther:.: is u,nL,ugh inier,:ation on the program card

to start the permanent record of the pupil.
(3) Registration blank

Duplicate copies of this blank are taken home to
be filled out by the parents.

The important new items

obtained are the parents' signatures and thL:: verifica-

tion of a few statumnts which the pupil made on the
other forms.

Chi.: oopy of the registration for goes

to the adminiutration office:

the other s',,a,y-s at the

Lincoln High School office.
First-term orientation clasp -e are conducted twice a week, with

no outside preparation required and no creuit given.

The first form

given to tee pupils in these classes is the entrunce questionnaire.
This questiennaire is filled out with the help A' the parents, and it
is probably the best single source of data for the permanent record.

The new material obtained in this way includes one of the most impor-

tant ites of all:

the four-year study program.

Dr. h. D. Richardson

atetes, "The making of this four-year plan may be regarded EX the moat

significant of all the guidance activitiea of the freshman yar.
is the most significant b.:cause the individualle whole

future is bound up in it

It

prent and

In ,:tharru.ng an individual's edu-

cational program for four y-Jars, 1,s life is being pimined.

Hence,

all of the available personnel resources aw. data must be brought to
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bear on the job." (4702)

If tee

be true, then the extent end

accuracy of the picture obtained before the first week of high

school will be determining factors in the acing of the four-yeer
plan.

Lacking sufficient data, the teachers of the orientation

classes find that adequate tiue must be given for discus ion and
careful consideration of the needs, aptitudee and into reete of the

pupils before completing the plan.

Even then, revisions are expected

from time to time.
A line of the entrance questeonnaire is allotted to elect of
several new iteua:

perents, occupation, number in the faeily,

nationality of family, church affiliations, college plane, vocational
plant, and work plans.

'tees of more or less stable cherecter, such

as the first four, can be entered at once on the permanent record
card, whele itewe of a more temporary or shifting nature, as are the
last three, are discussed in class.
given a wee

If the entrance questionneire is

or two after school begins, it can be filled out after

instead of before class discussion.

eeverel foray reeeebiing tests are prepared for use in orientation classes.

Some of these that are effective in arousing interest,

in developing proper attituues, and in acquiring necessary knowledge

&bout the school and themselves relate to the felloeiee aspects of
life

(1) Attitudes to and achool and work.
such questions as,
'telly are you going to huge school in

Thie fore contains

4.0

"thy did you choose Lincoln High?"

no you plan to gs) to colIeoe"
"ihst do you nope to make your ptxmanent vocaldion?"

Study habits ana study conditions.

oomc aiactple questions

arcs

'What subjects can yoAr parents huip you with?'
Where do you study at, home:"

":fit about the radio when you study?*
"How aanj hours do you usually sleep on school nightsVI
This T.,_4iL InClUata miscelluneous

(3) General information.

questions, with no instructions for scorin6 or interpreting.

This is a CLOCX 115t divided into WA

(4) Likou end disli4es.

psrts, eacn part acting if the pupil likes, uislikeL or
neither likes nor dislikes certain things, as:
?eople

Occupations
Detective

a J N

Babies

L

Florist

L

Very quiet
peokle

L D N

N

(5) Knowledge of the school rani; of school rules.

N

The pupil is

to coliiplte such statements as:
"The naass of kiJiX of your teachers are

"The nurse is here only on
"One is allowed

/4

days to bring an excuse."

"If one begins a foreign language, ne must tu e
terms of it to get credit.*

a

(6) Budgeting of time.
fill out:

used

"'she Way

Two forms are given to the pupil to

Spend Twenty-four Hours, a cloc

a circle graph; and a program sheet, having room

for the school program, the out-of-achool program, and a
proposes program 1:Or t week,

(7) Interests and activities.

This questionnaire records

interests in school studies, social organisations, sports

and games, wor, reading, wusic, and other activities of
the individual.

These form ar

presented for two purposes.

divulged are entered in tee permanent record.

liany of the 1;.c t

Discussions in elabb

lean to the developaAlt and expression of interests, attitudes, and
ways of thinking,

cant of the

,hen

cently crystallised the moat signifi-

attitudes and interests sre also recorded as fully as

seems practicable.

A list of library material on guidance is furnished the students
of orientation classf2s.

This list ;:;ives the nalies of the authors, the

titles, and the call numbers of twenty-one books on various Wises of
personal adjustnent, the nal:18 of authors, the titles and the cull

numbers of twenty books on occupations, tae titl,a of twenty-five
occupational monographs and guidance leaflets, the title of one periodical (Vocational Trends) , and the names of authors and the titles

of sixteen vocational novels for young people.
perhaps the first term of high school is too early for this
literature to hav, much interest or value, which may account for the
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poor circulation of guidance literature reported by the librarian.
6ugeostions will be given in Chapter VI on this aspect of guidance.
Usually neer the end of the eh term, but sometieee net until a
70004 or two after the pupil's entry into high school, the vice-principal receives tee) six-by-nine cards for each pupil sent fro

contributing elemeetery schools.

the

The front of one card has space

warked off for the following dete:

pupil's name and address, eleLen-

tary school, graduation date, high school to enter, date of entry,
I. e., age at graduation, grade placement test result' in reading,
lenguage, arithmetic and :social etudeee, and emares.

A general

stateeent regarding pupil's, benolestic work with recoseeneeteons to

nigh school counselors is requested.

The rectum.' part of this side

of the card is usually complete, but there are few renarks or recom,

meneateons to counselore.
allowed fort

On the reverse sine of this card spaces are

physical condition, epeciel abilities, and suggestions

as to these two iteks which eay be of use to nigh school counselors.
This aide of tie care is usually blank.
The secone card pertains to health.

The front of this card is

the pbrmanent weight record, with space aliowed for recording school,
year, grade; age, height, and weight.

elloeance is nude for recording

eeiget at the beginning of each teal ane for recording weight each
month.

The reverse side contrieutet data of two :.tries.

Results of

exaeinations and treat:Ain-Ws of visual and auditory defects are to be

recorded in tne first section, anu results of physecul examinations
and the immunlsatione against communicable uis-aciee are to be recordee
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below.

Space for remarks to provided.

In actual practice tnie card

usually contaia one recording of school, year,

agt, height and

weight, and nothing
The information from these chrus is transferred to the permanent
record card, and, though Incomplete, is a valuable beginning of a new
kind of information:

that concerning health and special abilities.

The absence of rumare and recomendations concerning such vital
poets of pupil growth ear apecial abilities, deformities, and debili..45.ting

ma:Jea the conscientiooe counselor more determined than

ever to mas.e up for it by compicteneso in his oun recorus.

The 9eraanont record card at Lincoln High Ecno.d is cailed the
lestuuentla necord."

It is divided into ben sections as follows:

Sections I and II are devoted to the nomo and family bac4round of
bee student.

Section III ib the nealtu record.

reprodnceu on page 44 and filled in much the

Suttee thre

sections

are as they c ou.,.d be

IL actual practice by the time the student hao reached the end of his
first term.

Section IV, the teat record, is Orai.zen up Into four divi-

Si011e for recording achievement, aptitude, intelligence, and personality measurement.

Siteen spaces, broken up for the name of tine

test, aate, score, and interpretation, are provided.

As the only

standardized test given to date is that reported by tine eighth-grade
teacher, the only- e itry would be the I.

and approximate dete,

%Lich, in this :sere, la,
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:

:
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Section V is devoted to high school plza

with Imitable entries.

is

filld is reproduced on page 45

Section VI is the school grade record.

The

identical to that of Section V, but it cannot be flliea in

until grades are receivoied.

Section VII is the Activity record, in

school and out, and, at this tine in the pupil's schooling, would
probably be blank.
entri.:s.

Section VIII is reproduced on page 45, with proper

section IX is the follow-up record, allowing one line each

fur (1) euilegL: or sonouL.i attancie4, (Z) occupations followed, and

achievments.

Section X is the counseling a.id conference record

which is mc.xely a quarter psge left blank for entries.

This is also

reproduced on page 45 with the entries complete to elute.

Near the end of the term all pupils, except those about to
graduate, forecast the next term's studies.

In order to call the

p iilst attention to the necessity of considering the new subjects
in relation to a four-year 0-ogre,..1:: the following e6.ra is ilvailable

tr) a1L counselors.

;JOUNbiLORIb FOEXABT 1-j TO

tiame2c26-i

Rog. -3/4'

6pring

For

ear /95'.Z
it'sh+3.

Your permanent record card calls for the followini;
subjects next term. If you have failed at any time or
hued changed your plums please gee a bA.
cenveniutce.
Forecast:

t1*2

Ez

c5;40

/9

2-

/7/

"2-

2-
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This card leads to many conference

in regard to chi-1184es in educa-

tional plans.

Thy method of forecasting the next tern's work is interesting.

A form for student self-programing developed by a teacher at Lincoln
High School is used.

The entire form uunaot be datlicated here be-

cause of the siz e of printing, dO only enough of it will be illus-

trated to mae it clear.

It consists of two main parts, the program

blank and the class or study hall tickets.

The program blank is not

filled in at forecasting tine except for the name and registration
room number.

The clas.L ticxets, of whieh there are twelve, allow for

the forecasting of any subject offered bj the school.

The ticLete

and program blank are on one sheet of heavy paper, perforated so that
separation is easy.

An illustrative sketch of two of the tic.iete is

given here.
Parents,

Nathenaticsit

Approval

Algebra X 5
General 1
Geometry o 4 0
Trigonometry 7

7')417A.;

6tudentelW

vat-,e4: Rgi.14e-

Teacher

icd

Room

Ticiets for matheiJatics, -:;:nglish, science, history, laaguAge

CONdfidr

cial subjects, music, art, and physical education and health,
three study hail tickets are provided.

A study hall ticaet can be

;-,A line ()K ) throuicn the numbr mg_ans that a grata of ) or
better was earned in that term in the subject. L cross ()1( ) means
a grade of 4 or 5. A circle (0) ret40.nb that the third term of the
i 2 ) Indicates that these two
subject is forecast. The line
subjects MU4L both be taken in order to get credit.
(

4'6

chengad into e eubject ticket if an extra ticeet ib ne.Jusd.

The foreceeting time is a busy one for counselors, for they have
to initial all foreceete ceileng for doubles in subjecte or for bore
than four end three-quertere credits..

If sufficient data about the

inuividuul were at head, the job of decides wheteer or not a student
is capable of extra work or a different kind of eore eeuld he minimized.

The value of the cumulative record increases ter:

by term.

Another type of permaaeet rocoru ecru for Lincoln High School
has just bees eeoptea.

Thie Le a fore worked out by the school eecre-

tary to iwprove upon the oee which hue been used for rawly years.
face of tele record cord providoe these itei,st

The

maim, eedreee, end

telephone of th,t; student, former echoel, oirth (late, birthplace,

parents' names, high school course, number in cleee

rank, graduation

date, and place to which credits will be sent; every subject offered
in the school with spaces for term grades in each subject taken;
registration rooe, regeotretion teacher, ann year registered.

The

other slue of the record has bean revised so that the secretary may
better answer the

any queatioee asked her about Individuai stuuente.

Here five lines are alloweu fur test results, the name of test, nate

admnieteree, form, score, I. k., and percentile.

Six lines are

allowed for the activity record and eight lines are given to the em5tgradnation record.

epece in the lower left-hkald corner is ,Irovided

for the i)hotogrd.ph of the student, thIch La to be clipped from the

class pictures in the school annual.

This form is planned to elimi-

nate many steps and reduce tne uheertsinty connected with record

tranacriptb, recommendations, to college,
It its used for

a

and many

other questions.

diffrent purpose tnan im the counselorla cumulative

record and ghouln not conflict with it in an way.

One care may be

used to amplify or verify tne other.
An attendance record form is provided for each student and fileo
in loose -loaf style according to registration rooms, boys and girls
eeparately.

The

attendance

secretary- keeps thib record up-to-uute.

On it, besides the usual personal and family data, similar to taut; on

the eoroliment blank, there la room for the etudentlb program of
etudiee, ono a baall rectanglo for each achool aay.

The secretary in-

eicates &balance or tardiness by code, and 36 boon -- a certaao number
of unexcused absences or tardinebbea are recorded an wi,ttendance

Notice" ib sent to the parents.
Thib ',Attendance Woticeu is made out in triple ate, one copy

going to the parents, on
principal.

to the counselor and one to the vice-

This notice leauu to many opportunitieb for counaeling.

oheauver a classroom -iatet
needo counseling, he may ube a for

ueat a i:Akoll iii XL.$ cia6o

called the Heouneelorls Report.*

This hab proved aucceosful when use i4,4s iron made of it, but teachers

are apt to forgot to use it.

Io any case it is ubed only for the

maladjusted cagey when ideally it should be used when

any unusual

behavior indicate:. exceptional worth as a4111 arc shonover u pu,41 mis-

hahalis.

The form it uniqw, enough and volaaOle onough to be

roprodoced here.

(Sf2e mgt 5G.)

The basic source of grade records La, of course, the grade book

5,,
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us

tire teacher, but L

convenient source is the result sheet.

Each

quarter ell grades reeorted by claserooe teachers to registration
reef.; teacher are recorded on the result sheet for that particular

registration room, and at th end of the term exeeinateon graeee and
final averages are computed una entered.

TLe office secretary, the

honor committee, ana tee couneelore use the result sheet ea their
officiel reliable record.
bo far in this ceaeter the writer hus attempted to keep the
records in u sort of Ourenelogical order.

The onle eay to do thin

was to mention the reeerde in tee order of fill:A, appearance.

The

caneer of this method lies in the eisleediee conteetien that by far
the greatest aeount of gmidence is none (luring thee, first terve

The

truth is that a great deal wore is done curing the first tere than
curing other teree, but maey of the records first used et tae begennine of acnool adeuld be eae ere WAL14.1 ct other tie r; az veil.

There are several minor forms that are need to facilitate
coumeeling.

A student :tea tiati been ebeentie required to have an

admittance slip: a white one for excused absence aed a yelloa on
for unexcused abzence, with IsTruancys written sercee the yelioe one
if the stedent hes skipeact.

A eingle white elie is weed for terdi-

neae ane eheecee if tee to rdineee iz excused.

It

th_. student has

ban absent for a e.riod in exceee of five de re, he is requieed to
bring a ell e tram the City ileelth _office.

;:emetiees reports on

performance of &students are needed =gentle, by the office or by the
counselor.

In that

mimeogr44had for for enteirlag the week's
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Tnne

or monthta grade::: in avnilable.

nanon gornonnlly to the

clasnroon toaoher whobe grnden arc: malted.

The Zorn woxNay baveb

written exlunntions.
The fon* used in gunnanne clesees, theee used darect4 by
counnolurs, and those affecting counseling and the nentinn of =mintive records have been discus

d.

There are :Iron

or

nourcee of

infornation ranaininn, on which is iJritwr1y for fifth,-tern atudentn nen two which ar,.. nrinaril;j for eignth-tern ntudents.

fin- ntion wan wine in Ch ;tar II of the testing onrried on at

the Psychowetric Laberateri of tin/ ?ortlana schools.

was formerly confined to eighth-tern studentz
to fifth -t irn students.

to the writer?

This testing

but it is now limited

Two good reasons for tnis chnnno ar,, apparent

(1) the results of tin:, Untie on eighth-tern nupils

could not, reach the counselor in tine to holy him with his oouneeling
before the time of graduation, and (2) thorn are ninny on,iln in nand
of cunt: testing as tnet given at the inborntory who wiii arop out of

edhool before the eighth tern.

The benefits derived by the non-

academic type of student, nhn is at to drop out of high school and
look for a job, will be obvious nfter rending, the list of tatn given.
The front of the profile card of tha Pajchomntrie naborntory
comnletely filled out, would reven1 a great deal about a student.
Provision is made for reporte on the following teetn:

English vocabulary
Personality
Lnniien usage
elecutive and teohnictin nonlIty
Visual acuity
toieicai sensitivity
Color blinannes
Vocational interest (Rona is allowed for expressed interest.)

if
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The reverse side reports results of several. different tyes of
tests.

The following list appars on the left end of the card, and

spaces extend to the right for 11:t.r.ij.rig igrilalcbaly percentile scores

and also theABCDn ratings based on the probability curve.
Classification
Verifying
Clerical.

Manual
Finger
Tweezer
Mech. Assembly
Spatial Relations

Art Ability
Art Judgment
Kwalwasser kusical
Nursing Aptitude
Stenogauge Typing
Stenogauge Shorthand
Speed Typing
Speed Snorthand

giggly Bloc
This profile card is returned with the marks on tests given, and the
counselor adds it to the cumulative record of the individual tested.

Another guidance feature mentioned in Chapter Ii is the Dutch
Uncle program.

The n3w principal of Lincoln High School classes it

in this way, ".

.

.

. the most helpful of 44.1I is the now-famous

Dutch Uncle program, with which we are all fealliar.

, at Lincoln,

are convinced that this program is one of the most significant contributions to vocational counseling that has ever been tried.*
(71:14...)

The report of the interview with the *Butch Uncle" is given

to the counselor, and it, too, becomes a part of the cumulative
record.
in

last source of materials for basic information about students

the classroom.

Tit_.-6 source is AkintIoneu -last, not because it is

unimportant, but because it is an illustration of the type of work
that has been completely neglected by the cumulative record keepers.

A great deal of good counseling is done in the classrooms of all

subjects, but the subjects of sociology aLla economics lend themsolves
more rJadily to group guidance thalL any othefs.

The vocational super-

visor of the high schools lectures on vocations to these classes and
soave of the instructors use quite ingenious man
wor,...

to carry on guidance

A list of titles of mimeographed test material and bOiliti Una-

trativa questions prepared by one instructor of sociology shoulo Le
Interesting.

The list is given with no atteapt at arrangement.

LIUMNTWIT OF SCHOOL BEHAVE0h
VII.

I have cheated in work handed in
How often?

A.

Never

Once

Occasionally-

Habitually

On exaLs only
B.

VIII.

Wily?

1.

Someone offered to help me

2.

I Was afraid I wouldn't get a good grade

3.

It

4.

Didn't study for examination

5.

Fun to get away with it

b.

Others do it

I have forged eXCUZ-b.

TESTING TOUR

(Lit,Le tope of respoliss)

MOTIONS (frog. Donald A. Laird)

1.

Do you get blamed for things you do not uo?

).

Do you think that your parents picked on you?
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30.

Do you get so mao you can't talk?

HOW EMOTIONAL ARE YoU?
2.

Do you hoard th,..nga whicn to y: )u hav,::: a senti-

mental value?
j.

Are you always ready to take a cnance?

ACHIEVING PERSONALITY (from Donald A. Laird;
b.

17.

HON

Are you somewhat bookish?

Are you fond of discussion or argument?

1"..E DO Y U

halw MUCH TIME DID YOU ;7ASTE TODAY?

ATTITUDE RAGALDING ONE HUNDRED WESTION6
CHECK YOUR PERSUNALITY VIRTUES

(A test on the Nvital fifty"

Points of personalitya rating scale for teachers.)
Dha'w YOUR PERSONALITY P)FIL- (Lester P. tilles)
2.

Are your feelings easily hurt?

J.

Ara you a grouch:'

4.

Are you a worrier?

ARE YOU A GOOD SPORT? (Eleanor Early)
DO YOU CARRY YOUR WEIGHT IN CLASS AND SCHOOL ACTIVITIES?
(I, project undertaken by the social studies

stud:hts of Kansas City, Ussoori.)
SELF-APPRAISAL QUIZ
COULD YOU PASS THIS JOB TEST? (Charles F. licKivergan)

(Contains the type of questions that night be
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asked by a prospective employer.)
The students score themselves on this waterial, and the value
lies principally in changing of attitudes.

The bac4round of principles and ,ractices of guidance ae these
relate to obtaining information to be included in individual cumulative records at Lincoln High School has been the object of the first
three chapters.

In Chapter IV, *Basic Records as Presented by Current

Textbooks,^ the writer has attempted to determine the trend in practices, first with regal-- to the methods of obtaining records, and

second with regard to the agencies best suited to the gathering of
the information.

ChAPTeR IV

BASIC RECORDS AS PRZSeNTED IN CUBlie;NT TEXTBOOKS

In Chapter I it was pointed out that there is general agreement

upon the principle that a cumulative record of the individual must
be kept or guidance becomes w farce.
ciple leads to four questions;

The acceptance of this prin-

That elements or phasea of a pupil's

life shce.id the counselor attemet to recerd?

iiy whet devices can

the information conceeneng these elewents best be obtained? At what
time should the devices be used?

Through what agency should the

reports concerning the pupil come:
This chapter is an attempt to indicate some of the results when
answers to these questions are sought from twenty -eight textbook:: and

authoritative treatise on guidance, counseling, and eerLennel wove.

Concept of the Scope of Guleance

The first question above mcene, in effect;

that is your concept

of the scope of guidance, end, within this scope, what itees should
be recorded?
Brewer states, flPupile aheuld be guided in all their life active
(1141ii)

If tee statement of Ruth Strang that ',personnel

records are IL:portant only as they contribute to the develoement and
guidance of individuals,' (54:29) is applied In connection with

Brewer's concept of the scope of guidance, personnel records would be
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ail-inclusive and our first question would be answereu.

However,

Alien would center gueuance efforts on certain phases of life.

He

writes, flexperiments in measuring inaivedual differences of persons
are far more interesting anu socially eerthwhelo than 'Luny of the

chemical, physical, and biological experieente taught in the curriculum." (,:xiii)

Allen saws:

Among the items that are indispensable (for
cumulative records) are the following, which are not
usually found on the traditional school records.
1.

2.

J.

4.
5.
6.

There should be receras of mental growth, showing
several
obtained at intervals of one to
three years
There should be an objective record of the educational achievement of each pupil at the time of
entrance and a record of growth in each of his
subject fields
There should be reports from teacher:. rogeruing
the attitude, personality development, anu work
habits of each student
There :mould be records of the evidences of special
abilitiee and interests of each pupil
Data that Lay change from time to twee
should be collected periodically
The records of nurses and physicians on tne health
cards and the reports of hone visitors or attendance
officers, ehoulu be available to counselors. (412U-21)

Cox and Duff would add:

(1) social and anti - social reactions,

(e) amusements, cued (J) working history. (17:178)

Williamson and Hahn list six types of guidance, which are:
(1) vocational guidance, (2) securing employment, (3) social and emo-

tional, (4) intellectual, (5) moral, religious, philosovhic, and
kb) health, physical, edeptatien to disabilities. (69:44-69)

In order

to carry on these six types of guidance, and in order to complete the

picture of ehe individual, several Wee of information must be
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becured.

The types of information which should be sought by the

counselor are, according to
1.

and Hahn:

Relationships with and attitudes toward all
aemberts of the family ana other non-scnool indiviuuals with whom the student comes iste contact;
community activities; significant changea una
tendencies in social and emotional aevelopment in
tcle family aituation.

Social, personal, and emotional relationships with
teachers and with other students; participation in
school activities and social affairs, ana satisfaction with and attitude toward this participation;
significant tendencies revealed over a period of
,yoUrb.

J.

4.

Moral and religious practices, beliefs, and attitudes; philoso phy of life; ctangea in taeee beliefs
and attituaes.
.Laucationai and vocational ambitions and goals,
chng*giu in these goals.

5.
6.

7.

Aptituaea, interests, and work experiencea.
Progress in school work, and changing or constant
attitudes toward eau interest in this progress.
His present health status and developaent record of
phyaicai an4 health anu recreational Habits sad

interests. (69,14)
A qualification of this list, Lade later in tau 84E6 cubic, is:

No two schools will collect exactly the same data
or utilize the same methods of collecting. In programs
which art: efficiently administered, certain types of
information art; collected for all pupils and adaitional
special information is collected when a student se,..ks
assistance from a counselor. (65/t270)

Further qualifications or restrictions which have to Se consiaered
are expressed by Lefever, Turreil, and

eitzel.

The c-st of record

keeping raises the question of how complete the records aan be.

Lefever, Turrell, and Weitzel mention &muster grades of achievement
in each subject as generally agreed upon.
rJtner items recommended for recoraing include
personal and family data, and certain kinds of test data.

6U

on the latter should be intelligence teat results,
measure of personality and temperament, an inventory
of the student' entereeta, u z results of testing fur
a few specific aptitudes. Consideratiuns of coat
usually muee it impossible to record aoeleveeent test
results except, eerhape, in the field of Engliee." (eseul)

These authors recommend a confidential folder which is nut a part of
the record card.

Brewer divides the general "all of life" fieiu of gueawnoe into
three eleeente:

(1101)

"aeilied activity, technical enowleage, and wisaom."

Turoughout the book, Brewer lessee 17..1 a,..1.11ea activities and

the technical knowledge .1xL the wieuee allied to each.

Tee nuabe,a

in the rectangles of the chart on pege 61 refer to tee nuLber of
activities listed in eecn UIVA.b.w11.

The numbers unaer the

rectangles refer to pages in Brewerte itdudatIon ab Guidance.

A more specific expression uezanding an extension oi personnel
activities into extra-curricular departeents is given by Terry.
"'education muat attempt to discover tne euelificatione that are

characteristic of successful ieauers am teach youth to look fur and
to recognize tease traits in tease who are emelt:Lees for poseteone of

influence." 06:5e)

that tools for obtaining tees phase of basic

information does this imply?
Terry illustrates the tremendous influence which skilfully conuucted guidance can exert, thus:
.
.
.
. one who understands the optimism of the American
people ene their willingness to experiment in euucatIon
cannot doubt the eventual acnievement of their aims.
ll.aucational leasers in tees country have been profoundly
impressed with the old German system of education. They
deny the righteousness of itb sings, but the reaulta which

el

BREWER'S GUIDANCE ChARX
9uucational guidance and vocational guidance are accorded equal
value, witu botu at the center of a oyster_ 1,hich involves all of
education.

Citizenship

Cuidancem
zz6-2_

Guidance in
Home
/A
Relationships

Guidance in
23 Leisure and
Recreation

490-9/

.386-.9/

Ethical
Guidance

Guidance
2/

114

-_)ersonal

ellbeing

6 -z

GUIDANCL
Guidance in
Miscellaneous
Activities251,60-85

/9(/*4--fi

7

VOCATINAL

Religious

462. -.63

GIELL-7

Psychological
Testing and
Research

4,4-

301-409

fental
iygiene

Other Subjects
of Instruction

ocational
;paucation

::ducational Guidance as tha Center of Zducation (1:131)
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it achieved cause it to stand out as to most striking
example the world has ever seen of waat a nation can
accomplish with its schools, once it has decided what
it wants to do.
(Even if it wants to canquer the woridll
When the people of the United :Status learn to think of
the school as a means of training in the practical arts
of citizenship, and when they learn to utilize the
splendid laboratory possibilities of the community life
of th,, student body, a new generation of citizene will
appear to whose name the new republic can be safely
entrusted. (560.3-64)
Thus it would seem that the items of most significance on a studentte
permanent record card would be to

f.,..VVith

in the pruc-

ticbl arts of Citizen hii..

Trle preceuing quotation was taken from a book oupyrighted in
1Viti, before Hitlerfa educated

to

wajor consideration of guiaaace Ja3 the mental health of the
individual pueil 4:nut teacher.

This aspect peraeatea all school

life, and, accorba,ng to Morgan, it shoulu be given the attention it
ueserves.
.
.
.
. mental health is dependent in large part upon
the formation of certain mental habits, anu the eliaination of others. It is believed that it is just about as
easy to form th3 benefical habits as it in; to fall victim to the detrimental habits if tae per-on involveu can
be given a clear conceptiAl of their relative significance. Furthe2rmore, it is bel.;.eved that the practice
of those habits wtii.ch bring mental h,alth is just ua
enjoyable, or more so, than the practice of the pernicious mental habits which lead to mental uieaae. It
is ignorant.: that does
damage. (361v;

The chapter titl,s of hie book give a good idea of the extent to

which the m,ntal hygiene viwpoint appli-s tc the general field of
guluance.

Chapter titles are
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1.
2.
J.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

How to svaluate Your Mental Health
Mental Conflicts
The Mastery of Fear
What to Fight For
Ho., to Fight (not pugnacity)
Emotional Maturity
Correct Thinking
Counteracting Defects
Exaggerating Defects
Crime

11.
12.
13.
14.

jvarcoming .Z :motional Depressions

how to Get Things Done
Getting ilong With People
Self-confidence
(3S: vii-ix;

;;,oar of the orientation courses conducted in schools turooghout

the countri include many of tho mental hygiene problems listed by
-A;:orgwa.

Allan (2, 3, una 5), Endicott (21), Shively and Shively (41),

and ZdTavern and Ballad (74) are: illustrations of such courses.

Bird brig up a question us to the importance of how to study.
Is tho recording of improvement in study ability necessary to the
comploto picture wh-Aah we are seoaing?

Bird Biwa, mkt is a super-

ficial opinion that only those who have failed to pass cooras
in neod of tvaining in meti.ods of study, for the fact is tic

r. the

more succea-ful a student tae been the more he can profit froze
goioance." (11:ix)

It woulu be misleading if one of the major difficulties in the
gatner-ag of data were not mentIoned.

According to Jones;

probably tho least satisfactory of the items
usually reworded is that regarding leaving school. .
. It is extremely difficult to follow up pupils
.
.
after they have left and to xeep in touch with tnea.
. it requiros so wuch 'machinery and involves bo
.
.
.
much expense that moat schools hwy., not been able to
do much along this line. (2V:105)
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The selected quotations given ao far in Chapter IV indicate
considerable agreement on the data considered essential for a good
cumulative record.

It is difficult to make a CULIQB.i.-GO list of

itaLd because authors nay

any different arrangements &DU many dif-

ferent ways of emi.resaing their ideas.

For exampl.-4, un page 561

Allen's list of Nindispnsabla" items do
and Duff would have, but All
Lino iiahn, pag;;

not include some that Cox

is list is not claimed to W. complete.
rat it than iist types of infonAtion

assential to a good permaneaL record card, givJ a list of t.:,pcs of

information needed by

counselor.

It is left to the reader to

judge whether or ILA the itOuLb in Williamson and Hahata list ar,_,

essential for reooros.
b,:st way to judge whetnur an auth..:r agrees or disagrees

with data for recordilv

test each datum separately in ti,,,,

light of wnat is Lnown about, the aath.Ar, opinions.

pose

For tors .our-

writer selected th..3 itemized list given by W...ii:i,hmison Linn

halm, which is taken, item by items from tAe cumultiv,, record form
issued by the lawrican Council on Ijducation.

1.

2.
3.
4.

(Front Face)
Last name
First name
Middle name
Religion
Date and ,].ace of birth
Sex
Color
Year
,
achieved, attended
Gratiti
Aget

Mental
ChroaJlogical

o5

5-15.

Graph space for percentiles and grades for:
Acniaveuant tests and school narks
Standardised tests
Local percentiles
Letter grades
Height add weight
fomenter' school record (1-2)--pace for
two records]
[.'-pace for seven yare of records, ally-dad

16-23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33-36.

into four groups for each year, accuraIng
to aonths. (.3-30D
Studies, credits, grades
Discipline
G1/4-Ainselors

Nali,es and types of schools
ii$368014b for letorini:;

Number of days absent
Year
Age
Notable accomplishments; unusual ex?eriene,ts
Clubs, offices
Axtracurrioular ex,mriendess

Athiatic,hours a week
Mon- atalaticnoure a seek
37-40.

Vocational experiences:
Ty, ,e and darati,,n

41.
43.
44,
45.
46.
47.
46.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

feekly ?ay
Hours a week
Support of self and dependents
aoans and sci.oiaraipa
Otudy conditions and hours of stucky a week
Summer experiences
Educational plans
,educational sugestions
Vocational aria professional preferonces
Interests reported
Physical disabilities
Mental kvAtlth

Social adjustments and hoe conditions
Gomauting time, hours a 'wok
(Reverse Faoft)

54.

55-59.
60.

Students, addresses
home
H
8 - school
T
telephone
Personality ratings
?ersonality leuusurementss
name$ Of tests used
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61-64.

Father, mother, step,aront, guardian;
:iame

Health
Religion
Deceaseci, date

?lace of birth
Arrived in U. 6. and date
,Aucation, degree and kind
ocupations
Addressors

Telephone
65.

A.

13.481 in family;

Age
Living at home
Schooling
occu,kation
B.

C.

Girls in comity,
Age
Living at nose
Schooling
Occupation
Language spoken j.n the homes
Before 10
Aft(31- 10

D.

E.

Notes:
66.
67.
66-99.

Type of home oomannity:
Before lu
After 10
If parents are separated, give date

Year
Age
0pace fur notes

(691153-154)

The follo4i.ng numbered items would probE;b1,r be requir,-id by all:

2
3
4
16-23
25
26
27
29
30
33-36 (not hours, neeessaril.)
3/-40 (type only)
45
47

49
50 (not the complete
ILIalas record)

51 (not necanaarily as

nad, but always recorded in same manner)
52
54
55-5')

61-64
65 A. 8, 0, And E
66

66-9

67

Additional items requir.td by most writers, but not all, would
be
1 (color)
5-15 (except for time divisions--some other
divisions are made)
24
26

.33-j6 (complete)
37-4:: (complete)

41

46
60
65 D

.31

Additional_ j.ten

required by some writers, but not many, would

be:

5-15 (space for seven years
of records, divided
into four droups fur
each year, accordin;
to month)

42
4.3

44
5)

All tau autairs agrei; that s aft space sheuid Lki available for

follow-up recurds, out they ar. not completely iu accord Uti to noe
many years of follow-up should Pt! recorded.

liost auth,r6 seam to

agree on a mInimum of four years.
idefts of 'mat is necessary on a record card are bourse to

depend upon tne type of institution, twee experience and triA.m.ng of

tne staff, th- financial bacKing expected, tue philnsophy of oducation accepted by the school, and 1041,y other things.

Lome writers

list in order tnJ items wh:_oh tney cons:Jut:1. necessary.

Au example

which not only lists the items desired, but also dlacuabca the

piacsamt of the items, is the following list from Lefever, Turrell,
and Weitsel.
The face of th.3 record wieot, then, wouiu need
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to proviee sauce only for the following: (1) the
naive of tie,: stadents (i.) aate of birth, (e) place
of birth, (e) sex, (5) race or nationality, (6) the
nuee6
name of the school furniselag the record,
of other schools furnishing data within the span of
time repreeanted by the record, (to ue seed in the
ease of NtranefereR offering work for advanced stand ing), (6) date of enterene the lestitutieu, (9) eate
of graduation from the institution, (10) date of
leaving the ieutitutIon other then by graduation,
(if there is any break in continuous attendance),
with dates of re- entrance, (11) seeester gneiss;
showing subjects, course numbers (if any), letter
grades, number of unite of credit, ana grade points,
and lastly (12) a list of institutions or individuais to whoa trauscriete have been sent. 6ince
there is a pronounced tendency at the present time
for educatIonal inetitutiene to 4*(40st:it tnoir
records (i.e., provide a wdexigraehn wee of the
record) ellen called upon te furnish transcriets, It
is expedient to have on one sage only theses data
which may safely be revealed te parents, emeloyers,
and educatienal institutions.

The sneceu of the Sheet.--etteneeon is a6ain
called to the fact that the record sheet Rill ream
face ii on the detiz.auriag interviews with etudente
and parents. They should be xraittcd to *leek over
the counselor's shoulaer,1 to examine and descuse
with hie the types of data wentioned and their significance. Pereodie InseectIon is des cable as a enecie
on the student's progress.

There are, hewever other kinee of date Allah
it is best that the studente and perenta do not wee.
Whiie not as intimate as eany of the iteae to be
found in the couneelor's cenfidential foleer, tiloy
are sufficiently so to warrant careful shieideng.
of t40
All of theee items say be placed on the be
(i) the name* of feeher
record sheet. They include:
and mothee, or guardian, (2) hirthelece of the eareuto,
(e) weir occupations, (4) the address at eh: eh the
etudeut lives, (5) rata concerning brethere and
ters, (6) intelligence test date, (7) eersoealety trait
aeta, (e) ineerest, (9) mechanizeleuetituue test results, (1u) educational test data, (11) the eaployment
record, and (12) the cueeieteve grade point rateo.
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In addition to Abet has already been mentioned,
space ehould be reserved on the back of the cumulative record sheet for dated "Memoranda." In this
apace might be written any significant information
about broken homes or the social ana economic situation of the family. .Such uata,as the size of the
student's graeuating class and his rank in that class
might profitably be entered. A small photograph might
also be pasted in this space. Since photographs do
not photostat properly, it should be placed her:,
rather than on the face of the sheet.
From the above, the reauer "ill readily understand way it is not wise to reveal all of th. information on the back of the record sheet. jf the various
items mentioned, however, the I. Q. is perhaps the
most dangerous to come into the possession of students,
parents, and all others who do not understand the
limitations of, or know hew to make wise use of, such
data. Intelligence test scores snoulu be reportee to
stuuents by treined coueselors--not as an exact numerical index, but in general termsand in such a way as
to cause neither bitter resentment nor undue elation.
(Jes2e-292)
2ven if all the writers were as specific as these the task of

building a list sultale to all would be a trying one.

The sample

cumulative record card in Appendix I contains all the items which the
writer has foueu to be commonly included ie a first-ciaes record card.

However, the items from the card of the American Council on Lducation
will continue to be used in this chapter as a basis fur selecting the
techniques approved by the authors stuuied.

It repreeents, as Ruth

Strang points out, "the high point in the development of the discreteitem type of record." (54112)

Notwithstanding the criticisms that

this record form is "too intricate" and that it "emphaeieee diagnosis

to the neglect of treatment," most authors agree that "every item on

it is of value in the guidance of students." (54:14

7 .

The problem of enswering the other three questions reiseu et the
beginning of this chapter is evidently eore difficult than might cesually be expected.

If counselors are goeng to eeeeure any or all of

these aspects of life ani record the results, kivi are they to du it?

obtaining Inforeation in Guidance

Strang sumeariz s the technics of guidance thus:
Each technic makes a unique contribution to the
study of the individual, one supelementing the other.
The interview supplies information a person is willing
to give in a face-to-face relationship; the questIone
feet's; or opinions which a person feels
neire evokes
free to write under given conditions. Intelligence
tests Indicate the studentle ability to see certain
kinds of relationsnips and to acquire certain trims of
knowledge from his experience. Achlevewent tents
measure inforeation gained in certain fields of knowlTADservation supplies information on the etudentle
edge.
overt behavior in certain eituatIons. Ratings show how
the subject impresses other people; self-ratings, biographie, diaries, and other types of introspective
reports aim to reveal the stueent's isle& of himself.
The dally schedule supplies detail about his twenty four -Hour activities. Ali these technics contribute 't,J
the case study and the cumulative recoed which coordinate LAIL/ give permanence to the informetion obtained
through many avenues. (5480
That all schools are not running neck-and-neck in the race te
gulue the indiveauel is attested by Willieeeon and Darley.
These, then, are the six steps involved in
guidance work: anelysis, synthesis, diagnosis, progThe present
nosis, treatment, and follow-up
status of student personnel wore way best be aumi,,erized try saying that on some fronts it hee outrun its
rebearch evidences on other fronts it has not yet
utilized to the fullest its available resoarch evidence, and on still other fronts research evidence is
completely lacking. (66:l7e)

e eo analyzing pupil benavior, the first of the six steps just
,rue ter:

Thu overdoing of detailed analysis would tens to
destroy the poesibility not only of pregreee but eleo
of education itself
the procese of terming
woulu degenerate jet° ewe of mere training, carrying
out directions or following recipes. lUsdem would
quickly be supplanted by roetine.
(11165)
Brewer recomeends nalternating periods of gueeance experience
and group instruction and discussion, taus combining, enu iategrating

practice anu theory. (1105)

But he attacke certain motivating

dodges geuerelly used, when he elves
The continued use of all kinds of extraneous
motivation in echeolo, such ea home wore, credits,
marks, formal examinations, periodical promotions,
6reeetiug ana wieheolding of degrees, ant). oteor like

bits of machinery, indicatee the distance yet to be
travlod by the great body of our schools before w,
can bey tnat the requisites of guidance are being

supplied. (118M
Guidance eight well be applied to MJSt of the teaceerb, according to Allen, who writes:

',If the experienc- of the lest decade

(leZi-lje, Lau bhuvin anything, it is this:

Unless the great majority

of teachers becoee guidanceemindea, nothing can save us froe traditional administrative cenformities, or from our subject-eatterebound
tacticians ia the CiaLJUIVOS."

40L,V)

ens of the principles listed by Cox and Duff is, "The proper
adaetation of curriculum and method to tee needs of individual pueils
is best premoted terough euleaece activities of teachers working in a
democratically organized school eystee.w (17'15)

evluentl.i they

think that curriculum revision is an aspect of guidance rather than a

se

rote procedure prior to the adoi)tioa of guivance.

The curricultul

16 a coacera of guidance; gu.Asce £8 41,,t i4r.a.,:a;,, a part of th

curri-

culue.

Teachers' grades', coneioeree as absolute truths by some teachers,
draw the following critic:isms from Jones:

Teachers' mars are ordinarily recorded accurately
and have real value. The danger lies in the use to be
made of them and in the kind of reliability that is
attached to them
eany studies have shown that teachers' marks are
not reliable data regarding the ability of students,
nor even regarding their actual achievement in school
work.
Marks given to students in history are supposed
to represent acnievement in history. As a Latter of
fact, they represent not only the teechere estimate
of achievement in history, but native ability, effort,
interest, attituue (school virtues), neatness, Euglish,
and many other thIngs
As eatifttati by teachers,
they (teachers' marks) are facts; as definite and accurate measures of anything, they are not facts. They are,
of course, accurate measures of the pupil's success in
school, for success in school is dependent upon the
estimates of the teachers. (2ecle4)
Jones suggests three ways to make teachers' grades more reliable
than they are
(1) agreeeent by teachers on what elements should be
consiaered in making up the mark.
(2) comparison of marks with objective achleveeent
tests and intelligence tests.
(e) comparison of the total distribution of narks in
a given class with the normal curve of uistribution to wee whether tuere is a marked divergence
from the normal curve. (29'104)
Allen would like education to become more scientific.
It is not yet possible completely to eliminate
all opinion from education, but in proportion as counselors attempt to weasere rather than to guess, become
skilleu in methoue of measurement, and insist upon a
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scientific approach to problems of individual
differences, education will more nearly approach
the status of medicine am. engineerint;.
This book is intended as a first st./, toward
the tiee when human Veall.:L. Will uueereede material
values.

The effect of educational me.uurement upon pupils as exi)restia
by Allen, is:

The use of meesureeente of educatioeal achievement, if properly understood and appreciated by pupils,
should do much to make some pupils u.ore confident of
their abilities while preveatink others from attempting
the iwpossible. (4:xiv)
The counselor ahoulu not overlook tests
his work, accordilk; to :;.ialiaMtVJU und iiahn.

u moons of improving
They stray:

The integration of such teat records :vita other
case data would permit the counselor to identify at
an early :late horse etude nte
a.: in imeeeiate need
of educational and personal counseling as hell as reme-

dial instruction. (6:1W)
Teeting uoam not alteLye measure what it purports to measure.

Incongruity between objectives ann criteria used to measure the
attainment of the objectives iu apparent in some tests.

Tests

avowedly used to measure personality and character development quite
often actually measure quantity of Information real degree of intelligence. (13:46)

Weidemann, acting as a reviewer of tests for Buros, hue txu.$ to

say concerning a certain test used extensively in the high school:
It would be a sname if the repeated uase of such
a test or siMilar ones tenued to etaneardize snu encourage over the nation a type of plane geometry instruction
WW1 of which le of little value.
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eeteon, in a reveow of a new attitude setae for Buroe, aays;
Tnere is too niece word magic: in auce scales,

and too little evidence of the exploration of
actual differencee in endividuei concepte, feelings,
and behavior. (le:e0)
Only a few of the many cogent remazes made by Dingham in regard
to aptieude testing may be eentionod here.

No explanatioe is needeo,

so they will be quoted without =On comeent.
eith only a few exceptions, the marry tesee anu
questionnaires %/rich nave been offered as eeana of
eeasuring educational and vocation J. interests 'neve
proved retuer unreleable.

To ascertain his intereets, a personfe own
description of the kinds of activities in which he
most likes to engage, and of the growth and chances.
*Lich have taken place in his ambitions, may be
eupelemented in several ways. Direct evidsuce of
his preferencee ie found in the record of those
activities, school subjects, recreations, and employsante which nave in the past captured hie attention
and absorbed his time. Next, his relative achievement
in eneee oifiereet reales, furnishes a secondary or
indirect but quite objective indication of his intereet
in teem. Third, quantitative measures of certain significant eseecte of his interests may be obtained.
Fourth, clues may be secured from statements ana ratings
made by sup,xvisore teachers, or associates who have
had ample opportunity to oberve behavior expressive of
his interests. Fifth, a systeeatic inventory, made with
elle aid of a well-uesigned questionnaire, supplies a
useful picture of the pattern of his interests.

Fortunate is a student on whose cumulative record
are several Nbehaviorgreme"--to use :in:at:Iv:Os word- -

notes of doings clearly indicative of interests. (9sbe-be)

Binghae believe that action epeaes louder than words.

He

writes that "samples of :actual preference are more valid indicators

JJ

of likes and dislikes than verbal stateuenta about thew can eoeeibey
be." e):66)

The sueelleg of actual preference::

ing than a tdLA for likes anu deelieee.

This

is

eore time c_nsue-

a, account for the

larger use of the latter metuoce
eeeaking again of ietereets, BingliaL writes:

ee defined interest in an object, a person, an
activity, or a field of occupation, as a tendency
to give attention to it, to be attracted by it, to
like it, to find satisfaction in it. . . . Lreweeet,
then, is net only a symptom, it is of the very essence,
of attitude. (efts())

The erogneetic feature of teeteng iv euelened eu tale quotation

from flint:habit
tatd in terns of tee per
own concern,
expressions of interest okillfuley eleceted have
value enii.Xly as eymetoee of his C.:441.01..1/4i to acquire
a liking for the work in question; next, as symetoes
of ceneenielity with °there in the occuputeon; bAld
only Incidentaley, as indicatere of ceeaceLy to acquire the needed proficieecy without en-ch, to be
sure, there can be little enjoy-went of the werk. (9182)
Bleghee endorses the Coopeeutive Test service.

fle gam

The Cooperative Tout eervece erveares and issues
each Beer, about Muy 1st, examinations in the fundamental subject-mateer of maw courses taught in junior
and eaneor high school end in coliege. The great advantage of these teats Is that, being available in
several equivalent forms, tuey make possible the
Measurement of it
visual growth year after year.
Nearly all of those exaainetions have reliabiiities
above .e0 and eey ueeroprietely be used for ineiveduai
counseling. all are distinctly superior in to is reBevel: to ord-uary ItYrsirATIAt-W116, 46 Neil as
scnool
marks. (,zee)

Can a counselor analyse causes of failure of an individual when
the measurement of succeee depends so much on points of view?

The
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two tests of causes for failure, listen by Brewer and raproduc_d
below, indecete that aneleeie is difficult.
CAUSe of FAILUee: IN SCHOOL STUallee
as presented by
Tile high school teacher,
representing the system:
1. Absence
2. Carelessness
3. Indifference

4.
5.
6.
7.
6.
9.
10.
11.
le.

Immaturity
Lace of attention
Lack of study
Poor memory
Laziness
Poor written work
Spasmodic work
Poor foundation
Inaptituee

Tie mental hygienist,

representing the chid:
1. No adequate examination
2. Overemphaeis of the subject
3. everemphaeis of instruction
4. Antagonism between pupils
ana teachers
5. Lack of concrete tusks
6. Neglect of types (children)
7. Neglect of thl inuividual
B. Neglect of the exceptional
9. Neglect of the defective
10. Prises for the best
11. Mistakes at twee
12. Confused alma
13. Tee fetish of symmetrical
development
14. Overemphasis of the Lachine
15. Social failure
(12,56 -57)

Other types of devices; or techniques for eaasurement attempt to

eaeoure the so- canoe intangibles of human behavior.

Some of these

are the interview, rating bcoids, introbeecteon observation, inventorieet and queationnaires.
Strang sage that the interview s-nables the personnel worker

to see relationships between factors revealed by tests, question-

naires, and observations." 04:5))

She states that "Bair ratings

hay..: low reliability," (54:1e1) and, with respect to ratings of

others, abs maintains:

The accuracy of the rating varies not only with
the judge but also with the subject who is juaged
wien the nature of the judgment and with the conditions
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under wLich it is given. There is a unique relationship between the particular judge and the
particular porson rated. (54,106)
Sometimes rating scales must be used for lack of something
better.

According to Strangt

In those areas in which no adequate measuring
instruments have been developed, the rating scale
serves the useful purpose of detecting needs and
ascertaining progress in personality development.
(54 :10;)

Speaking of the value of uirect obsel-vation, Strang says:
Direct observation of behavior, important 415
it is in the study of individuals, is of practical
value only if used in conjunction with other sources
of information, interpreted by a wise person and
applied in a relationship with an emotionally mature
person. (54:53)

The meaning of behavior is not usderetood or the basis of emotional
reactiona is not known unless an exhaustive study of the child has
been made.

A single apecimen of behavior is nut an index of

individualle personality.

however, anecuotai recorua, each one

reporting an incident, can build a good cumuietive picture of an
individual.

Liter Strang gives subjective observation a place in guidance

wheu she sayb that nthere is a place for aubjective observation in
tile personnel wurker's repertory of technica

(They) give

clues to the moaning of his observed behavior; they ain in interpreting all kinds of personal data." (54:113)

Finally,

rightatone has developed a technique for the measure-

ment of the intangibles.

A table of instruments for the appraisal

of certain behavior aspects is reproduced below.
Aspects of Behav:.of and Instruments of Appraisal

Aspects of Behavior Appraised

Instruments of iii;prailsal

A. Intellectual. Factors

1. Recall ur recognition of
fasts, concepts, names,
dates, etc., in social
studies, natural sciences,
math assents, languages, and

1. Coo_perative Test Series in
history, sciences, mathematics, and languages; Maier..

Seashore Art Judgment um.

artb.

2. Obtaining data in social
studies and natural
sciences.

2. ,:rightstone, J. W. (a) WorkSkills in Social Studies;
(b) Working 5ki41 s in Natural
sciences.

3. Organising data in social
studies and natural
sciencea.

3. .ri6htstone, J. d,. (a) Organising Data in Social Utuuiwzi.

4. Interpreting data in social
studies and natural
sciences.

4. ;irightstone, J. W. (a) Interpreting Facts in Social

tudieurrY-Interpreting
Facts in Natural Sciences.

5. Ai lying generalizations to
events in social studies and
natural sciences.

B. Dynamic Factors
1. Civic beliefs and attitudes.

Auk-

5. 'wrigntstone, J. t.

saiGenarblizations to SU JaiStuoies Events; (b)
Generaliiiiras to Ma
al
Science ivents.

1. ,rightatone, J. A. scale of
Oivic Beliefs.

2. Science beliefs and opinions.

;,rightston-, J.

Scale of

Lcience hollers.

i.

Personal adjusument attitudes. 3.

J. ii. Character

Sketches.

4. School and social adjustment
attitudes.

4. Symonde-Bloc. ;Audent cOles

tionnair.
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iispects of i)A..avior

Instruments of ii,,rulb4.1 (cont.)

Aspects of Behavior Appraised

instrumenta of Appraisal

C. Social Performance Yactore
1. Self - initiated activities.

2. Cooperative activities.

1-3. Controlled - observation tech-

niquee: (a) "Constructing an
Observational Technique" by
Wrightstone, Teachers
J.
OctoCollege Record, Vol.
ber 1935, pi.. 1-'); (b) "An In-

3. hecitational activities.

strument for Measuring Croup
DiecusaIon and Planning."
jOUITa.1. of 1;;cucational Re-

search, Vol. 27, May 1/j-+,
pp. 641-65o.

D. Physiological Factors
1. Pliisieui fitness incex.

1. Hooray F. K. Phyaical
Capacity Tests.

(70;126)

There le leas agreement among authors of textbooks on guiaance

as to the on beat used for gath.rin4; data Li- permanent records
than there is on the icing of data to be &AWt.:red.

On the preceding

pogo& are mentionea many techniques, some of which are accepted by
all, others accepts a with reservations, ana stai others accepted by
aviale but rejected by others.

Among the techniques mentioned are the

followingt
Stuaent Quest;_onnaires
Parent Questionnaires
Teacher Questionnaires
employer Questionnaires
TaiLotierfil Marks

achievement, aptitude, interest, preference,
attitude, diagnostic, prognostic
Ratings by others than self
Tests:

Self r4.J.Ings

Interviews
ObservaiAona
Autobiographiee
Letters
Daily 6chedules
Anecdotal recorus
behaviorgrams
Inventories
Try out

These technique& are not mutually exclusive.

For insuJices the

questionnaire may inciade rating scelee, or be a disolsed form of
rating 'scale; observation is used by teachers to help in determining
their ::arks, by raeere in maLing ratint; be ,11 e, by counselors in tne

interview, by thosd reporting anecdotal reeurub ur

1.)46.ylorgtwi1.

It is imposeible to beparilte the techniyueb Jute definite categories;
nevertneleus, tails writer, being faced with tee pretties of determining

what techniques are advoc,Aed by auto -re, has attempted to indicate
the points of agreemllat and the points of disagreement in a fairly
hefinite form.

In order to reduce the else of this tusk, the items upon which

there is nu evidence of disagreement are listed first. Mein Lee
listing of items 13.64,U previously in this chapter will serve the

purpose.

The following iteee may be euily rine, in moat cases, quite
accurately obtained by student questionnaires:
1.

Name, lest, first, middle; religion; hate /Wu place
of birth (checked by other si ans if necessary); sex;
color.

4.

Age (chronological) (chucked by parents' questionnaire
or birth certificate)

,.1

26.

Flailed and types of ecnoole

27,

nee sons for leaving school (chocked by interview,
parental questionnaire)

31.

Notable accomplishments, unusual experiences
(supplemented by parentel questionnaire)

32.

Clubs, offices (checked by office records)

33-30.

Extra-cuxricuiar experiencea

Athleticbours a week (checked by coach)
Non- athletic hours a week (checked by club
reports, uponsere)
37-40.

Vocational experiences (checked by queetionnaire
to employer or parents)

41.

,Atpoort of self and dependents (onecked by qukletionnaire to employer or parenta)

43.

Study coedit Win:: and hours of study a week.
(checked by teacher questionnaire; by parents'
questionnaire

44.

Slimmer experiences

45.

-Lducational plena (checked each year by intervl.;oii

by parents' questionnaire)
47.

Vocational and professional preferencee (checked
by observation, by parents' queitionaaire, by
interview, by try-out, by employer's questionnaire)
Intereste reported (chocked by parents' questionnaire)

4/.

Physical disabilities (checked by observation, by
nurse's or doctor's record, by parent& quesLonnaire)

50.

iiealth (checked by eaf.e a &Fins .J.ts phyulual disabilities)

53.

Comziutin

54.

btudent's addreases, home, school, telephone

61-64.

time, hours a Week

Father, klother, stepoarent, guardian; nai.e, health,

religion, deceased, date, place of birth, arrived in
U. O. and date, education, degree aa..i kind, occupation, addresses, telephone (all checked by parental
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questiormeire)
65.

A.
B.
G.
D.
F.

Boys in remain age, ley:Lug at home, echooling
occupatlon
Geriu in family; age, leving at home, schooling,
occupation
Language aeoken in tee 'wee; before ten, after
ten (if important enough, check by visitation)
Type of home community; before ton, after ten
(chocked by parents' questionnaire)
parents are separated, give date (checked by
parentel questionnaire)

As to follow-up recorae, authors neve definite walla to suegest.

athout exception, these sLans are too expensive for must schools.
Boston, for example, hes a system of following up all the young pergene placed by the Vocational Guidance Department.

They send out

questionnairea, use the telepnono, end wake hotie vis tb, as well a8

eake vieete to employere.

taeee) an enoleeue amount of time

end considerable money to follow up theist) who have left school and
gong into occupational' (29135';')

Tao foiloweup of those Who con-

tinue their schooling it neither so difficult nor so expensive.
If the student's questionnaire is to en home to be eneoreee

and cempleted by the parents, the ansears are more apt to be correct, although 'were ie still soee cnence for faisificetion.
following lest is compoeed of the items leetea

The

that may be

verified in this manner, or by eeearate parentel queetionneire.
4.

Age (chronologicei)

27.

Reasons for leaving school

31.

Notable uccomplishmente, unusual experiences
(This may be added to by pareate.;

e7-4e.

Vocational experiences

41.

Support of self and dependents

45.

Battier experiences

47.

Vocational and professiohal preferences

4 .

?hyuical disabilities

50.

health

61-64.

Fatn,:r, mother, stepparent, guardian; name, health,

raigion, deceased, date, place of birth, arrived in
U. S. and date, education, degree and kind, occupation, addressee, telephone (if parents wish to hide
the truth, the school should nut insist.)
65.

C.

Language spoken in the home; before ten, after
ten.

D.
E.

Type of home community; befo.: tea, hfter ten.
If parents are separated,
date

A generally effective way of chee:..lac both students &ha parents

in their replies t_ qn,;aLionnaires is to repeat thu sa,,e question-

naire several times.

The time auggesten by those wuo mention It at

all is the beginning of ehch school year.

Thu cnanges occurring in

one repetition "center around 20 per coat," according to Strang;

"the greatest chance iw found on subjective personal ites, ann the
least on factual personal questions." (54s120-121)
To obtain new information or to verify certain etatements of
the student, an employer qu:....stionnair,: is often advocated.

Such a

questionnaire ib concerned with the following items;
-Vocational experiences -- type ana duration --- hours a woe
wes4ly
41.

Support of self and depennents

47.

Vocational and professional preferencea.

other subjective means of verifying answers to ti,; student's

(411.ti.011Altr.4.1".3 ci.ro

la interview, wnich is used to verify an supplemont
the items on notable accomplishments, to encourage the
making of educatienal plane, to evaluate them, and to
Bee how vocational preferences can be used to benefit
toe student;

Observation, which is used to nalp deteamine the
student's vJcational preferences and to verify student's
statem-nts as to paysicai disabilities anu stat of

L-;poosorls report, which is used to verify the student's
statements about club activities.

sums objective means of verifying tae answers to the student's
questionnaire are
Firth certificate, to verify date and place of birth;
Office records to verify notable accumplishmAits anu
club activities;
linecdotal records, to give more clues WI to notable
accomplishments;
.tup......iient-body records, to verify club activities;

Goacals report, to verify hours spent on atnietics;
Club reoorts, to verify mcitkarbitk) and participation
in clubs;

Ia-out, to sue if vocational preferences are justified;
tinrsels and doctor's records, to verify aad supplement
statements regarding physical disabiiities arm health.
A.L. items

IIALA come from tna LI:iementary school

the responsibility of the high school, althougn IStACOS must be

allowed fur recording tnose data.
means of verifying grade placeadiat.

The grade school diploma is the
Otner facts, such as tet,

scores, grades, and physics:Land health examination results should

be recorded, if they are furnish:3d by the grade school.

A few iteLls on the record card are matters which requir

no

technique to obtain, been as:
16-23.

6tudies, credits, grades

25.

Counselors (these are assigned ur selected

26.

Number of days absent

29.

Year (calendar,

30.

Age (repetition of or eatiluated frow, item 4)

42.

'Juana and scholarships ,I.e;ertea directly to
counselor)

66.

Year (repetit_on)

67.

Age (repetit....11 of item

i'iherever subjective means of checking th date furnished by the

student are used, differences between two sources of information

will show that

01111

or the other, or both, are incorrect, which &h,did

lead to further °Leaking.

In all easels %Isere one subjective itea ie

checked against another, agreement dots not always lead t1 the trutu,
but disagreement always eh- ald lead to furteer inquiry.

If many

opiniona are obtained, the results may be quite reliable aid valid.
On page 7u, Strang was reported as favorin4 observation, gun Bch she

calls a "major technic.n (5411)

Rating locales are directed observa-

tions unu most of the other methods of measurements depend to some
extent upon observation.
subjective babibt

'-,von objective test!: of achieveent nave

the validation of such tests is wade according to

bomeone's opinion; the value of each question is weighed subjectively
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and tried out to maee it more objective; and the vales of each
subject end each branch of tee oubject is determined by elect aeeeone

thinee is valuable.

roast autuers ueree to all th..s, but tee;/ insist

that eeasureeenta ahould be meae as objective ta:1 possible.

latever may be the differences of opeueon on the means of
obtaining the data thus fur discussed, there is soee assurance that
no imeortant mattere hang en the belance.
remainine iteee, however.

This cennot be said ,f the

These rewaIneng items constitute the main

eiffereuce between the old type office record cam and the new the
cumulative record card.

The waterial easiest to obtain Las usually

been recorded in some fashion even in schools whech lay no claim to
a guidance program.

It is these hard-to-get bits of Inforeateen that

are most important in buildieg a true pectere of an individual,
the herder they are to get, the more vareahle are the oeineons un
how to get them.

Thee iteme will be teen one at a t3 :e in order of

appearance an the list.
The first, number 4, deele with the mental age of the pupil.
There are no authere who ueny that the mental ugu should be eoesured
and recorded, but they... is some difference of opinion as to the

timing of the teete ana the velee to be assigned to the.

Tiherever

the time for repeating measuremeate of intelligence Is consiuereu,
the suggested minimum Is about twice during the high school course,
or every two or three years throughout the entire school career.

Usually no special teal is ecomeenued; the reader 16 exeectea to
select from a few good teats Ui8CUSbOU.
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The number, kind, and value of other eeandardisea tuts are

subjects of much wore disagreent than intelligence teete.

Text-

books all emit the velee of achievement tests to check teacher work,
to coepere achievem-ent ae measuree by teacher-eade tests with well-

established norms, and to got as haees for pregnotie end eiegnoeis.
Agein it is e question of how many to give and when to give thee.

The tendency seems to be toward a minimue of one good general achievement test given annually at the enu of the yaw' in which the subjects
to be teetad are taken or ut the beeinning of the following year.
The aso.inum is to give all the tests eoasible in the time and with
the money available.

so cone

echeeveeent taste Gen becowe aptituae tests if

red.

Pupils should not only be requJreu to state their entereete, but
they should also be expecteu to fili out it least one interests t inven-

tory to supplement their professed interests an

tUe interests shown

by enuieetive elements of behavior.
eurneng is given by alii.uut every writer that it is dangerous to
ettecti too true h importance to the restate, of one test.

Series of

tests, scattered over a period of time and covering as maey eifferent
phase e of life as possible, will give a leer picture of the individual irevided that they are used along with teacher- grades, teacher

oLservations of behavior ann any other revealing typee of
subjective or objective eeesurewent.
A few texta incluue annotated bibliographies

1), 34 43,

48, 68, 69), some ueecribe a feu repreeentutive tests in special

fields (2,, ee, e7), one gives sample tests in full (37), and °thole
ulacuse tests in general terms only.

In the fenal analysis, it say

nu well to listen to the words of practical WiedOra quoted from
Lef ver, Turrell, una 'fleetzelt

In fact, any deliberation as to what data
should be recorded erica stored, when and how often
such eats are to be gathered, and who shall enter

data on the records ere matters of organization 4na
adm inistration which must finelly be receoned in
doliaru anti cents. .
It is good bueineee to
.
buy no more, educationally Speaxing, than one can
pey far. (33:277)
Enough has been seiu concerning tweet:ere' graees (numbers 16-23),

to indicate a eifforonce of opiaion in teat respect.

keagareleae of

the low opinioes held by some ;Authors as to the releabee-ty eau

validity of tethers:' gratieb, there is a somewhat coon agreewent
that teacherel gradee are probably ee good a eingle inaex of school
0=0038 asap auy, ane that teecnerel eatimatee in other linos of

activity than their own subject clausea are to be considered.

one

thing tnat eay be aaeu of teachers' grades which may not always be
said of other moene of meaeurement is that the grades are already
tuere without any adued cost.

Anotuee point in question is diace,Iine (number 24).

What xind

of a record mould be leapt of disoipliazn and how sheuea the facts be
obtained:

Deportaeat marxs ex:cards are nut valid.

eneceotal

receree, Uhieee ::mere are many of them ale pointing in one uirection,

cannot be depenuez upon.
views be depended upon.

Neither can personal observati_la

inter-

here again much evidence has to be usbi..bi,;(1

before a record of uiscipline cen have eny real value.
eentai health (number 51) can be evaluated chiefly by long time
observation by many people.

Such a general, all-pervasive character-

istic ab mental health is something that is not categorized or
lebelea by te=st or by grauss.

do ratings by self and others.

enecdJtel recorda give evieence, as
Certain teete of emotions, lieges

and dislikes. and so on, give eviaenee, but not conclusive evidence.

Authore agree that whenever a case of 00V-DUZ mental maleajustaent

becuea apparent peechological .nd esycnietrec ald should be called
for.

the eveluation of social aajuetwent (number 52) follows the sane
ALLtern ab that of nested health.

Both are liaru to evaluate.

They

arcs some of the intaegibles for :-hich tne progressive schools ileve

been trying te find

eaeures.

.rights tone, in his report (70), Len-

Luna soee of the never devices for eeasuring the eataugiblee
pace 7 -7e), but these devices are not in coax on ube era' cannot be
considered as illustrating the tr nd. of expert practice.
one wore important itA.1111 upon which opinions differ is that of

recording persionality ratings (numbers 55-5V).

aegnifies observation as the only technique.

The word ',ratings"

Such observations

should be made by many faLr-mindod, experienced people, am they
should be guthared together ana synthesizee by a trained seeceelest.
lhatever the ratings recorded on the card may
be interpreted as final cr absolute.

e, ti cy stipule never

They, eloag with ratings of

mentei health and social adjuatment, ure only a few elements in a

picture which requires many elements to complete.
is general agreement by authors that a good cumu-

Finally, ther
lativ

record should bet

(1) A comprehensive picture of the individual, showing
all phases of development;
(2) A long-tiwe story covering as wany ;years as
posaible;

(3) A uaeful, accessible tool for diagnosis, prognosis,
and other assistance in individual counseling;
(4) A record capable of being iortpt by a reasonably welltrained, weli-equinen, sufficiently num,arous staff.

The maano of obtaining information for such a record would bas
(1) Extensive; all ,ersons naving connection with the
individual may be considered contributors.

(2) Comprehensives all techniques which can be used,
be they subjective or objective, should be used,
no one technique nor one datum :mould be considered
by itself.

the obtaining of information, the recording, the analyzing, the synthesising, the diagnosing,
the prognosing, the treatwent, and the follow-up take
far wore money than is available to the average school
system.

(.3) Expensive:

(4) Idealistic::

the nrinciaos, aims, and objectives of

counseling demsuld a set of techniques for gatnering
recorda tnat is seldom seen in 4gAtuai practico. 3evertheless, they constitute a worthwhile goal.

When Shouid Measuring Be Done?

Little direct evidence is at hand concerning the time element in

measuremht.

Aside fro.', stating in the moat general terms that

records should be cumulative, that records ahould give a running

1

account of the life of the individnal, most authurs are silent on
tries point.

Al-on etatee in one aentence why certain probiewe snouid be

treateu In a certain manner, etet agency should treat them, when they
should be treated, and by whod the agency fo: truatment ahouid be

controlled, when he sy*:

"economy enu effuctivenees demand that

these probieme Oef guidance) be met by group instruction in a continuous orientation course taught by a trained counselor."

5=1/ii,

Three.; of hoe group guidance volueee consist of class orientat -on

probleee eith the

element huriceu out for each.

having similar aime, such tt5

Aher volumes

eauecott (21), Lhively anu 6hively k4,,,

and ZuTavern and Bullock (74), coneider the time and sequence of
materiel.

The homeroom programa so well outlined by la;own depend

a great deal upon the sequence of weteriele with respect to time.

Grade placement level (3702-105) and calendar placement (37:1u6-122)
ara butt: considered.

buoreA4 coneidere the time oleeent when he writers:

Most mental digs see come from fuuity adjusteente
to tne prebiems of life
Certainly, the way to
prevent other iier.:-A,n4 from followini; in their footsteps

and arriving at the bawls pitiable end is to direct them
so that they do nut maize the came mista.kea. To auk cat
to students as early as ooaolble in their uoieege careere
that they aubetitute certain h.:Althful forms of edjuetcent in place of the one::
prouuceu the dire results
in victims of mantel diseases seoee to be a bound policy.
(3; :v1)

The revelation of trende is important to rilliamson une helm.
They declare

Information iteae (cumulative records) are to be
recorded for each year of the student's residence in
the school.
This last feature is the significant one;
inspection of these annual entries rdi.L. reveal trends
in the student's behavior, a most useful diagnostic

datum. (6A152)

Through that Agency Should Ap,raisal Be Done?

To the three elements necessary to be acquired by pupils-skilled activity, technical knowledge, and wisacm--Brewer adds thre:.:

agencies to do the word.

They are;

uelample activities, classes for

informatu and discussion, and individual. counsel." (1H_;'-)1)

incluaas group counseling In the secene agency, end maintain

that

the first and third ar_ unnevelopd in bath scho.)1 ann environment.
Some writers bemoan the fact that trLinad personnel is lacking,
that teachers do not wax enthusiastic over added counselibg duties,
that even if they did become enthusiastic, the teeperaelent and train-

ing needed for succeosful counseling might he lacking.

L.,fever

Turreli, and \ceitwel state that "a cooperative imxovement of personnel and instructional techniques is thus needed." (33'60)

They

believe that tithe specialist should have personal conferences with

each student at least once a teru .....

Tidal is the most time-

consuming but may be the most frel.tful of all guinance procedures."
(33:83)

They speak of the administrative or coordinative duties of

a counselor thus:
Certain group procedures ma;, ,- be conducted by th
counselor. However, there are so many worthwhile and
found in the
osseatial activities of this nature to
modern school that a complete program of group guidance
work leaves little time for individual counseling.

Also, US bore units of group work are provided, guidance becomes wore like instruction. This lb highly
desirable, since such progress must be eaae if we
ever to fuse euiuence and instruction into an indistingueahable unity.
(Here tney infer that euleance
and instruction should be identical.) However, to
burden the guleance leader or specialist unduly with
group responsibilities is to do two things, neither
of which is educationally or economically defensible:
(1) We way rob the teacher of a body of vitalising
activities eesentiel to progressive teaching, and
(2) we wile assign the job to a person who usually is,
and certainly ought to be, more begehly paid. The
chief function of the counselor should ue to airect,
educate, end sueelement the teecuer in tees work.
.-t:

(33:63-ee)

Allenis ideas as to the duties of counselors differ frog, this.

The Inor Group Guivanee Series

2, j, 4, 5

is beeea on Ailt-inis con-

viction that, *elle wuch euleence is done incidental to Instruction,

supervision, and administration, our Nose efficient guldence from
the standpoint of economy and results is thet built around expert
group guivance, and that the counselor suoula nut only ee responsible
for the carrying out of the prograe of group guidance, but he should
also actively lean the classes in uiscussion and testing.

his defi-

neteon of counselor sees to oe broader than that expressed by
Lefever, Terrell, and eeitzel.
e iliamson destengueahee betweeu counselor and teacher - counselor.

The teacher-counselor has limited couneeline auties, but is more than
just a teacher.

The teacher does guidance as occasion arises in class

but has no time set aside fir counseline.
Willia mson expects the counselor to be a highly trained indiviauel.

This is expressed en all his books whece nave coee to the

writer's attention, but especIll5i etrongl,y in "floe to Counsel

Studente," wnere he sayer

Vie functions of only one type of personnel
worker are outlined
In many placers
tnreugnout the book the tore counselor is used always
iu the benwa of a clinical counselor ana never in the
seise of an untrained counselor who uses what has
beam Galled the sin,le-interview method of counseling.
The fundamental purpose of thes book is the adaptation
of the principles, procedures, ana techniques of
clinical psychology to the adjuathent probiema of high
acnool and college students. (67svii)
Ther- is such evidence to indicate that many writers hold poor
opinions of teacher ability in goio,ence.

Paterson, 6chneldler, and

Willlaaaett gay:

Anottmer aereous obstacle t tue immediate exiJansion of worth-while student guidance services is to
be found in the lack of technically trained workers
who can be entrusted with the heavy responsibilities
necessarily involved in the attempt to provide adequate
guieance for youth

Another obstacle to the development of effective
stuueut personlvai progreoes in schools ana colleges is
the alleged indifference of teachers to the needs of
their students. The authors believe that puce: indifference, when it exists, is due primarily to the fact
that teacher, have been -liable to obtain a fairly complete picture of the ways and means that now exist for
aisclosing the characteristics of students as individuala.
If it were not for lac, of underat.noLug or indifference among
teachers, anecdotal records would be a more certain source of information.

Ruth Ltreng reports. that a study of anecdotal records shows

that "a teacher can make six records a day witn a total expenditure
of fifteen minutes' tine." (5e:...11)

Oood, in the introduction to Allen's book on seif-measurement

e5

erojecte, slats that eteaehere must learn to place the welfare of
the pupil above deearteental loyalty" (4:ev, ::nu repeats the warning.

Guidance is a eeilosoehy, but it cannot realese
Its full potentialities until tee a greater share of
the educational budget i2 allowed to its functions,
are: (e4
a majority of aeeinestratore and teachers
genuinely accept, with both mind and heart, that the
welfare of the child is more important than deearteentel
loyalty or curricular pattern.
Cox and Duff include in their list of twelve principles of
guidance, "The major wore of guidance WWit be done by classroom and
homeroom touchers." (17:14)

In answer to the criticism that this is

"hopelessly impracticee," they 240- thaechan gee must be eade, not so

much in the teachers themselves, but ore in twee who influence and
control them." (171e))

That this lack of proper attitude and training contributes to
the defection of the homeroom is the stand taeen by Brewer, when he
says:

It should be remembered first of ale that the
so-called homeroom teachers in cost junior and senior
high schools are merely subject teachers in disguise.
Adminiotrators often set great store on their homeroom
organization, but they fail to note that teachers have
almost never been prepared for this form of personnel
worn, and oftener than not have a frank distaste fur
many ehaaes of it. Later, ea allele_ eaentein that the
homeroom organiaatiun, except under unusual circum
stances, is an exceedingly poor mediue fur any form of
educateonal guidance. (111135)
Allen has this to say about the hopereue:
A few of the teachers who are especeelly interested
in the task and adapted to it may do splendid work, secure special training, and follow up individual puelle.
ether teachere either cannot or well not du wore wnech
seems to thew to be an additional tame for.whech they are
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not paid and with whech they are nut in ayapathy.
At best, it is obviously impossible to train an
entire faculty as every counselor should be trained,
and it is certainly true that only a very small proportion of the members of any faculty are possessed
of the personal and i:,refessional qualifications or
the experience which would justify their selecteon
as counselors. The obvious weaknesses of a plan that
deeends solely upon the final responsibility of untrained homeroom teachers should suggest a further
del ration of guidance functions to more highly
selected, trained, and responsible people. (3:117-116)
On the other side of the homeroom debate ay.: Haerin and

Erickaon, who show that
Very few innovations in American seconuary education have enjoyed the rapid growth wnicn has character.
. has spreau until
ized the homeroom. The idea .
now there are few high schools not using BONO phase
of the homeroom plan. (241336)
They maintain that "all teachers must be guidance workers"
(24.:17), and that "the teacher cen and should become the chief guld-

ance functionary." (24:1,)

Their book in based on the homeroom as

the center of guiaance services. (241151-161, 336410
:ith etili mor; faith in the homeroom and in the ability of the
nowerooL, teaches, i-achardson has worked out a plan for o6taining in-

formation by means of an individual record made out by the pupil and
files in the homeroom.

47)

,clown is willing to take the broad view of guiaance ab to what
it includes, tut he ensista that the homeroom "epitomises th.; very

soul of the modern conception of education." (37:2u)
Welliaeeon ana Kahn voice a generally- accented opinion as to the

value of several other agencies when they say:

A number of echool and community resources are
listed weth the type of assestence tue4 can give to
students if the counselor will but enlist their cooperation by word of mouth, magi, or telephone:
i.

The student';, teacherei, for remedial asaietence
witn specific study and learning difficulties;
for inforaation about educational and occupational
opeortuniteee; for anticipated difficulties with
advancea claasea in high school and college in
specific courses; for personalized enceurageeent
regarding Intellectual growth and developeant as
an indevidual--in some cases substitute affection
for a lack in student-parent relatenehies.

2.

The cyonsurs of activities and student government
for assistance in inuucting tee student into
activities and giving him personal encouragement
in his attempts to grow eeutionally and becoee an
active citizen of the school.

3.

The student's pastor, teachers, athletic coach, or
anyone else having the student's confidence for
assistence in thinking through moral,
acid philosophic problems.

4.

The lib.ariau, teachers, 4nd local business and profeseional wen for interviews concerning occupeteonal
information.

5.

Where available, the manager of tne local FederalState ewployment Service and local empioeere for
part-time or permanent eeployment.

b.

TAO stuaent's parents for cooperation in development
of new relationships in the house, new attitudes in
the student, and personalized enceurageeent of the
student's efforts to aevelop his own individuality.
(6e1205-206)

Co e writes about vocational guidance from the standpoint of
the boys' club counselor (16), but there are hAany points of appli-

cation of his ideas to school guivance.

He would agree with

Willifteson and Hahn that eany- agencies outside of the school can be

utilizeu to improve school gnidence services.

Authors do not agree on the proper agencies to obtain records
for high school counseling.

Important points on which there is dis-

agreaeht aro:
1.

Dad homeroom

2.

Group guidance

3.

clinical guidance

4.

The role of the teucher

5.

The r(:le of the specluliet

The opinions of authors are of little moment unless they can
influence
(1) the conceJt of guiduhce held by school administration

officals,
(2) the financial provision for curryi;-,g out guidance

programs. and
(j) the philosophy of the corpu.
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CHAPThR V

THE NEXT eTeP IN THE EVOLUTION OF
GUIDANCE AT LINCOLN NIGH SCHOOL

One of the accepted principles of guidance is that any guidance
pregree must grow or evolve gradually.
frum a transplanted system,.

Succeee cannot be expected

Evolution passes terough several stages,

and each stage brings the actual prectice of guivance in the school
neerer to the ideei.

eiilieeson aima Bahn eeecriee tne evolution of

guidance es presented by Allen.
6tuke 2ati
"irovision is made for the guidance and
adjust ant of problee pupils at critical perioils in their
school careers."

Durk this stage we may characterize the program as
deuliee vith discipline probieee through tee truditIonal
methods. The principal or the superintendent keeps the
student after school, eeeee eeay privelegee, end theetimes suspends or discharges him from school. Few competent pereonaol workers ere employed at this stage and tee
counseling of problem cases is usually done by teachers
with tieut:l.monLal rather than ;)rofeasional techniquee. Tne
program does not reach a great number of the students
eerolled, and 1.5, in fact, only redieentariliy related to
effective personnel work.
Stag e Two -- "e batter understanding of principles
eed functions of guidance. In this sLge guidance functions are dolegateu to nomerooe uea subject teachers."

This stage often represents the highest level of
development in ea4y 5Ch0016. Frob. certain po.,nta of view
it is an advantageous stopping place; absence of special
workere eet?a costa low six: there is little diarupeion of
edeinistrative and instructional routine. The claim can
be medc that the school
pereonael program, and fea
people raise embarrass :mg quustiona as to the valiuity of
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method or outcowes. euch of the prceent misunderstanding
of pupil personnel wore coins from these people vio have
becoxe *prefeseienalized* at this emeteur level.
Stage Three -- *en appreciation on tne part of
educators; concerning the importance of the scientific
study of individual differences as the basis for the acjustment of education to individual needs."
"ehen evolution stops here, eereeinel or is
Characterized by overeawareness to test scores, the
possibility of their misuse, and uncritical devotion
to sindividualizatioe of education.* Intelligence and
achievement tats are widely used; homogeneous grouping of students often is made in terms of test scores.
eathods of instruction may be changed, and teach-ere
may becoee acutely conscious of individual pupil differences-- albeit without enoving just what to do about
the41.

fle thoroughgoing reorganization of
;tape Feur
the school progree and curricelue. It imelies the abclition of muss diagnosis and ma krescri,tion and its
reelaceeent by ineividuel eiagnosie was treateent."

;hen this stage is reached adelnietraeors nay se:)eL
of their personnel prograe without leer of challenge.
In whetever areas the school seeks individual adjustment, competent woreaen are lieely to be available.
?roper eistrieution of pupils to curricueuee ie etteepted
on an individual basis. Longitudinal and cruse-section
case histori,e are available for the eajority of students. Counseling for the cure eomplex problems tends
to be the veeeoneib.eity of ex shines, profeseionaily
trained workers.

Stage, Five -- wee find greue guidance e regular part

of the curriculue*
sly the quarrel between generalists and specialF.
Lets disappears. :porkers are allocated to their appointed
ellen this point is reeched, th
plac,)7 in the prograe.
adeinistrater may expect that his heaviest chores are under
control. Delegation of authority for certain functions
leaves him with direct administrative duties in the program.
(65:252-254)
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Ail aspects of a school guidance program do not evolve at the
seee rate; there is bound to be a great deal of unevenness.

In gen-

eral, however, the development can be traced throegh luet sued eteges
as tie of Alien.
see rat:

Authors Cic:, not agree either on the details of the

eteg..!e or on tee final ideal to be reached.

The oeinion of

most writere seeee to be that guidance should fleelly becoue the

center of educational proceasee rather than reeaining, as it is in
some places today, an appendage that i.e carried to please a few

violent progresaivee.

The onAr4 by Brewer (12g1ee j

(see page 61)

showa guiuence as the centrel Fier vice for al.. of eaucateoe.

Lefever, Turreii,

au ,eitzei (»tie) eey tnat We merging of guid-

ence and instruction is deeiretle.

Others elece guidance en vereoue

positione, but all hold nigh hoeea for the educational ayetew ;,hat

decides to give guivance an important place.
Lincoln Hi: A School Cieri4" is rant

of its ectivitiea.

Jeieat etage in most

It ez more nearly et the second stage then eny

other, altLough some evieence of stages one ane three ere apparent.
The comparative outline in Table II, page 10b, has been prepared to

give a better lea of the position Lieceln Lige School Lobs ie relation to the ideal.

Tha ascend column is the outline of a. composite

ideal and it repreeenta tee writerle opinion based on the

or done

in preparing Chapter IV.
Somewhere between the posit-on hello. at present by Lincoln High

School and the positibn held by the composite ideal is the nos position of guedance at Lincoln High School at the enu of five years.

TABLZ; II

Guidance services at Lincoln High School Compared

Conclusions Concerninr- hat
Already Exists at Lincoln High
School as Shown in Chapters II and III

:A. Counselors
(1) Trained specialists
(2) Half time or more
:
(3) Paid in keeping with training

ocl to)

C.) re.

A

,

g

B. Teachers
(1) iArolving into pupil- nindodnoss
(2) Tolerant of guidance services
(3) Giving incidental aid to counselors

as A E,
E--1

:=4

c:

8 al
a;

g

:B. Teachers
(1) Individual pupil Winded

14

E. a,

)

:

E-4

(4) Iicceiving incidental aid frog nounse lors

thus iast to for guidance services

(3) Giving all aid possible to coun
aelors
(4) Receiving all aid possible from
counselors

01,

(5) Hot trained in personnel work
(C) laid to teach subject
(7) Friendly but officiou 3 toward stu-

(5) i'es11 trained in personnel work

(6) Paid to guide pupils
(7) Friendly and democratic toward
students

dents

C. Students
(1) Treated en masse
(2) Tolerant toward Tuidance
(3) Only beginning to be self-directive
(4) Friendly toward teachers and
adrinistration

Ideal

Conclusions Conoerning .,hat
Authors Consider Ideal as Shown
in Chapter IV

:

A. Counselors
(1) Teaohor counselors untrained
(2)
ith ono period a day
(3) No extra pay

with the

:C. Students
(1) Treated as individuals
:
(2) illthusiastic about guidance
:
(3) Self-directive
:
(4) Friendly toward teachers and
:

administration

TABLE II (cont.)

Conclusions Conoorning That

Alroat :...xista at Lincoln Nigh
ohool as t.;hown in Chaptors II and III

Conclusions Concorning that
Authors Consider idoal as Shown
in Chapter

:

D. Admini stra to Ts

:D. Administrators
(1) x.nthusiastio

(1) Uelpful

(2) 1%.ndicapped by lack of funds
(3) Community not ready for advanocd

:

(2)
equipped financially
(3) Supported by guidance-minded

:

(4) Continue ideas such as Dutch Uncles

:

4

program

(4) Dutch Uncle progra--. as a good start

.;. Currioulum

(1) Somewhat narrow

(2) Unsuited to individual differences
(3, ::,xperirents encouraged.
(4) Nevision studied by cam-At-tons on

subject-natter basis
(a) Distaste of teachers apparent
(b) Gttiennts do not participate
(5) ';valuation not a part of learning
(a) Teachers do all the testing

community
:

E:E.

Curriou lur

0 P I"
a4 ce

:

(2) Suited to individual differonces

on

:

Da 2 .63 4
m

z0

N

:

9 x -:

:

:

a
gc

im

:

r4 I-1 'A

0.4 44 0

( 1 ) Broad

pre encouraged
(3) Exrints

(4) Revision studied b:, comiltteos on
guidanco basis
(a) Cooperation of teachers .avident

(b) audents participate

(5) Evaluation a major part of learning
(a) Self-evaluation combined with
teae:or evaluation

v'l

F. Records and Forms
(1) Many good miscellaneous forms unorganised--no common purpose

(2) Fair cumulative record Gard not
kept

cEg 1 :4
1:4 PM

14

§24 64

:F. Records and Forms
:

:

(1) :.'any good forms organised and intograted for a co:.mzon purpose
(2) Good curaulaUvv record card kept
up-to-dato

TABLit; II (cont.)

Conclusions Concerning Ghat
Already Exists at Lincoln High
School as Shown in Chapters II and III

Conclusions Concerning hat
Authors Consider Ideal as Shown
in Chapter IV

records and Forms (cont.)

:F. Records and Forms (cont.)

(3) Liuch informetion vkul,, oould supply

data for pormanent record not used
for this purpose
(4) Anecdotal records seldom used -then only to report misbehavior or
maladjustment
(5) Forms for guidance purposes lacking
for terns 2 to 7

a
GI E4

r4

"3 2
vHi
2

fa4

ce
2

2

$0'4
'4

2

0 to
1. to

G. i:;quipment

(1) Inadequate
(2) flo counseling roans
(3) ??and -made files in closets

chock bad behavior

G.

2

ca

luipment
(1) Superior
(2) ;,:ach counselor has private room
(3) steel filing cabinets -- filing room
(4) Private telephone for oounsolors

fr,'

Cs

0
:

for all terms

1

2

al 8

( 3 ) Obocrvntion used principally to

( 5 ) Forma for guidance purposos used
2

g ],

(4) flo tole; hone Dor counselors

P. Techniques
(1) Interviove by counselors based on a
minimum of data
(2) Teacher-student conferences about
lessons or poor bohavior

(3) All information on individual pertinant to permanont record used
for that purpose
(4) Anecdotal records used extensively
in all aspects of behavior

en

F. Teohniquos

:4 Et
44

"
;14

ri;43

§0
P.

(1) Interviees by counselors based on
oaso-history record
(2) Teacher-student conferenoes, with
personnel-trained tonohor ready to
help in any phase of life
(3) Obs..Irvation and allied techniques
used to help build up a i_icture of
the pupil

TABL.; II (cont.)

Conclusions Concerning alat
Already
:ists at Lincoln Pirh
Johool as Shown in Chapters II and III

F. Techniques (cont.;
(4) Self-appraisal attempted in some
classes
G) Vocational try-out encouraged by

Conclusions Concerning Aat
Authors Consider Ideal as aown
in Chapter IV

rs:

fa

C3

P40

iss12.nce of wort: excuses

(6) Very limited group conferences
(7) Almost no testing for permanent
record purposes
(0) -Incoveraromnt of student

LI;

."4

V3

E-4

14 4

A

o

o6
E-4

re

Wl

'Isieernment

74 lig tZ1 I

''' A

(9) isychametric Testing Laboratory
services for fifth-term students
(10) Many techniques not need b3cause
of lack of knot ledge and of
training

a 8 al g
ddi 4:,-:
..

14 I+

Q.4
-,c

.i,

El

6
Q
0
Ng fr4
a.

E-4

:F. Techniques (cont.)
:
(4) Self-appraisal encouraged in all
classes and outside the classroom
:
(5) Vocational try-out encouraged and
much accurate vocational information given
:
(6) .;very class a group conference -Guidanoe and instruction merged
:
(7) Systerstie use of standardised
tests plus toachor-mado tests, re ported for permanent record
(8) :Moauragement of student government
and student self-control.
The
::
school a working, democracy
:
(9) Similar testing, services for stu:
dents of any term
:
(10) Many other techniques used with
:
growinu confidence
:

:

The determination of what that position might be vans made much easier

by a study of the results of the check list eescribed on pages 15,
16. and 17.

The charecterietica that determin.: that position are

given in Table VIII, page 118.

The recommendations in Gil:Jo-ter VI

are intended to suggest how the next evolutionary step can be taken.

Three groups of pereone--college profeebors, secondary school
administrators, and high ;school counselors--were asked for opinions
on four eubjecte:

the cumulative record card, subject -matter tests,

tests of the intangioiee,n alit te

folloveeup.

The folloeine-, types

of replies were expectee and receiveds
(1) Coeoente on the cumulative record card, either item by item,
page by page, or general criticism.

Replies were generally complete,

expreeeive, and informing.
(Z) Comments on testing, concerning what testa to give, when to
give them, where to give them, and for what purpose.

Although space

Was provided for itemized cneckiug, and a list of j56 etanaardized

Wets was provided, it Wh6 hardly expected that maey repli s
be specific.

Teo reauene for this *era:

it A011ika take a great deal

of time to complete the list carefully, and few persons are sufficiently informed to give expert advice on such a variety of subjects.
In most c..res tests sere selected by the checeer for the eubject-

matter fields best known to him, ano the rest of the spaces were left
tlane.

In some cases the checker admitted inability to give any valid

information.

There is goou reason to believe that enerever an opinion

is expressed at all it is based on sufficient knowledge to make that

opinion velueble.

This wazi the maen reaeon for choosin:g the informal

check list over the more formal questionnaire.

en interesting sine

light in this respect le that two of the Aembere of the jury whose
knowledge of tne secondary education .l field is extensive expressed

unwillingness to chece the list because of their lack of specific
information on testing and guidance records.
Although the check list wee not made up with the intention of

tabulation or statistical study of the results, there are certain
facts which can be made apparent aiost eeeily by simple tabuletion.

The following tablee are for this purpose.

Number of Check Lists Sent Out and Retuened

Total number bent out

32

Total number of replies

21

Number replying who failed to check any items

4

(a) Beceuee of lace of special enowiedge
(b) BOCEalkit'i of lack of time

(c) Beceuse of late receipt of check list
Total nnaber of checked replies

1
17

The fact that eleven pereene 'ere not hearer from noes not necessarily u7 an lack of interest or unwillingness.

The last was sent out

about August 1, and expected bece before August 25.

es this is a
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vacation period for the eleven pereone, it i6 le_ ly that they did not
receive the lists in tiee.
The number of returns giving; epecific sue geetione or criticisms,

general suggestiene or criticisms, and the total number cheering each
division of the check list are given in Table

V.

TABLE IV
Tne Aumber of Pormons Who Made Specific or Geneeei
Criticisms or 6ug6estione for Each of the Divisions of the List

Number criticizing each diviaion

Division oi the check list
)ecifeceiiy

Cumulative record card

1.

Subject atter teat:,

It

Intangibles

B

Intelligence tests

'9

General Achievement

Followup
Suggestions on the work in general

Gene. ally

Total

14

U

e

10

4

,

v

4

--

10

10

The criticisms and suggestions are summarized in eppendix B.
No one pereon dhecked all diviaeons, but no one %se expected to
uo ao.

No single division was completely neglected.

Two persona

neglected the record card, three failed to check the subjectmatter
tests, ana, lowest on the list, thirteen failed to give suggestions
on followup even though this wee e'entionad both on the record card
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and in the chece list.

In several ct,b6s both specifec and general

suggosteene eere made by the same person, thus making the total number
of euggeeticne greater than the total number of lists checked.
While simple quantitative conclusions may safely to drawn from
this and the tablee that follow, no qualitative conclusions whatever
can be made.

It ita; impossible to weight the answers so that degrees

of intensity can be considered, nor can the degree of expertness of
the testimony be fairly judged.

Therefore, the conclusions based on

the enlace list, while important, will be simple and quite obvious.

The amount of critecium of tue cumulative record card was
proportional to the strength of the diaapproval of it.

College pro-

fessors limited cowii,wit either to unqualified approval or to a few

suggested cnangee involving more space or more Items.

Secondary

school administrators generally concedeu that the card had value as

an ideal, but denied that it could be made te fit the program at
Lincoln High School 41; it now is.

card should be much suapler.

The usual opinion was that the

Tne protests became more violent as

tue counselors entered the field.

They pictured the card in use in

their schools anti imagineu themselves eeepimg it up-to-date in the

snort time allowed to counselors; and they condemned it, one and all,
as toe buley, unwieldy, and detailed.

One important conclusion may De drawn fla the check list
results so far discussed:

not only is it out of the question to

transplant a whole eeidance proqam, but it is also out of the
question to wife up in advance a single form as important es the

cumulative record card and expect it to be accepted.

As a corollary

to tLis it could be said that any device designed to provide data for
the cumulative record card would have to await ace ptance of the

care.

before it could be used effectiveij.
The next three tables show the results of checking the lib t of

testa attached to the check list.

Table V has to do with the fre-

quency with which certain tests more mentionea.

TaBLi. V

The Number of Tests Mentioned from One tc Nino Times fetch

Total nuclbr of tests in list
Numb._:x added to list by jury
Total number 1:L.:rationed

lumber of tests mentioneds

103
once

55

tatice

23

three times

10

four tLes

6

five times

2

six times

5

seven times

1

eight times

0

nine times

1

,,,ore chain nine times

0

.

1.15

It can be seen by Table V that a large variety of tests Wikb
considered.

No one test enjoyed outstanding popularity.

The Strong

Vocational Interest Diane W6.6 mentioned nine times; the American

Council on Education Psychological Examination for High School etuuents Wis3 second with seven checks.

There is no way of .vowing

whether the strong Vocational Interest Blank Taal preferred on account

of known excellence or because its name is better known.

The purposes for which these 103 tests should be used are shown
in Table *4e.

The a,?parent diaoarity in numbers is due to the fact

that one test may serve core than one purpose.

TABLE VI

The Purposes for which Tests Should Be Given
and the Number of ittlitti Given for Each Pur?ose

2Urp05e8

To measure achievement
For diagnosis

For self-evaluation
For prognosis

27

To determine interest
For other purpeees

10

Wherever one test was recomieendeu for an entire subject field,

it was counted only once, but when one test was used for more than
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one purpose it was counted for each purpose.

Nothing nor

infinite

than a tendency one way or another can be obtained from this table.
It Is intirosting to note that 32 of the tests here mentioned 6.s being
of value in self-evaluation.

The best place to give tests is another question not too woll
settled.

Table VII shows the number of times different places w

mentioned.

TABLE VII
The Place Viler° Testa Should Be Administered
and the Number of Teets ijentioned for ::_ch Place

Subject class

65

Group guidance, other than orientation class

27

Homeroom

22

Orientation class

Registration room
esychometric Laboratory

2

Other

jle significant thing about this table is that subject classes
are strongly recommended

places to do standardized testing.

The

next move, which is to report the results of tests to the counselors,
Should not be difficult.
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. study of the tables and cow tints re ortad in this chapter

forces the readoption of the principle that new develonts in guidance must await acceptance by all concerned before they- can hope for

success, hnd that no one person can hope to lay down definite rules
and procedures governing guidance services.

Suggestions can ue

made, however.

Some suggestions as to what way reasonably be expected are given
in Table VIII, page lid.

The present status of guidance at Lincoln

High 6chool is given in the left -hand column, wh_ia the expected

status of guidance within the next five years is presented in the
right-11,4w column.

This table may be comared with Table II, gage 106.

The left-

hand columns of the two tables are identical, but the right-hand
column of Table II gives the composite Ideal obtained from textboo4
study.

The two tables considered together give a fair picture of

what the possible final outh we of the evolution of guidance at
Lincoln High School might De.

VIII

kresent Guidance .0ervices at Lincoln High School
Conpared with Services -xpected ithin Five Years

s:onclusions Concerning ,ihat
Already L..xists at Lincoln Nigh

Conclusions Concerning Aat
Aght Aeasonably bo 1Apected Athin

z)chool as 'hem in Chapters II and III

the Next Five Years

A. Counselors
(1) Teacher counselors untrained

:A. Counselors
:
(1) Lieceivinc trainin(2) .ith two periods a day
:
(3) 4100 a year extra

(2) -.ith one period a day
(3) No extra pay

:

B. Teachers
(1) ,:,volving into puiii-A.ndodness

(2) Tolerant of guidance services
(3) Giving incidental aid to counselors
(4) ;:eceiviug incidaaual aid froL:
counselors

(5) No trainin- in personnel work
(6) Paid to teach subjoct
(7) Friendly but officious toward students
C. Students
(1) Treated on masso
(2) Tol3rart toward guidance
(3) Only beginning to be self-directiv

:

:B. Teaohers
(1) iupil-minded
(2) Fully cooperative with the guidance
program
(3) Giving planned and purposeful aid to
counselors
(4) Receiving increasing aid in prorortion
to tire and =aterial available
(5) Studying personnel work and develofin^
interest in it
(6) Paid to inf)ucnco pupil growth
(7) Friandly and cooperative with students

:C. Students
(1) Treated more as individuals
(2) Seeking aid of counselors
:
(3) Sixth, seventh, and eighth-term students
almost entirely self-directiwl

TABLE VIII (caTt.)

Conolusions Concerning chat
Already Eists at Lincoln High
)chool as Shown in Chapters II and III

C. Students (cont.)
(4) Friendly attitude toward teachers and
administrators
D. Administrators
(1) Helpful

(2) Handicapped by lack of funds
(3) Comunity not ready for advanced
program
(4) Dutch Uncle program has good start
Currioulu
(1) Somewhat narrow
(2) Unsuited to individual differences
(3) Experiments encouraged
(4) Revision studied by oomr,ittees on a
subject-matter basis
(a) Distaste of teac::ers apparent
(b) Students not participating

(5) Evaluaticn not a part of lamming
(a) Teachers do all the testing

Conclusions Concerning

.hat

:Arht .seasonably be r]xpected
the ',Text Five Years

t

ithin

:C. Students (cont.)
(4) friendly attitude, but 'Ath more
reason

:

:D. Administrators
(1) Actively helpfUl in planning for the

:

improvemnt of guidance services
(2) Funds provided for essential services
(3) Increased comunity interest
(4) Continua and broaden Dutch Uncle serAce
CurriouluLl

(1) Broadened to suit individual noods
(2) 307inning to be based on individual
differences
(3) btire faculty interested in each others'
experinents and researe(4) Revision studied by comaittoos on a
guidance basis
(a) Interest growing
(b) Students participating
(5) (.Valuation beginning to become a part
of learning
(a) pelf- evaluation experiments

TABLE VIII (cont.)

Conclusions Concerning What
Already Exists at Lincoln Hizh
School as Shown in Chapters II end III

F. Records and Forms
(1) Many good miscellaneous forms unorgan

isedno common purpose
(2) Fair
up
Yuch
data
this

cumulative record card not kept

information which could supply
for permanent record not used for
purpose

Anecdotal records seldom usedthen
only to report misbehavior or
maladjustment
Forms for guidance purposes lacking for
terms 2 to 7

G. Equipment
(1) Inadequate
(2) No counseling room
(3) Hand -made files in closets
(4) No telephone for counselors

H. Techniques
(1) Interviews by counselors based on a
minimum of data

Conclusions Concerning What
Might Reasonably be Expected Within
the Next Five Years

IF. Records and Forms
:
(1) Forms organised and integrated for a
common purpose
t
(2) Good cumulative record card fairly well
kept--growing in value
(3) All pertinent information of value
:
recorded
:

:

(4) Anecdotal records a matter of course
for examples of good as well as of
bad behavior
(5) Adequate forms for all terms

e3. Equipment
:
(1) Adequate for the stage of development
:
(2) A classroom near the office turned into
a properly divisioned counselors' room
(3) Filing booth with serviceable files
:
(4) Private telephone single party for
counselors' room

:H. Techniques
:
(1) Interviews by counselors based on
increasin47 quantity of data

TABLE VIII (cont.)

Conclusions Concerning ihat

Conclusions Concerning hat

Already .;xists at Lincoln ?'ids
School as :.;1:0:11 in Chapters II and III

it Reasonably be xpected ithin
the .7:ext Five Years

.0.1

, Technique s (cont. )
(2) Teacher- student conferences about
lessens or poor bohavio r

(3) Observation used irincipally to check
bad behavior

(4) Self-appraisal

:

:

attempted in some

c la saes

(5) Vocational try-out encouraged by
issuance of work excuses
(6) Very limited ;Troup conferences

:

(6) Increasing arrreciation of the wine of
group guidance

(7) Almost no testinr for perrenent record

(7) Establishrent of a sr-stematic but limited
testing service.
recorded for-

purposes

men er.t

(8) Faacouragenent of student government

(8) Student government
:

(9) Psychowtric Testing Le.boratorir ser-

vices for fifth -tem students

(10) Many techniques 'vat used because of
lack of knowledge and

training

Teohniquss (cont.)
(2) Increasing teacher -student guidance
act ivit:- on al 1 phase s of life
(3) Observation used to build anecdotal
evidence, discover need for guidance
(4) i-upila encouraged to. evaluate their
own work and actions
(5) More encouragement of vocational tryout. Better rethods of rasasuring success

7ivon nor° rosionsi-

bility

(9) !iroadoning layohoretric Laboratory ser:

vice to include other than fifth terriers

(10) A E: radual

awakening of the staff to

the possibilities of Imny different
teohniqtr s

C:Iiii.PTEit VI

SUIVAARY, CONCLUSIONb AND RECOMtENDATION6

sumLary

Ti e problem of tais thesis has been to study guidance as it la

at Lincoln High School, with spacial attention to the records used
for counseling, to sea in what respects the accomplishments have
fallen short of the desires of the directing heads of the guidance

program, and to design a system by which the school oan, without
appreciable changes in time allowed for counseling, and without a
great deal of additional expense, build up a fund of knowledge about
ouch student which wiles na-e possible effective guluance.

GuiUunce workers and writers agree that each school system must
work out its own guidance program to fit its own needs.
only a few principles upon which authors do not agree.

There are
The outstand-

ing ones are concerned with who should do the counaeling and where
it should be done.

Thera is general agre,:mant that guidance as a

whole must be a gradual development, that IL must iucluue all students and teachers, and that very little effective wor, can be
accomplished without tne iemeping of ratner extensive records.

The

cumulative record Is the cuimiaation of al- record-epihg efforts,
and es SUCIA is the object of discussion netween authors on time subject.

should 4eep the records; wnere anould they be kept;

Should they be secret or available to all?

Is tna average homeroom
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teacher well enough trained to carry on an effective counseling
program, or sheuld trained guicia;ice Aux' er,, be called into the

picture in every instance?
Effective guidance work should have definite value and should
give observable results.

There should be a decrease in failure, an

improvement in scholerehep, a loser number of drop-outs, and an increasing op,-,ertunity for superior students to realise the fullest

extent of their cpecities.
The value of the preount study lies in the acknowledged value
of proper records.

A mottled devised to obtain these records will

have value proeortional to the extent to which it is urea.
In aperoachihg this study the author felt it imperative to give
rather a full developeent of the background for it.

The ;;uidance

program ae It now exiete at Lincoln Hi01 School was diecuaaed and a
brief history of its development over the three yeare that it has
been in existence

given.

No attewpt Nib wade

portion of the thesis to condemn or to justify.

this particular
The only object was

to establish in the mind of the uutixir as WU' as in that of the
reader just what the situation is.

Only thus could it be shown Agit

changes are advisable or possible and why these changes should be
made.

Together with this study of the actual guidance preram as it
now exists at Lincoln lieh School, an analysis of the records and
forms IWO-CI at Lincoln

School was made eith the object in Lind

of aecertaining what records are used, the use to which they are rut,
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end whether or not thei are eeaential to the guiduace program.
reedits of tnla analysis ,v re interesting.

The

It Alib discovered that

Lincoln high School 44,4i, u surorisingly largo number of foras and

records which or
ors very good and which compare favor/ILL, with similar
records in other aatiouls.

Few of them ure used, however, to reveal

information that is recorded in the permanent recoras of students.
Thus the many forms, Fab they are now used, serve a single and some-

what transitory purpose, while, with reorganization and reairectioa,
they could be made to serve in their probent °as:Laity and at the
sai4Je time

decidedly ia the keopint, of the so-essential permanent

record.

In the matter of
High School.
whose I.

stundardizet, taste,

little is aone at oincoln

An intelligence test i6 administered to each stuaent

has not been forwarded from the grade school, and each

fifth-Ulu student is O.ven a beritz, of Lists ut the Psychometric
Lab..iratory.

Other tdan this, n

of tests is apparent.

school-wide recognition of the value

tho results of whatver toots are 6iven in

classes aro not reported and have not been used by counselore.
Twehty-eight textbooks and autil:zitative treatises war, analysed

in w effort to find the answers to four important quest_ons.
four questions were:

These

7:dlat ol;omeht,-, or el:ad.:Alb of a pui':ila life

should a counselor attempt to record?
formation concerninc, these elements be

should the aevicea be used?
concerning the pupil come?

By *aat devices cab tile inbe obtained:

At what time

Through *hat agency atiou.L4 the reports

In other words, the sahat," hue show,"
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the "when," elle the ubi whom! sign poets have derected the aethorte

thinking concerning tee important phase of &lb work.
Tij very different reeulte caue from this analysis.

The first

result aealt with tee agreement or disagreement of the authors of
these books concerning the four questions, and the second result

had to do with the aid 74uch the writer wee able to gain from tee

amaysis.
On the whole, there was a nigh degree of accord concerning the

first question relative to the data to be encluded in tee pereeneut
record.

Authors stressed different phastls, ena they used terwinology

peculiar to themselves, but they agreed in general on tne basic information to be recorded.
The second queesion, which dealt wi ee the device by which tele
infermateou ctn best oe obtained, wee agreee u on to a far less extent teue was the first.
oeinion conceenen-

For example, teere lb great divergence of

the validity and worth of the results obtained

from standardised tests.

There are those who say that standardized

tests should be given regularly in each subject taken and in each
aspect of life that can be tested, thele others claim that they
should be used merole to supelement other weesuree.

Some say that

teachers' laarks are worth/elle exceet as expreeeione of teecherel

opinions, oeinione baeed upon any number of unscientific influences,

such as personal likes and dislikes, disci)line, responee to eetnods
euu clasees of personality.

The matter of subjective rating e has

provided fuel for a great deal of argument.

Ail authere are weleine
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to admit that encl.: ratinte have eume value, but they cannot agree on

the extent to wilich ratings may safely be ueed.

The third question dealt with the time when the devices should
be used.

Lacept for the t1eing of the aaterial to ba presented in

group geieence elaseez, the tine element wee almost entirely ignored
by the autherities reviered.

In u few cases it vets statea that

standardized tests, such as intelligence, eanievements aptitude, and
:ter Brest

ahould be given at regular intervals, but no definite

tilatj schedule was suggested.

It was not pozeible to formulate a representative answer te the
queation about the agencies which should be 12.160U to obtain -nfonidxtion.

Here authors' opinions are both varied and vigereee.

Oome

authors stoutly maintein that no parson who is not a fully-trained
guidance expert shoula have an;itning to do with tneee reports, while
others maintain just as stoutly that it is the task of th,3 h,.:eroum

teeceer to taae charge of them.

However, it is not essential to this

study that an agreement be reached upon this question.

The statement

that there is no generally recognized trend wth Lave to euffice.
Further eviaence ds to the kinu and quantity of data desirable
for counseling records was obtained by meaes of c circa lint sent to
thirty-two persons.

,r 1:3;

rs, soconaary school administra-

tors, and high school counselors were interviewed in jaerson and by

mail, and the replies were consiaered along with tae opinions of
textbook writers in the finei determination of the ..oes_bilitiee for
improvement of guidance at. Lincoln High School.
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The present guidance service at Lincoln High School was comrared
in twelve different fields with the ideal -s ex:.reseed by textbooks
and with the expected development within the next five years.

ReCjM-

zendations as to how these expected outco:oes :::ey be accom,lished are

presented in Table II, rage 131.

Conclusions

(1) Thus far, guidance at Lincoln High School has
developed heelehily.
(2) Guidance at Lincoln High School has passed out of
Alien's first stage into his second stage.
(3) Guidance at Lincoln High behoel is ready for a
more aavaneed stage.
(4) Th.-re are many good forme that could be used to
gather information for counseling students; but
these forms suet be organized to be so used.

(5) Tetboo2:s generally aim at an idealistic stage of
guidance, but they recognize two imeortant erenciples that apply to Lincoln High :.:choel:

(a) The caution with which guidance must be
initiated and auvanced, end

(b) The fact tLat, regardlees of hew good a
system mu, be, it cannot be succesefuliy
transplanted.
(6) Textbooks agree closely as to the 4i1141 and amount
of data to be gathered for permenent records.

(7) Textbeoks agree ton lose extent, but stall quite
closely, on the techniques needed to get the necessary data.
(e) Textbook's often do not consiuer tne time element.

(9) Textbooks disagree greatly on the question of what
agency should carry on major gu:dance activities.

1,,

(10) Any new forms for guidance recorus must be
acceptable to the rest of the staff to eseure
their proper use.
(11) No definite prograe can be laid out for Lincoln
High School by any ,one person with much hope of
Success.
(12) All persons connected with guidance at Lincoln
High School, includink; teachers, administrators,
counselors, and students, will have to be convinced of the value of the present guidance efforts
before a new stage of development can be reached.

iiecozeeinuat lone

The success of any plan depends upon staff cooperation more than
any other tieing.

This plan then 'prop_,ses to develop the confidence

in the value of guidance which will result in full cooperation.

To

accomplish this, two th::_ngs wili be necessary:

(1) A demonstration by means of nueeroue Instences of the practical value of guidance wore . as carried on by counselors under the

present limited eet-up.

Thin would Kist') demonstrate the value to be

expected from an .0 proven set-up.

(e) A developing enowledge of guiaance and of the role of the
teacher in guleance.

If this were accomplished, all tee other factors

would have to fall in line.

Teachere would have to Lecome less

subject-matter conscious if their interests were turned to the needs
of the individual pupils.
the teacnere.

Students would respond to the interest of

The curriculum cometitteee weuld etteck their job with

a feeling that something worth while could result.

Th...1 in control

of fieances would be willing to invest where returns :.ere
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certain, and satisfactory equipment would be provided.

Gradually, by

practice and by study, better techniques Auuld be learned by teachers

and counselors, so that gathering information would become incidental
rather than an end in itself.
The first recommendation, than, is to search out those teachers

who are already interested in and sympathetic to4ard guidance and put
them to wor. as a committee to determine plans for the immediate
future.

with this committee as a aucli-;us, attempts would then be made

to include more and Lucre of the staff in the undertaiUng.

Concurrently, the counselor:, would be busy acquainting all

teachers and students with their hopes for guidance and demonstrating
by active personnel work that their hopes are justified.

This pro-

cedure has already demonstrated its effectivenesa at Lincoln Ugh
School.

In the study of guluancx, by comUtteea of teachers, the deficiencies of the prealnt system of records would become a,:parent.

study similar to that undertaKen by the author in preparation for this
thesis might be conducted in groups.

This would probably result in

records and forms whicn would be ..accepteu as the product of cooperative endeavor.

The author anticipates the acceptance of a few forms with very
little question.

It is hard to foresee any argument concerning a

pup-l-parent entrance questionnaire designed to obtain tne factual
information about the pupil and his ft. .1y.

Several of the forms

already in use at Lincoln High School might be fitted into a plan

1L

without any internal changes.

However, ther,

is no L4ore assun...nce

tnat a single simple form will be acce,ted without reservation than
there is that the cumulative record card in Appendix A will be so
accepted.

To Judge by the replies of the jury of thirt;'-two, it

would be best to lay down no specific instructions whatever.
The methods lunged beet for the achiev. ent of the desired
outcoLis are outlined in Table IX, page

TABLE IX

Ilethods I-reposed for Achieving Expected Outcomes

Canolusions Concerr.ing hat :

Already taists at Lincoln

V.ethods That l'ity .130 Used by Counselors

:

high school as .Thovrn in

Chapters II and III

A. Counselors
(1) Teacher counselors

untrained

(2) . ith one period a
da

2

:

:

:A. Counselors
:
(I) P:o to summr school
:
Do professional reading

:

fteccive supervision on the job

:

:
r

:

: :

(3) Fa extra pe.y

Conduct croup research

(2) .ell adAmistration by

denonstratinc value of guidance done

by counselors
Keep trick of time actually used for g,uidar.co under the
present one- period sot-up

(8) Demonstrate that this is not too :much as an arard for extra
work

:

B. Teachers

(1) resolving into
pupil-Andedness

2

:

:B. Teachers

:

:
: :
: :
:

:

(2) Tolerant of ..121..d-

anee services

Allay no one to think it a bribe to do bettor work

:

:
:

: :

(1) Take every opportunity offered to prove rolativo importance
of the individual over subject-clatter
&icourage croup study of the curriculum based on the needs of
individuals
&courage reading of guidance literature by suggestion end
example

(2) Prove value of guidance by actual cases
Show appreciation of cooperation
Recognise individual differences e.:iong teachers

TABLE 14 (cont.)

Conclusions Concerning . hat

Alread;., exists at Lincoln
Ilig;h School as zihown in

Chapters II and III

B. Teachers (cont.)
(3) Giving incidental
aid to counselors
(4) Receiving incidental
aid fro::: counselors
(5) No training in peracme l work

(6) kali to teach subje ot

:

:

:

:

'R:gthods That Pay Be Used by Counselors

: :

:B. Teachers (cont. )
:

(3) Consider teachers in their plans

Demonstrate what can be done under iianned cooperation

:

:

:

:

.

.

:

:

:

:

(4) Continue to work overtim to =wince others of tl o need for
a greater tines alloteent to cruidance
(5) Sugge st and en can. age such study ,

but rover try to force it

Realize that Lincoln High School teachers need only to be

shown the value

(6) Try to work Der supervisory recoenition of the evidence role
of teachers

Influence objectives set for teachers by their

(7) friendly but offie
°low; toward stu-

if plans are fhirly moll laid

den is

C. :Andante
(1) Treated on e:_sse

(2) Tolerant toward
u (la r.ce

(3) Only beginning to

be self-directive

own example

Lead in curriculum revision study based on individual needs
(7) Assure students of friondahip of teachers
ehoe students how teaohers will be more willing to cooperate
:C. Students
:

(1) Influence teaolers in every way possible as sheem in part B
(2) Be fair, considerate, and helpful to students who cone
Set up appointrent sheet where counselnes can use it
Get teachers to influence students
(3) Gradttlly shift responsibilities for little things over to
the student
Convince teachers of the ber.e fits to be derived in the lone run
start ith r s tet era student s

P1/4)

TABLE IX (oont.)

Conclusions Concerning ,;:hat

Already Exiats at Lincoln
nigh School as *own in
Chapters II and III

Methods That l'ay Be Used by Counselors

:

:
11110100.1111M.1111=1.1.111.-

C. Students (cont.)
(4) teriondly attitude
toilard teachers and

:

:C.

:

:

admin ist rat ors

as indirictul 1 s

D. Adrinistrators
(1) Pe 1pful

(2) Ilandicapir d b7. lack
of funds

:
:

:

:

:

:

:
:

(3) Community rot react;
for advanoed Ifrogram

Administrators
(1) Appreciate 1-elr, already riven

Prove vrlue of nuidince services
Shoe; how guidarne can le the central I oint of thr oducatioral
system

(2) Sham that the eervices are ossontial
Give corn rote evidence so that tie board of education will
not have to ,.uess
(3) Dove loll. intern st by giving, the cormarlity a job to do
Cansider the community in guidance planning
!,.:ork with parents through the students
(4) ;Thew appreciation for u?-at they are doing,

(4) Dutch Uncle program

has rood start

othor servico clubs

E. Curriculum

Curriculum

(1) Somewhat narrow

(2) Unsuitod to individual differences

(cont.)
(4) Give then reason to be friendly
Convince the: that somoono is definitely interosted in them

(1) Study individual needs and apply what is loarnod
(2) Shore practical value of basing, curricalia.1 on individual
:

:

needs

TABLE LI (cont.)

Conclusions .'2oncorning .hat

:

Eigh School as Shorn in
Chapters II cmd III

:
.

Already E,ists at Lincoln

:

1:ethods That !lay Be Used by Counselors
-

E. Currioulum (cont.')
(3) .xper fronts encour-

. Currioulura (cont.)
(3) Talk ur oxporirconts of various staff members
Show interest in (*hers' exrerivonts and research

aged

Influence others to becone interested in general expert: is
-ncourage students to take nore interest in the values of

(4) f.(evisicri studied by

ooLnittees on a sub- :
ject-mttor bas is
(a) Distaste of
teaohers apparent:
(b) Students not
participat tap
(5) ,valuation not,
part of loarning
(a) Teachors do all :
the testing
F. Records and Forms

(1) :.'any rood miscellaneous forms unorganised--no penwon
purpose

(2) Fair amiulat ive record card not kept up

(4) Heir corriittoe members to tInderstend Yartt f-eilance basis is

various studios

:

(b) Intorest students in their

oven reoords

.avo students test themselves and antlyse results

licoords and tiorrs
(1) Nair to organise mod int:77rats forns and roc,ords by 000pera
t ion th 0017117/ ttoo investigation

(2j influonce corenittee to adopt a good cumulative record card
and keop it up-to-date

TABLE II (cont.)

(onclusions Coucerning -hat
Already Exists at Lincoln
!lei School t3 Shown in
Ohaptors II and III

:

:

Yothods That :e.y Be Lsed by Counselors

:
:

F. Records ard Forms (cant.):
(3) Much information
which could supply
data for permanent
record not used for
this purpose
(4) Anecdotal records

F. lecords and Forms (cont.;
(3) Influence toachers to Der-mrd all pertinent information of
value for recording

(4) Demonstrato to teachors the v-lue of anecdotal material for
good as well as bad incidents

soldom used..-thon

only to rorort misbehavio r or ;malad-

justment
(5) Forms for guidance
purposes laclAng for
terms 2 to 7

(5) Urge the adoption by committee of adequate forms for all
terms

G. Equipment
(1) Inadequate

G. MT-lip:sent

(2) No counseling morn
(3) Fand-ma do files in
closets
(4) Igo telephone for
counselors

:

:

:
:

(1) !'ove the adoption of material adequate for the stage of
develorment
(2) Request properly divinionod counselors' room located near
the school office
(3) Urge tho inclusion of a filing booth with serviceable files
within the oeunseling room
(4) Request a single party Frivate telephone for counseling
root;

TABLE Ix (sant.)

:

Conclusions Concerning .that

Already Exists at Lincoln

: :
:

Methods That May Be Used by Counselors

High School as Shown in
Chapters II and III

H. Techniques

(1) Interviews by emir
sobers based en a
minim= of data

Techniques

:

:
.

:

.

(1) Pecord data available and use it, with regard for time
required

:

(2) Teacher-student ccri- :
forences about les- :
sons or poor behavior:

(2) Show teachers how much more pleasont "education as guidance"
is
:

Influence teaclers to consider more than grades meld bad

be havi or

(3) Obar-rvatien used

:

principally to check

:
:

bad behavior

. .

(4) Self-apiraisal at-

:

.

:

(G) Very limited group
conferences

:

Show how interesting the anecdotes make the

student

Allow teachers to use certain parts of records

(4) Initiate at least throe group metings a term to
pul.ils as to their part in their own advancement

:

tempted in sollo
:
Classes
.
(5) Vocational try-out
encouraged by issuance of .-lorlc excuses :

(3) Demonstrate that anecd.otal record require little time

:

i-zicourage teachers to allow .for pupil solf-evaluation

(5) Make, cor.tact with estrioyers wherever possible

:

Get reports of progress

:

Get recommendations for permanent
Give information about vocation

:

:

enlighten

file

(G) Start with three group meetings a term (terns 2 to 5),
scheduled definitely ibr counselors
..ork

toward more tire allowed, provided it is shown to be
valuable (Group guidance can easily fail if poorly

directed.)

TABLE Ix (cont.)

Conclusions Concerning ..hat
Already
at .Ancoln
High School as Shown in
Chapters II end III

H. Techniques (cont.)
(7) Almost no testing
for porranent record
purposes
(e) Lncouragenent of
student governrant

:

:

:

:

:
:

:

:

:

:

:

:
:

(9) Psychom-tric Testing :
Laboratory services :
for fifth-term students
:
(10) Many technique,: not :
used beccune of lad::
of knowledge and
training
.

iethods That May Be Used by Counselors

:

:
:
:

Techniques (cont.)
(7) Begin by having teachers report results of class testing
Make arrangermnts with Research Departnent for aid in selecting tests and grading
i-/atch that testing deee not bocarle an and in itself
(8) Strive for student direction in all fields--ccutrolled by
veto power of school atthority
Insist on ne'!i responsibility for every nor element of freedom
(9) Utilise the service as given at present
Record results and use them in counseling
Expect added help in testing only if present system proves out

:
:
:

.

:

(10) Advocate study of techniques of guidance
Lose no opportunity to damanstrato newt techniquee
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APPENDIX

i

TILL: OHECK LIST SENT TO
TILL, JURY OF THIRTY-TWO

A GiseCI: LIST FOR

taITHODS OF OBTAINING BASIC RECORDS

The purpose of this study is to find methodu of obtaining the
basic laformation about students which is Sj badly needed in high
school counseling. This is not a questienaaire in the true sense,
but it is a means devised to check tee work of the author in setting
up a practical, working program for Lincoln High School. No attempt.
is being made to propose an ideal guidance set -up. You are helping
to answer the very practical, ilUestione, "How, specifically, are we
going to get these data about pupils which every writer on guidance
insists we must have when we are so limited in time and equipLent?"
sans "Bow are we going to fit our plans into the actual picture ?"
You have been selected as a member of a jury to weigh the evidence and form a basis fur the auswers to these questions. The jury
is restricted to people who are interested in guidence in the high
schools, who have had nose experience in guidance works who are acquainted with the guidance program of the Portland schools, and who
know something about the part Lincoln high School has played in that
pregram.
Regardless of whatever desires administrative officers may have
had to perfect the guidance of children in Portland, there are certain conditions preeent within the Lincoln set-up weech limit the
effectiveness of all the agencies dealing with euiaance in that
school. Some of these limitations, whiah should be kept in Lind
while checking the iteee on the accompanying list, are:
1.

Each counselor has only one perioa a day for guidance
work.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Ali counselors have been chosen from the teaching
staff and are not yet expert in the field of guidance.
Thera are no smell rooms available for counseling;
consequently, the effectiveness of interviews is
limited.
There is no suitable filing system provided as yet.
No meens for counselors to meet counselors in groups
has been woreed out, except for the first -term orientation classes.
The homeroom idea is very unpopular.

The replies on this check list are not going to be counted and
tabulated or treated statistically in any way. They will be consedered as indicating trends, or, whet is as important, complete lack
of uniformity of opinion. Space is provided for remarks. ?lease
feel free to write anything you wish anywhere on the paper.
Ideas
are what is wantee.
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CHECN LIST INSTRUCTIONS

Instruction for chocking Part I.
Be sure you have read. pogo 1.
Thu background for the study of eethodu of obtaining records
is the cumulative record card. Such a card will be found accompany ing this list. 21w.sa study this card (four pages reeresenting front
and back of two cards). Suggeat any changes on the card. Do not be
afraid of spoiling your copy, for another may be had on request.

Instruction for cteceing Part
Notice that there is a list of 356 standerdeseu tests, arrenged
alphabeticelly by subject and numbered. The chec- list proper has
seace allowed for the indication of teete by number.
If you are
well enough acquainted with teste to maee a selection, put the number
of tee test under the heading *Teat No.* anu opeosete the subject to
welch tee test apelees. If you know of a beteer standardised test
for the pureoae, write It;;" instead of a number. If you prefer a
teeceer-euee test, write "T." If you prefer no test at all, write
*No.* If you are not sufficiently acquainted with any tests on the
subject, or if you prefer net to bother with subjects you are not
particularly interested in, leave blank. Space is left in the leftbend margin fur your comments.
Under *Purpose* follow thlu code:

A
P
D
I
S
O

for
for
for
for
for
for

Achievement
Prognosis (measure of Aptitude)
Diagnosis
Interest, determination of
Self-Evaluation of tne pupil
Other purpose you prefer

Next indicate in the next two columns tee time the test should
be given. Ter me are to be numbered from i to 6, quarters of the term
given are to be numbereu 1, 2, or 3.
It more than one test is to be
given for the seee subject, crowd the numbers one under the other.
In teLe last column indicate the agency to give the test, using the
following code:
Reg for Registretion Room witn no attempt at
clues or guidance
HA for Houeroom with guinance atteeetea
O for Orientation class, for first tereers only
SC for Subject Class under subject teacher
GG for Group Guidance other piece save homeroom
P for 2sychometric Testing Laboratory
Write in any other you prefer
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CHECK LIST:

Part II

This part refers to the items on page one of the cumulative
record card. Most of these items aro matters of record iu the school
office, some from the grade school, and aome a repetition of registration data. The two items referring to testa (Teat for kA--IQ and
standardised Tests) are worthy of attention. The entry of th IQ
for grade 9 is obtained from the grade school record; all other teat
results must be obtained elsewhere. Instructions for filling out
the following list are on the previous page. The pages are not
clipped together and *ay be arranged in any suitable manner.
Sub- Test Pur- Term Quarjest No. pose
ter
1 Q

Mere

Sub- Test Air- Term Quar- Where
ject No. pose
ter

Hist
lc

Gen.
Ach.

2c

(General Achievement)
illg.

3

1

Told
4

ig

Mid

2

Amer

$

3

6
Amer
7
Civ

3g

Coo

2g

8
c.

1

4

Econ
PR
CE

7

CI,

C

Science
I

SR

Gen
8d

2

isj

Gen

r:
6d:
&d:
ajs

Spec
?ublic Speaking
Radio Dramatics
Journalism
Rilii, .ia

3

Bio
4
Bio
i

:Alb-

jact
Sciance

Tast

j'ur-

No. pose

Tar

Quarter

Unem

Sub- Tost ?urjact No. pose
Fre
nth
1

Chou
Chem
7
:Lys
6

3

4

?hp;
iwatil

1
Alg
2

o

7

A-16.

3

Qeoi
4
Geom
5

,ii..,11

i,,,.;

i

Alg
O
Geoz
7

Trig

Ala
lg
2g

Gon

Ltin
1
-:x-

2

Ust..-3

1

3

4

4

Tam

Quar- there
ter

15_,

L:ub-

jeet

Test ?urNo. pose

Ter,..

Qua"- 'Nbore
ter

...ch
i:r.

Sub- Test Purjest No. IfK,)&.

';::..r-

guarter

,itere

Comes
erec.

I

Tip
i

1

u

Skit

ART and MUSIC are omitted
because of the inadequacy
of standardized pencil-andpaper teats in these subjects. Knowledge relatIng
to these aubjeots 1St not a
sae

hand
1

2

.sure of imrforitianee.

Page two of the culaulative record card contains iteds that
can easily be obtained by student questionnaire.
Such items as
tne birth date and the occupational status of the parents may be
falsified, but tho repetition of the questionnaire each year
she,uld chec ;. that fairly well.
?louse comient if you think otherwise.

CHECK LIST!

part III

Instructions for ?art III.

page three of the record care and items concerning interests
and aptitudes, emotional and social maturity, 110M0 influences, and
personality ratings. There le much controversy over the question of
subjective ratings of pupils in this respect, so it is expected that
you will mats some comment. The right-Land column of the following
part of the check list allows space for these remarks.
Subject

Test ?urNo. pose

Teri::

Quer- Where
ter

Other mean than Tests

Vocational
Interests
Vocational
Aptitude
Educational
Interests
Educational
Aptitude
Lmotional
Balance
Social
ensitivity
Home
Influences

Personality
Ratings

PART IV

This part deals with page four of the record card. Tte question
is, "how shall we obtain the records of our pupils after they leave
high scnool?" Again, as in Part III, you are asked to sugst methods
that have a reasonable chance of getting what is wanted without taking
too much tiara:: or money.

Tile results of this study will be available at the Curriculum
Library under the title, NA Study of Methods of Obtaining Basic
Records Used in High School Counseling."
N.B.

; 'Address
antored LHS

ITel.

1.:

Name

'Aye
iCounsalor
(Term
lHiEh Sohool Course

Las' School Attended

GRADE W:CORD
:;rage-Year-Ige

Tat for

9

in

ii

12

1A.---I2

Term. I to 8

1

Elementary 'grade

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

Placement
IQ
.

Reading-

-

Language

Arithmetic

4
d
1
c

Social
Studies
Total Credits

Test

So

Mae

Teat

So

;7,:ile

5

Test

So

'ale

Test

So

;tile

6

7

VI
E.-.

VI
r.1

PHOTO

c-.

ea
:o

v

..-.

ci

g
ce
ce

Interpretation of tests

analysis and remarks

Term

1

Days Absent
Times Tardy

2

4

3

5

8

.

Ittendefine Not em.
Issued

Al -KL_T-NX T-Clas

Tru

Clear

I li 1 -Birth Place

; Name

Address

Living with 'Paths'.

I may
Date
Phase

(Indicate date Jitteed)

Ilea

_1

_._1

2

2

3

3

4

4

kettle r
Other pa rs an
vtile r members of family

1 OULU Jr Young -1 Ednajfarriad

1
_

Other peWARR

7

&hank ,Eduaatim lb liginn kliatiorkali

Father

I tlather

Addrasa

a

CCEtaairiah 0 Cloourolki an

( If with fira(ly, vets Ihookom)

:
3

4

Special conditions. Language
Father r '

Oo a

t ion

Mother', OciouPation
"wren t '

Flans for

8 ondaut ter

Grade -Year-Age

Vocational
Cho Wee

'tomtit:awl
alper km C4 a

Edo oat tonal

Plans

F. S. Activities
Athletic

Non -athletic
Outs ids

Organisatims
hatable
Acomplishments
Pobb Les

Rasa rks

1 ArizitsAegarAtari

?there

Ts

- -Perm

D &yarned

ravt mono of Joh

Educational
Vocations 1

-9

XL_

Daassr

Counselor

Name

i

PI:113Cal.

trade-Year-dze
Vocational
Interest
Test or Opinion

1C

I Vootitimal
Aptitude
Test or Opinion
Eduoational
Interest
Test or Opinion
Educational
Aptitude
Test or Opinion
Emotional
Salanoe
Test or Opinion
Social
Sensitivity

Teat nr (Vinton
Home
Influenoes

Persaality

+2

Ratings

..fl

0

"A2

HEALTH
Fe irbt

AND PEW=

RECORD

ffieight___

General
Health
Teeth
Rymm

Physieal

iiiIlh 41 114 MI
Acoidents
Operations
Immunisation for:
Date
Diseases:

Measles

Data
Permanent Results:

Small Pox
Thumps

Diphtheria

Frequent Colds

Typhoid

Scarlet Fever

Chioken lam

Others

hooping Cough

Others

Counselor

Name

Date

Sent or called by

Nature of oonfbrencos

CmFFR}-3-CY Ri:CCLSn

Notes on interview

FOLLOW -UP

Surnar-y of aohool work

Cause of leaving sohool

Year after sohool

STATUS

Ocoupstion / College Inootle / Grade Points

1st
2n d

4th

5th

Lodge or social onde_ral
fteoognitions received;_

Dependents / Major

Advanoeramta

Honors

44.

STANDAHDIVED TZSTS FOR HIGH SCHOOL

GROUP INTELLIGENCE
1. American Council on Ed. Psych. Exam. for H5 Students; 9-12
2. Army Alpha Exam: first Nebraska edition; HS-adult
3. California Test of Mental Maturity;
4. Arsy Group Exam Alpha: SchrawAial-Brannan Revision; 4-16
5. Auditory Scale for Group adia. of Mental Ability; 7-12
6. Carnegie Mental Ability; HS
7. Detroit Advanced; hS
B. Henmon-Naloon T of Mental Ability; 7-12
9. Intelligence Seale CAD, Inst. of Ed. Research; 3-college
10. Kelvin boas. of iwntal Ability; 8-14: 4th Ed. 9-12
11. Kentucky Gen. Scholastic Ability; 11-13
12. Kuhlwann,-Anderson; 9 to maturity
13. Mental Alertness, Center for psych. Service; 12
14. hailti-Uental Scale; 2-12
15. 04io State Univ. Psych. Test; ,)-16
16. Otis Group, Advanced t4AL, Form 18; 4-collage
17. Otis Quick-Scoring 1enta1 Ability; 4-9, 9-16, revision of
sA testrb

Otis SA Tests of Mental Ability, Int. and Higher; 4 -9,
9-college

19. Tartan Grow Teat of Mental Ability; 7-12
20. ThorndUe Int. Exam. for ES Graduates
INDIVIDUAL INTELLIGENCE
21. Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude; 4 -adult
22. Revision and Extension of the Binet-Simon Scale;
yrs.
23. Stanford revision of the Binot-Simon intelligence Scale; 1-12
ACHIETENENT BATTERIES
24. Carnegie HS Ach. Exam; 9-13
25. Compreheneive Tea Ling Program; 3 or 4 to 9
26. Cooperative General Ach; HS 4nd college plaoenent
27. Cooperative General Culture; 12-16
28. Iowa HS Content Exam; 12-13
29. Iowa Placement Exams; 12-13
30. Near liaanford Ach; 4-9

31. Progressive Ach, Intermediate Battery; 7-9
32. Progressive Ach, Advanced form; 10-12
33. Pro; reasive Ach, Rovieed; 7-9, 9-13
34. Sonea-Earry H6 Ach; 9-13
ENGLISH AND RELATED SUBJ ECTS: GRAP4AR ADD LANGUAGE USAGE
35. Barrett-Ryan Lnglieh Test; 7-12
36. Brigga
Fora Test; 7-9
37. Clappts Teat for Correct English; 5-12
36. Clap-Young EnglEsh Tost; 5-12
39. Cleveland English Composition and Grammar; 7-12
4o. Columbia Re arch Bureau algilah Test; 11-15
41. Cooperative Lnglish Test, Series I. 1932; Secondary schools
42. Cooperative English Test, Series II, 1932-33; Saconaar achoas

157
43.
44.
4).
46.
47.
4e.

Cooperative English Teet Form 1937
Cross English Teat; 9-13
Diegnoetic Teate can Eeglish Ceepositeon (eressey); 7-12
Eaton. Diagnoatac Accomplishment Test in Englesh; 7-10
engliah Minimum Essentiele Test; (Treseler); 6-12
englieh eo. 4, Greener and Style, (Midland Atteineent Teste)i
Age 6-14
O. 040_184 Tests, (Natti Ach. Tests); 7-12
5U. english Usage; every-eupil Test, (' ei° echolarehip Testa)
7-9, 10-12
51. Iowa English Organization Test; HS end college
52. Ieee Every-pupil Test in Englist Correct:wee; HS
53. Kentucky English Test: A general ech. teat for BS. and college
freseeen
54. Leon re Diageoatic Teat in ?tine. 4nd Cap; 5-12
55. Los Angeles Diagueetec Tests, Language; 3-9
56. Nelson HS english Test; liS
57. Purdue Diegneatic Eaglesh Test; 6-12
58. Purdue Placement Teata in Eagleah; 12-1e
39. Risland-Beck Heeler:a Teet of English Usage; 12-13
60. Schutte English action Test; 7-14
61. Sheeerd Lnelieh Test; 12-le
62. eurvey Test of Leglean Urge (esych. Institute) Two sets,
3-6 &lid 7-13

63. Survey Test of English Uaage (Payeb. Institute) Five fortis,
7-10
64. Tests in englise Fundementals (Davis); HS
65, Wiacoeeia Leeguage Ubuge Teet, fore 1937; 9-12
aG1.16ki LITz,,a,TiUAL

66. Accompliehment Teete iu Literature, (eallee); jr and Sr Re
67. Aeereeen tied Eegleah Literature:
Ohio Every-Pueil; 9-12
68. Awareneae TJEA of Teentiete century Literature; hb, College

end u
69,
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Barrett-Rean Literature Teet;
Carroll Probe AeereiatIon Tests; 7-9, 10e1e
Cooperative Literary. Acquaintance; Secondary school
Cooperative Literature Cowereheueion Test; 9-le
English Literature:
(Center for ?leech. Service); hb and coliesa
Englesh lei. 5, Knowledge of Literature eeidiand Attaineout);
Age 6-14
75. &liaise,: Understeeeiag anu Appreciation of Poetry (Inuiana
State); lie

76. Iowa every-euell Test in re4.;AIng Goarr(iheuaion in Literature; HS
77. Literature Ak..reziat..mou Tests:
Bixler
76. Literary Baceground (Logan eeu Parks); 11-13
79. Literature Test: National Achieveeent; 7-12
80. New Eaten Literature Teets; tie
81. Objective Testa in Astericen Literature (Call); 9-12
82. Objective Tests in Nngllah (eateerfield et al); 7-college
83. Eigg Poetry Teet; HS eed college
84. Stanford English Literature Test; HS and Jr college

85. Testa in Comprehension of Englieh Literature (Burch); 7-12
ENGLia A.6ADING AND VOCABULARY
86. Detroit Reading Test, Test IV; 7-;
87. EngIisn no. 2, Vooabulary: Midland Attainwent T'ebtb; Age 6-14
86. Lnglish Recognition Vocabulary Test (6easchre); 7-16 and adult

89.
90.
91.
92.
9..

Haggerty Reaulag Emax Uinta 3; 6-12
xaglis vatb of Englian Vocabuiary; 9-16
Iowa Elementary Reading Teate; 4-9
Iowa Engliah Organization Tat; 9-16
'aka HS Silent Heading Testa; Advanceu inan; 7-12
94. Lower .4xtenaion of the Eng. Tabtb of hag. Vocabulary. (Downing
95.

6: Thomas); 6-10
ng1iaki Voc. Teats for He anci College Students

rkai

96. Helson-Denny Reading Test; 12-college
97. Foley Precia (Paragraph bumwary) Test; Hb-college
98. ?mosey- Diagnostic Reauing Testa; 3-9
99. Technical Vocabulariea of the ininlic School Subjects (2r,..56tty;i

100. Thorndine Test of Word Knowledge; 4..
101. Trailer Silent Reading Teat; 7-12
102. Wide Range Vocabulary Toot (incich. Cr,); 3-1O
FohLIGN LANCUAUs FRENCH
103. amdrican Council Alpha; Aural Cnaprchannien; 1-4 seaosters
1C4. American Council Alpha: Voc. and Graumar; Silent readin g and
comp.; 9-college
105. Americun Council Bata; 7-11
106. American Council Frenca Graanar; 9-collage
107. Columbia Research Bureau Aural French Teat; 9-15
1G.,. Columbia heaearch Bureau French Test: Comp. and Grammar; 9-15
109. Cooi?erative French T'Ast; Secondary Schools
110, Firat Year French: Indiana State HS Nate
111. French Vocabulary-Harvard Teets; 1-a snaeatere

112. Miller-Davis French Test; 1st yr
113. Sammartino-Kraune Standara French Teats; Lb
114. Second Year Franca: Indiana State HS Tests
am Brawn); fib and college
115. Silent Rn-ading Teat
.n Frenen (Bra
GERMAN
116. American Council Alpha; 9-collage
117. American Council German -ii.-t&Q4.1-44; Saales; HS

118. Columbia Reeearch Bureau German Teat; 9-15
119, Cooperative German Test, 1932, 1933; Secondary schools
120. nooperative German Test, 1937; becondary bahoula
121. First Year German Test (ainen and Held); lat year
LATIN
122. Cicero Test:
Bureau of
123. Cooperative Latin Test, 1932, 1933; Secondary scools
124. Cooperative Latin Test, 1937; becondary sebneia
125. Deferrari-Foran Tat in Latin Comprehension; 3 or more soaeatars
126. Deferrari-Foran Test in Vocabulary and roma; 1 or mare aemeatora
127. First &Au becond Ynar Latin: Every uiJ. Teat, Ohio Schalarera.,;
128. First fear Latin Teat: Luaiana Suata 11 S Tests

15;

129, Boltz Vergel Teat; Bureau of Ld. Maas.
130. IoA; ';every ?upil Teat in Latin Reading .Comprehension; HE
131. Latin GrasAar Test (Hutchinson); HS
132. Na:, York Letia Aueeeveuvent Tests; 1 or 2 yeah:,

133.
134.
135.
136.

powers Diegnoetic Latin Teat; let year or survey
Second. !tar Latin Test; Indiana State Hh-; Taste
[preen- Kirby; Latin Comprehension Test; 9-12
White Latin Test; e-12

SANISH
137. American Council Alphai- 9-college
138. American Council Beta; 7-11
139. Columbia Research Bureau Spanish Test; '2-15
140. Contreras-Broom eKaulferu Silent heading Taste; 9-11
141. Contreras -Broom-Kaulfers Vocabelory Tests; 9-11
142. Cooperative Spanish Tast, 1932, 193J; Secondary schools
143. Stenford Spanish Teste; KS and college
PIOGNCSTIC LANGUAGE TESTS
Foreign Language ?rognosis Test (Symonds); 6-9
145. Language Aptitude Test (Center for ?syebe Service); HS 444 college
146. Luria-i)rleane i.iedern Lenguage Procnosis Test; 7-1,
147. Orlcans-Solomon Latin Prugna6ls Teat; 6-9

MATUVIATIWt

4Loutiik
148. Breelich Algebre fAXNEy Tarts; 1.tt anci 2nQ semester

14. Columbia Reetarch Burette Aleabre Teets I and II
150. COlVin-Schrammel Algebra Test; it year
151. Cooperative Algebra Test; 9-.10 Eeeinning
152.
153.
154.
155.

Cooperative Algebre Test; 3.1 -14 Intermediate
Elementary Algebra; ;every Pupil, Ohio Scholarseip Teats; 1st jeer
First Tear Algebra Test; butane State HS Testa; 1st year
Garean-Schram!; el Algebra Test; 3rd sormeeter

156. Iowa Every Pwil Tot in IL-AUL Tear Algebra
157. Iowa Unit Achievement Teets in Fieut Year elgebre
158. Standard Survey Tests for Rlemeatary Algebra; 9
154. witiconsin Algebra Tent; 9
GL0MLTRY AND TRIGUNOMZTBY
160. Aeerican Councel Selid Geometry Teat; 11-15
161. Americen Council Trig. Test; llele
162. Beceer-Schreemel ;lane Geemetry Taste
163. Breelich Geometry Survey Tea t,
ana Secued Semesters
164. Columbie Research Bureau Plane Geometry Test
165. Cooperative Plane Geometry Teat
166.. Cooperative Solid Geometry T-et
167. Cooperative Trigenometry Test
166. Iowa Every Pupil Test in Plana Geometry; 10
169. Lane and Greene Unit of Achieveeent in Plane. Geometry; 1U
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.

Orleans PlIcal2 Geometry ezhieveeent Test; 10
?erry Geometry Test (Plena), 1U
Plena Geometry; Every Pupil, Ohio Schelarenie, Testa; 10
?lane Geometry Taut;
State HE Tests, 10
Renfrow Diagnostic Teats in Plate Geometry.
en e for each
seeester

16
175. Schorling-banford Achievement Tebt in Plane Geometry; 10
176. Seattle Solid Geometry TeAlts. Semi-mental) and final; 11-12
177. Webb Geometry Twat; 10
176. Wisconsin (Plane) Geumetry Test; 10
GLNERAL NATULMATICS
179. Cooperative General Rath Test for HS 016.0 *e6; 10-12
180, Problems in quantitative Thinking (Coop Bureao of
Research); 10-18
PROGNOSTIC MATHEIIATICS TLSTS
181. Iowa Llgebra Aptitude Test; 8-9 before takinz subject
182. Lee Test of Algebraic Ability; 8-9 before taking subject
183. Lee Test of Geometric Aptitude; 9-10 before taking subject
164. Mathematical Ability Test (Ryerson Press); 4 and higner
185. Nelson-Richardson Plane GeAsetry Readineta Teat; HS

186. Orleana Alga Prognosis Test; 8-9 before taking subject
187. Orleans. Geometry Prognoais Test; 9-1U oefore taking subject
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH
188. ACK Index of Nutritional Status (Am. Public Health Aosin); 7-12
169. Gates-Strang Health Xnowledge; 3-12
190. Health Dducation end Hygiene; every Pupil, Ohio Scholarship
Tests; 7-9
191. Tilander Eealth Knowledge Test; 12-U,
19Z. Lehman Play Quiz; 3 and abov
193. Scale of 'raptor Abi.Luty Teat6 (nTace); Jr HS to college
SCIENCE1 GENZBAL
194. Analjical 8cales in EIementnry :icience, Div. 4; grade 9
195. Cooperative General Science Test, let year {S
156. Cooperative General Science Teat; HS and college entrance
Ever) Pupil, Ohio Scholaraip Toots; HS
197. cei,nrhl Sole-hoot
198. General Science; Indiana State HS Testa; lot and 2nd semesters

199. &moral Science Teal

Nat'l La. Teets; 7-9

200. Iowa Every Puiii Test in General. Science; 9
201. Powers General Science Test; 7-9
2u2. Anon-po-ant/a General Science Test; 7-8-9
20). Science information Teat ;Calif. Teat Bureau); 7-9
204. %iecucsin General Science Test, For 1-i37; 9
BIOLOGY
205. Achievewent Test in Bioloor (Richards); HS and college fresbnen
206. Biology: !'very Pupil; Ohio Scholarship Tests; HS
207. Bioloed Tests (Jordan and. Fume); HS
208. Biology Test: Indiana. State HS Tests
Test; US and college entrnnee
209. Cooperative
210. Iowa :;.vary Pupil TIJUi. in Biolowl HS

211. ?rose= Biology Tests Plant, animal, human; 9-13
212. Ruch-Gonamanu Biology Teet; 9-13
213. Test of General Biology (onkne aci Powers); 9-10
214. Van l'iagenen Reading Scales in Biology; HS
215. Wisoonsin Biology Test; HS
CH LIVISTRY

216. Chemiatry: Tfnfery Pupil, Ohio Seholarahip Tostb
217. Chemistry Test: 'Wien& State HS Teets

HS
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21o. Columbia Research Bureau Chemistry Teat; 11-13
and first year college
21'9. Cooperative Chemistry Teat;
220. General chemistry Test (Center of Psych. Service); Hs or college
221. Glenn-relton Chemistry Achlevcileat Test; HS
222. Harvard Test in HS Chemistry; 11-12
223. Malin Diagnostic Test in the Eechanlcs of HS Onemistry; 11-12
224. ?ersing Laboratory Chemistry Test; Form for eacii of two
semesters
225. Rauth-Foan Chemietry Tdatii I star II; For; for eaca uf two
semesters
PhYSICO
226. eolumbia heeearch Bureau ?hysics Test; 11-14
227. Cooperative Physics Test; HS and college
228. Elementary Physics -- Efirvare Tests; End of HS Physics
229. Final Test in ES Awsico (Hurd); 11-12
250. Fulmer-Schrammel Physics Test; 11-12
231. Genoral Physics: Every Pupil; Ohio Scholarship Tests; 11:,
232. Iowa Bvery ?Udil TObt. in Physicbi as
233. Stewart-Ashbaugh Physics Test; HS
234. Physics: Indiana State HS Tests
235. Wisconsin Physics Teat; Hs
LOI.aNTIFIC MI/MING AND APPLICATION
236. Common Science Vocabulary (Coop Bureau of hd. Rea,;:arch); 1C-16
237. Science APPlications Test (acboit Gibson uad Setib, Glasow);
12-14
238. Scientific Attitudes (Wiscoasin ha. Asstn); 9-13
23,.. Scientific ketn4ds (Wieconsin id. Ass an); 9-13
240. Scientific Thinking& lArri NI1i, Ohio Scaolarship Tests; HS
241. Steps in Problem &A.Villk; (Coop Bureau of Ed. Research); 10-13
242. ghat Do You Think? (Bureau of Pub.); 7-12
CIVICS ANL ECONOkICS
6301.1 STUDIES:
243. Almack Teat: in American CiVieb and Govrnment; Jr HS to Jr
college
244. Amuricon Council. Civics and Government Test; 11-college
245. American Council 'Zconomics Test; 11-call ge
246. Brown-oody Civics Test; 7-12
247. Burton Civ_ca Tats; 5-9
248. 0107-X3:
Every 2u211; OLio Schlarehip T.Jots; 8-12
241. Columbia r.eseerch Bureau Test in Civics; HZ
25U. Cooperativo Economics Test; H3 acd college
251. Hill Tests in CiV.:J3 Information and Attitudes; 6-12
252. Hill-Vilson Civic Actlon Test; 6-12
253. Iowa 'Cvery 2upil Test in ameraean Go.vernment
254. Iowa Every Pupil Test in Economics
255. Junior HS Civice Test: Ind ianu StrIt HS Tests; 9
256. illagruder-Chaabers-Clinton American Civics and Goverralent Test
f
CoLL:geis
Civics: Indiaaa State HS Teats.
257. Senior
253. voislny Test in Political Taros; 1/-16

259. Wesloy Tort in Social Terms; 6-16
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A;LOiICAN HISTORY

260. Amurican History:
7, 8, 11, 12

!Orery

Oslo Scnolarsnie Testa;

261. A.:,,:rican History Test;

Indiana State t
Tests
Barr Diagnostic Test
American History; 7-12
Barr-Daggett Tests in American history; 11-12
Columbia Resetkrch Bureau American History Test; 10-14
Coo,;erative American History Test; 7-12
Gregory American History Tests (Revised),
III for 10th
grade
267. Iowa :'very Pupil Test in U. S. History
26.5. 'ova General Information Tests in American History; 7, 8,
lt, 12
269. Junior American History Test (Carman, Harrows, ;ood); 7-9
270. Kielty- Dore Test of Concepts in the Social Studies; 4-9
271. Test of Factual Relations in American History; HS
272. Wisconsin American History Tort, Form 1937; 12
273. Social Studies Achieve lent Tests (Stein and Moulton); 7-9
DOMAN, MEOPEAN AND V.)RLD HISTORY
274. American Council turopean History Test; 10-14
275, CQoperative English History Test; HS
176. Cooperativo Nedieval History Test; HE
277. Cooperative tADdern Fairopean History Test; Jr and Sr HS

262.
263.
264.
265.
266.

in

27;:). Cooperative T,Torld History Test; HS

27). Gregory-Owens Test in Medieval and odern History; HE and normal
280. Iowa Dvery Pupil Tort in Ifurld History
281. Modern nuropean History Test (Cunter for Psych. Service);
FS or college
282. Modern History: Every Pupil, Ohio Scholarship Tests; 1U
283. Sloyer Test in World History; HS
284. World History Test: ILdiena State H8 Tests; let and 2nd
semesters
GZSaAL SOCIAL STUDIES
285. Beard -Erbe Social Science Tests: HS Comprehensive
286. Cooperative Toasts of Social Studies Abilities
287. Historical Develooment and Cultural Change (Coo Bureau of
Research)
288. Melbo Social Science Survey Teat; 10-16
289. Social Situation Interview (Coop Bureau of En. Research); 10-18
290. Social Studies Test: Nat'l Acn. Tests; 7-9
291. Tests of the Sr"cially Competent Person (}Alreatt of ?IAA); 7-12

MECHANICAL DING
292. Badger Mechanical Drawing Tests; 7-12
293. Cantle Mechanical Drawing Tests; HS
Industrial Arts r:st, Tust I, reodwork (Mesa ..na Van Duze0;
7-12
Industrial Arts Test, Test II, 1:1cnanical Drawing (Nash. and
Van Dureel 7-12
296. Eochanical :ravine: Tests (Fischer); 9-10
297. ?.7echanical Drawing (Jackson and Schrammel); 1 year HS
298. liechanical Drawing Performance Test (Baxter); H
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299. Wright Achsevesent Test in Secnanicul Drawing; HS
CONS.:;RCInL SUBSLCTS

300. Blansstone Stenovashic Proficiency Teats; Typewriting; 145
301. Blackstone Stenogrnphic Proficiency Tests: Stenograshy; HS
302. Bookkeeping Tests (Carisnn)
303. Bookkeeping Tent; Indians. State }LS Tests
3114. Clem Junior and Senior TypewrSting Tests; 1st and 2nd year
305. Commercial I:ineation. Survey Teets
Jr sad Sr Shorthana
306. Co
roil Law nchievesent Teat (Peters, Pomeroy, Green)
307. Elwell-Fowles Bookkeeping Test; 9-13
308. Gonern1 Clerical: Every Pupil, Ohio Scholarsnip Tests
309. shaswell-hitcraft Bookkeeping Test; lot year
310. Shrthand It 'Every Pupil, Ohio Scholerehip Tests
Every Pusil, Ohio Scholarsnip Teats
311. Shorthand
312. Shorthand Test: Indiana Stute BS Tests; 2 ysurb
313. Stuart Objectiva Testa in Typewriting, Series A; is of 1st year
314. Thcsseon Business Practice Test; 7-1S
Tyewriting I: ivery Pupil, Ohio Scholarunip Teat
316. Typewriting II; Every ?Lisa, Ohio Scholarship T ests
317. Typewriting Test: Indiana State HS Testa; 2 years
31. Vocabulary, Rseding and Vriting Tests in Gregg Shorthand,
2nd 3rd, and 4th senesters aherthand
319. Westin Cowsercial Law Achievement ;set; 113 and collssn

PERsomairrr, ADJUSTSEn

ClinTISCTER

320. The sdjustnent Inventory (Bell); Hn and college
321. Aspects of ?eraonality (Pintner nnd others); 4-9
322. BC Personality Ratims SchiAdile (Business E4. Council);
7-16, adults
323. Case Inventory, Third Edition (Bureau of Pub.) ; 5 wi above
324. Character and Inventory Chart (DougLert4,
Fzinnix);
6-12
325. Character Sketches (kaller)t
32b. Cowan Adolescent Personality Schedule, Revis-ou 1; Ag:ia
327. Nebraa.la Personality inventory
328. Personal Fistor7 Record; 13, but could by uaed for 12
329. Personal Index (Loofbonrow and 7.010); Boys, 7-9
330. Personality and Interest imventory (Hildreth), 4-9, 9-12
331. Personality Inventory (Hernrauter).; HS to adults
332. Personality Sc nedule (Thurstone Lad Thurstone); 11-college
333. Personality Sketches Nailer); 4 a.: .d ar.NO
334. Self-Appraisal Schedule (C.K.n. IJSissji 9-16 and ndulta
335. ntwient Questionnaire (Syzonds end Block) ; 7-12

336. Washburne Social Sdinstment Inventory (Syrnonse); 9-16 and
adults
ATTLTDDLO
INTZREST&] A
337. Attitude-Interest Analisis Vet (Termsn and Milos);
Adolescent-adult
338. Interest Queetionnaire for RS Stuat.ntA (Ca rretson And 0y orals);

8, 9, 10
339. Inventory of Activities and interests ;Psych. Cors.);
Ages 12-19, Grades. 7-12
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340. Personal Attitude Test for Boys (Sweet); 12-14
341. Presley Interest-Attitude Tests; 6 -adult
342. Scats for the keasureuent of Social Attitudes (Edited by
Thurstone); 9 and up
343. Strong's Vocational Interest Blank; HS and college
344. 'net of Internat-ona1 Attitudea (Neumann, Kulp, Davideon);
HS and colioge

345. W4tson Tot of pubLx Orinion; 11-16
AMICELLAVOUS
346. Baker's
cast I Do" Tests; 7-9
347.
348.
349.
350.
351.

352.
353.
354.
355.
356.

Haggerty-Olson-Pickivan Behavior Auting Schedules; 5-12
Lewerenz-Steinmetz Orientation Test; BS and up
New York Ps.ting Selo f..-r School Habits; 3-4,9
Objective Test of Honest;, (Haller); 5-1C, Best in 7-6
Scale for Evaluating tne School Behavior of Children Ten to
Fifteen (Psych. Gor,,.)
"Shall I Go To College ?" (en Letter to HS Seniors)
SIAS Score Card for Socio-economic Status, 4-12
Social Intelligence Teat (Center for Feych. Service); BS or
college
Study-Habits Inventory (Wrenn); 12-13
Test of Knowlodge of Scial OF .go (Strain, Brom, Stratton);
7-12

APPERDIX B

itESULT

OF THE CHECK LIST

hEaLre OF CHWK LIST
This material is divided into three parts:

I. Cumulative
It is further divided into three sections, stoning results from College
Professors, Administrators, and Counselors.
lief:surd; 2. subject-watter Tests; and e. Intangibles.

Whenever the material in column 1 refers to a specific item
on the cumulative record card, the item is given. If the consent
is not specif-c, it is lietee as generai comment.

I.

Cumulative hecord

College erofessors:
1.

General comment

2.

Interpretation of : : Too small space
tests, analysis
:
and remaree
:

3.

General comment

: in unusually fine permanent record card.

I

:
:

:

:
:

Yea have probably protested yourself in

the text of )ieur thesis against givi.n the
: impression that tests and bare academic

;
:
:
:

record are always the sole sources of information on shish you base vocational and
other counseling.
It is not disparaging
their usefulness to recoeneze that the
record of at-Lilies, and soeetigee even more,

:

:
:

:
:
:
:

g

s
g

the record of home and outaide activities,
or employment experiences and expression
of free time interests often threw wore
useful light on personality qualities than
any test we have yet devised. The tests
help to fill in gaps in other information,
to confirm or raise doubts about inferences
drawn from the recoru, but, as you anew,
taeon alone are genereliy rather inadequate
for counsaieng which can be given with any
real cunfidenee.

I
;

:

:

. IL is herd to get soda informs.
.
: tion (enecdetal record), but wen it is
available, it certeinie should be gotten
s and used. I am suggesting the need for
: getting the occupation of the mother before
:
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r

s

:

:

;

: marriage. A woman who has worked as a
nurse, a teacher, or a secretary or
: other regular and fairly high level occui potion often has an attitude, an influence
: on her children, especially her daughtere,
: quite different froL that of a *o.. an who
has had no regular remunerative occupation.
a

I doubt that there is enough apace
: given for vocational experience--when the
student has had any significant vocational
z experience. It should inclune, of course,
the nature of the work, the degree of respensib.lity, the rate of pey, the 8114.1065
$ from the employer':. point of view and from
that of the satisfaction of the individual
himself.

:
:

g

:
:

perhaps other sources of information
other than scholarship record and tests
ahould be stressed a little more.
:Eaten-1gent interviewing and the 11G460 steam
method including interviews, of course, w..th
parent ark., likely to throw more real light
on the youngsters' practical prospects for
the future than his tests. The economical
and social status of parents, their attitude toward college or other advanced
training, and the youngster's own desires
and ambitions evidenced, preferably, by
something more than word of mouth --for
instance, haviuo actually saved meney to
go to college have obvious importance in

:

;
z

:

si,...,raising a situation ane giving pertinent
: counseling. It is almost notrioue, of

:

:

s course, that half the high actual graduetas
: who are capable of doing college work never
z get to college. Lack of funds is, of
course, one imi,ortant factor, Out laces of

:

; college ambiton, parental attitudes and
Wye like are probably no less important.
: Conversely, parental ambitions often drive
= youngsters to collge whu are wh 14 unfit
: for that experience.
:

Bother's eccupation

:

a

:

:

(before marriage if not now employee)
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Notable accomelishments

PositIone held, honors, evidences; of
leaderahep
$

Confeeenee recerde-:
Sent or called by

(or *ought by etuuente)
$

Recognitione
received:

: Public service activities
$

: Dates when tests itiadc
I
Health end Physical:
see:
Paysecai exaeenateons, when anu
Record
blwhom.

Standardized tests

4.

General cemeent

:

: I question the value of thin type of
theng.
(This refers to the use of toe
: check lest as the eain means of getting
a evidence for the thesis.
It Vie+ agreed
later that it was catisfactory as one
: of three means. -- This prefessor aia not
comment at all on the record care.)
:

Aeeiniutratore:
:

1.

Social

:

:

Addrees (Indicate
date moved)
:
a

Income

: Why not social
tee sort? That
s pr_blem in the
: as in the high

eaturety or soLetheng of
is sueeoued to be a basic
elementary school as well
school.

: You may have to consider this factor-: pupils move more than four times; maybe
s last preveous address and present adareee
or sometheng of the eort.
eby not suggest 'sage or ieceme below
: -e2e00.0U, e20e0.0U to ee00U.e0, above
:
.e5000.00, or sometheng of the sort not
: quite fl) specific?

:

Notable accuse

pliehmente

I gore space
I

Page three
&

Page feur

here

:
:

t Looks like a goon page; probably have to
use it a while before y u fine the "bugs."

g

g

:

: Why not some reference or suggestion on
thins page that anecdotal record is available or has been made or bouicath_ng of the

s

iov

: sort?
:

Year after school
2.

:

:

General comeent

:

:
:

:

s

:

5th and up.

I sincerely feel that your personal
recora curd is too logs detailed, cumberseee and tedioue for counselors to
handle unaer the present eet-up.
we can get more time; better aurroundiugs
and better sueerviseons both from the
standpoint of a director in the scnool
kind a general superviser over all the
schools; I do not favor your proposed

:
: cut-up for Lincoln (lien 6chool.
:

:

:

:

If wu could get a person Who could
: uevotu at laaet half his time to student
euleance and poreennel work and if c,ueseloru could hove adequate time; sealed,
: filing devices aud the like, then I would
a

tigly that your proposed set-up would be as

: near the iaoal as We could get until
actual practice showed U3 wheoe and how
to improve it.
:

3.

General coeeent

:

In this type of work I have ouintaIned
: from the beeiming that the simpler the
a form, the more use it will be given. In

:

sty opinion the 11130 of this card would
: lead you to desire cons Cant °bengal& in
I its fore.

:
;

t

:

Checked to omit

:
:
:
:

:

Days aeaent and tardy; attendance notices;
a other aembeee of family. Too much space
on page three devoted to records of ina tangibles. Page four goea. Ledgee and
: social orders and recognitions received
a are all checked for omission.

I

4.

Occupation of
father
Income

a

t thy occupation teice ?

t

t

:

s

3

S Not reliable and chaugine. Accurate Aat.-:
8 went of occupation all that ia needed.

t

Interpretation of
teats; analysis,
and remarks

g

g
s

a Should be provision for grade level on
; tests --more important than ac-re.
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Peraonality ratings : a Vhat are the criteria on which this is
; beeeae Is en evaluation by subject

a teacher, physecul ed. teacher, etc
; pobsible?

Follow-up
:

:

:

5.

General comeent

we suppilea this aorta?
ehe records taus
data? If clerical help is available a
card illa0X of all pupils with yearly
:
check-up through questionnaire valuable
: to advise other students and to evaluate
3 prograe of school.

I

:

3

I

:

:

i do not approve of educational progress
: based upon question:wire. It is most unacientific, conclusions based upon the
valedity of answers to a questionnaire
are valueless, because of the lac. of
nos1edge of the time and thought given
:
to the answers to sey nothing of the

ability of the peeeen anzwerin.

:

1
II

Counselors
1.

s

s

:

g Disapproves recording of health uata
other than eyes and Physical disabili: ties. Others should be in tna health

General comeent

depertent.
?hate

Follow-up

0. F.
:

:

s have picture of stuaeut any place in his
file.
6heuee
form letter to send
out for folloe-up.
:

2.

General cos:Lent

:
:

a

a The success of the follow -up pregram
a depends upoe educating the students to
their responsibility toward the school
a while they still are in school, ueeenit
g it?
2

Fatnerls occupation :
;
:

a

duplicated oa page one. ere enough of
your pupils regularly employed after
school and on weee-ends to make a special
(doeeetics, paeer boys, jania notation?
tors, etc.)
Dote this supplement the
I family inc owe, is it saved for further
s schooling, ureet ee spending een.41
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Page two

g

s Elementery Grade Placement. Date of test.
I Recheck for teose who have had remedial
I work. When y u find low acheeveeent do
s you have corrective classes? If not, of
what valuo is the information? It *demo
: to me there is a lack of eiece for remares.
s Parsunally, I wouia rather reed six cams
: than try to read four caress of too clobely
g wriUma material.

:

s Reason for ebsence.:

8
g

:

:

Days absent

:

lace of
inerast, finantreal, laziness, etc.,
: truancy, religion, leelp with faeily.

:

Personality retinae:
:

s

Fur the sake of uniformitie went an ex: planation of waat is ,want by *persons ality ratingew b. necessary?

:

Health ana Physical: : student attitude toward health and
physical disability?
:

Sant or called by

:

:
:

:

;

1 erenit students encouraged to come to
their counselors of their free wills?
s Are yLu planuing a folder for there
s cares? Other zatarials (an essay, en
uutebiography, a note froe beee, etc.)
g add as much to the cumulative record as
;

the cerdu tnemealms.

2 Hal y u thought of using anecuotal record
sheets? The wheets (heavy pa,or like
; the cumulative record card) might be placed
: in tilt., hands of all teachers.
Mhenever
ttAchi,r gains a particularly p-a-tenent
:

: piece of Information, it can be wriceen
2 upon the card and sent to the counselor.
: The care can becalm: a eart of the dtt.dent's
g file.

:

Cause of leaving
school

Follow up

s

:
:

Date of leaving school

Marriage; occupation of husband or wife;
new aderese.

$ Is provision being made for the
records
2 to become available to the teachers having
:
these pupils? When there are au few count s
at, there ere unu as few perious
s

:
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:

: devoted to counseling as there seem to
be, I an interested in enowing how the
recerda are to be used.

I

3.

-ther members of

fael4

:

a Too much. I aUggeat only number in
a family, boys or girls, whether older,
younger -- rather should say it gives
place of child in the family.
:

exact eeeee of j b

Income

:

No.

a

a

a

: No.

Too much.

:

Parents, flans for ;
sun, daughter-:
Eeucational, Vocetional

a No.

Bducationai runs

:

: Too much repetition.

s

a O. K. but too much.

Notable accom,
pliehmente
Elementary Grade
Plasement

:

:

a

a

:

t Ail e.

a

:

Teat, Sc.

Too much.
:

Interpretation of
tests, analysis
and remarks

a

a
:
:

a
a
a
:

:

:
:
:

:

z

:

I do not feel that such a detaeled record,
no matter how good, accompliahoe its purpose, for it just can't be read and asaieiIated by any counselor having, say,
2u0 students unuer her jurisdiction.
Bather, let our counselors be chosen with
extreee care. Then their personal judgwent and guidance will produce far more
and better results than may be iaossinle
when so many- tests, so much information
from the varying sources, tend t diatract. Also, time; time with a student
with sympateetic understanding am questioning outweighs everything tests'
give. These are our two great needs in
any counseling system. Tise, human, lov-

:

:

:

s
a

:

s ing counselorsmore time with each
a student.

:
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four pages of records
: I thank the
could be cut to two and while ohr.: wouldn't
: know so web, Axxliapo, about the student,
t he would buye certain vital facts, 0..nd
g these perused before a counseling ,ieriou
WOUld 114.4J

4.

General comment

5.

Personality ratings:

s

t Comtvehonsive cumulative record card that
seems to be ax exceiiont workable one.
Counselors.' °pl.:lion:, or tests
:

,:onferunco Record

bULmary of 6chool
Record
Cause of leaving
scaJol

Good

:

: Good - upper 1/10, etc.?
:

Good idea

t

8

I

Follow-up

On one
piriod a day. 'lour record card is eatroo: ly complete uilder our set-up.
Out yJu can
s always 1-,:ave some of mho spaces blank.
by thought is that the information should
flu,_, is going to do this end how?

:

g be woriceci out on one card only.
2
$
:

8

I suppose a pupil's fin:Inc:ill nwo

condi.-

s ticn can be deterdinod by the fatwros
s occupation, aumbor in family, etc., out I
$ think it is important to gin. w that when
dealing as d counacior.
1

;1:41}3Ji.XT MATTI:4i

College ?ram:soros
3

1.

Tests 1, 19 4,1141
Toot 26. Purpos.5

I. Q.
Gen. Aob.
s

Mhg.

Math

Large

and D. Desirable, but
s lib- will pay the bill.
Standard diagnostic by tAlichers when
needed. Fac41ty-t,iade Ach. tests O. -.

: Math aptitude for all beginning ilgebra
and ?lame Geometry atuctento
Lung. aptitude and prognostic teats for
Lai beginning foreign 1Lnguage students
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2. I. (is

s

Gen. Aoh.

3. I. 4. and Gen. Acn.

s

z Tests in B. R. - Teats: I. Q. 12 and
: Gen. Adno 26 i;.nn J4
1 test (Coop. nc:,. for 1V3'0 for all
s Lag. for A, 1), and S. Administer in
: classroom.
t In H. R. (Toot 156 General Science for

:

s H. b. aiiti College Lntrance)

:

t

:

Science

: Teats 1, 3, 12, 16, 1), 21
= Taste 26 and 3u

: Teats 1, 7, 9, all 1. Q. tests - adm.
in clas for A, I, ilma b.

Math

I

:

A4ministratore.:
:

1.

Genera' comwent

t

:

t Teats should be given at the beginning
4114 end of each :semester in each subject
fieid. FurtnJrmore, I bel-eve tnat all
: of those other kpes of teats could be
given with profit to the counselors,
: uume of theli, twice auring the school
: course.

:

:

: Who will ?ay for al., these teats? Who
sill administer those teats which arc
will
not in aubject matter fialos?
: mark, inuiria-A, anal4zo, and record
maulte of th.;:ae toete?

:

2.

Gneral coma: -.int
;

3.

I. Q.

Gen. Adh.
:

Hiet.

Frenca
Spanion
German

:

:
:

Gomm., Bkicp,,

6htLa., Ty).

Toot le, pixrpoi:,e 0.

:

:

Eng.

: A great d.:al of this ia repatAion. Is
; it necesaary tnat all data be ausembled
: in one place for average interview?

Reg. or H. B. or

a C. G.
: Tye, 34, pur,k.ae A.

S. C. or H.
Test 40 - way be used at any grade level
: Test 93 - may be used at any grade level
s Test 251 - good at any grade level
muy be used at any grade level
t T.tat
Toot 139 - bay be uaea at any grade level
Test 116 - may be usaa at day grade level
Yc doult U60 any of the testa listed.
Th.,.)ro are bettor ones taan t.Jao included

s

s

g

in y:ur list according to my opinion;
g ho;iev,r, I aa not an expert in the field.

as
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4.

Geneal comment

:

8

Nally of the questions that naturally aria.
conhect...on with the ,)roblem can only

:

:

1

:
:
g
I
t
g

In the case of any achievethent test, one
form may well be iA.ven when work is
started or noun 010/r and another to
meamal-a achiavemAnt.

:
:

I. 4.
Literature
Engliah

For i:JrLnosis

:

C,:Junselors:

be answered in terms of the local situ4tion. Your descAption of tho school
program with reference t_ counLeiLn
b,lped in this respect. However, ode
cannot fully underatad the local aituation without being a part of it. Hence,
I fould it necessary to resort to genen,dizations when y.:u rally need ssecific
suguestions.
(From a letter)

:

s Teacher tests
'feet 47 for both ach_Levemant anu

:

:

els

:
:

I.

General comment

Ivery pupil should be tested in every sub:

:

:
:

g

:

ject ha taz,em, I ,. an, ane or more of
I th,se standardized tests. I believe that
thee tasty should be administered in th
: cis saroom by tie ciasaroiwi teacher and
g should scoomplian the first five purposea
s (Ach., ?rug., Diag., Interest, Self-Yvaivation; you have lusted on page two. gees
; to se these tests should show the educator
cosh the pupil his aptitude in that particular :subject. I believe the readiLL of
g these tests sheuld be recorded on the
: counselor's

:

2.

I. Q.
Gen. Aah.
Eng.

:

Teat46 18 and 1), D, 0; where - 0.
2 Pests 34 and )0, ?, 4 where - SC.
: Testa 44, yi, 40, .44 series of tests to
g be given consistently at beginning and
end of each year in general Enaian for
: diagnosis and self-evaluation of the pupil,
: also for achieves ent and ether ArpQada.

:

3.

s Very little
:
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4.

General comment

5.

Genocal convent

Hot sufficiently acquainted with majority
$ of tests to make a contribution.
;

:

: Bothu.ng significant

III.

College Professors:
1.

s

Voc. Interests anu
Voc. Aptitude

2.

5

s At least twice during 4 years.
:

g

Emot. Interests
and hduc. Apt.

INTANGIEL2.:,

T.rLia

A. and 5

:

:

: If the teachers snow and do their stuff,
: no tests. Important information.
cuess Ulm is hue best obtgan good dein.

:

: Tests given for each except Voc. APtittldeis 336, 343
:
5: 331, 332

g
t

Lists tests

Other 21,:fau3 than

:

2:

6 331

s

3: 337, 339
4s 348

71 320
L: 320

;

tests

;

Lists touts

t

"bservat.i.on, anecdotal record and inter-

s
2

3.

Tests given for Voc. Interests and Emos titsil hal:Loco, both t, be given in h. R.
1: 343
: 1
;
5s 3)1
s

Administrators:

: :
: I
:

1.

Lists tests

Other ms,aus

t

s it
:

s
:

t
s

s

t 2:
s 3s

s 4:
s 5g
t

s

a 6:
: 72

t

t
:

.4

BaLic work of good colnselor,
interviews
Sea above
343
Contin. Interviews on part of
339
counselor
Oce above
33.:
Use tests judiciously; thif;
331
of great siguif:.oance
Hil-s Tab -(fur $ ocial .sensitivity)
Dubious about tests] hose visitations,
parental interviews good
330
Use touts judie_ously; several

343

field

counselors should ap ,,raisse yersoaality.
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2.

General comkent

3.

General comment

4.

List: tests

:

doubtful valuci if too much time of
counselor required to keep this up.

=

s

:

1

s

: No suggestions
:

s

:

Is
2s
: 3:
s 4:
5:
6:
7:
es

hepaer vocat. aAitudea teat
343
'Aber iteans--interview aria subject
grades
1
320, 331 - psychiatric interview
356
-- interview
320

:
,..motienal balance

:
I

5.

Comment on tests

:

:

:

s
:

s
a
:
t
g

asch testa skAild be suppleented by an
interview by u person trained in guidance
work but preferably byr a psychiatrist.

Wparantly this administrator believes
in having tests aaslnistered in h. R.)

s
:
s
s
:

Personality tests to be used only by
expert on 14eetal eases
343 for Voc. Interest if clerical help
is available
Testa with tekt, on c.aierciaL subjects
sufficient
Any tests in this field must ba tae-,ea
with :ALA, and results carefully evaluated
1 by adviser.
For vocational interest, 343, plus coni'oronce with pupil, what he get:m.14 works at
etc.
t Voc. aptitude - test of IL:ech. aptitude

:

:
:

:
s

helpful
: Ed. interest - narks in scnool apa pupil
s opinion
Eh. aptitude - the earlier the better
:
: Lmotional balance - testa ,Jnly by expert
r ana then for particular cases
Honk: influences - cenference wita parent,
: visit to hose

:

Counselors:

1.

:

3

:

t 7t 5'

:

s

Tests

2: 5
Other mesas - fie id tripe, occupa3 s 320 tons course s

17,

2.

Tests
t
t

t

ther

katalb

:
:

:

:
t
t
t

It
34
61
bt

)
To be of value in guil)
ance should have the
337
336, 34.0 retest before the
32U - Lay be worwed into 1f projects

.343

$ 1. Anecdotal waterial frow classroom
teachers, student himself,
a
parents.
t
t 2. Should be worked out at ?Alyea. Lab.
3. Past reports, interviews, awe.
wato;rlaili

t

i 4.
t

t 5. No adequate test without wuch pHrsonal

I

a

:

a

tea.. .ledge by counselor of the coun-

melee
6.

:
:

a

t

t

7. -6, No really satisfactory tests, but requires stuuent analysts, self-,analysis,
teacher anaiisis, and lat:114 interviews

by those qualified t aiu in persohality
problewe.
I

3

